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ABSTRACT

Although Journal d'un cure de campagne and Monsieur Ouine
have very different endings, show staggering similarities in the
area of lexis and imagery. The question asked here is, how can
the two novels differ in their final messages, if lexis and imagery
are largely identical.

Firstly, an inventory of lexis and imagery of disintegration is
established, which proves that certain lexical fields and images
occur and point to a process of social disintegration in both novels.

Then, the social institutions such as Family, Church and Parish are
examined in both novels, with regard to the lexis established in
the first chapter This provides a global view of the parishes,
Ambricourt and Fenouille. In order to gain greater insight into the
process of disintegration, a detailed inspection of the leading
characters linked with certain recurring symptoms of
disintegration (solitude, desespoir, ridicule, injustice, maladie,
mort) is undertaken.

The result reveals that the reaction of the individual to these

symptoms is decisive in the process of disintegration. The
individual's voluntary acceptance of suffering can be redeeming
and can counteract the process of social disintegration. The diary
as a tool to self-awareness and a child-like attitude of the
individual support the individual's positive reaction to suffering,
as is exemplified in the cure d'Ambricourt. His self-sacrificing
suffering for his community leads to a more optimistic ending,
whereas the lack of such a self-sacrificing character in Monsieur
Ouine leaves the reader with an entirely black vision of I a
paroisse morte.

These two visions seen against the backdrop of le reel
bernanosien, the fictional reality of the novels, produce a world
of grace in Journal d'un Cure de Campagne and a world of
disgrace in Monsieur Ouine. The recognition of le mystere
chretien at the heart of le reel can create a world of grace, while
its rejection assures a world of disgrace.
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A note to references and abbreviations:

In the text Journal d'un Cure de Campagne will be referred to as
JCC and Monsieur Ouine as O. These abbreviations will be placed
immediatly after the quotations, followed by the page number.
All of Bernanos' references refer to the Plei'ade edition of his
(Euvres Completes (Seuil: Gallimard, 1961).

References to quotations other than Bernanos are found as
footnotes. At the first mention of an author the full reference will
be given. In later quotations the footnote will just include his
name, the title and the page number. All the literature consulted
is listed in 6. SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY.
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INTRODUCTION

This analysis is not written without affection for the subject.
Journal d'un Cure de Campagne was known to me before the
research for this thesis was started. Initially worried about the
complete opposition of the two novels, my main concern was
finding enough similarities. This apprehension in comparing
Journal d'un Cure de Campagne with Monsieur Ouine faded after
discovering the hidden proximity of the two novels. Similar to the
pairing of I'Imposture and la Joie, Journal d'un Cure de Campagne
and Monsieur Ouine belong together. We know that Bernanos
had started working on Monsieur Ouine, but when he reached the
point of shaping the character of the cure de Fenouille, he stopped
working on the novel altogether and began Journal d'un Cure de
Campagne. 1 Only after finishing Journal d'un Cure de Campagne
did he take up his pen again to continue his troublesome and
difficult work on Monsieur Ouine. It is therefore not surprising
that both books seem to fascinatingly complete each other,
forming an ensemble within the Bernanosian world, and that
there are recurring themes of social disintegration indicated by a
considerable amount of overlap in both lexis and images.

The question asked herein is, how can the two novels ofJournal
d'un Cure de Campagne and Monsieur Ouine, similar in lexis and
imagery, lead to such different endings. The cure d'Ambricourt's
final tout est grace stands in great contrast to the closing image in
Monsieur Ouine, where Ouine's physique is grotesquely reduced to
just his nose and mutates into une petite bete malfaisante.
Beyond the general comparison, this dissertation aims to identify
the decisive moment, in which these two novels start to differ.

The first step is to examine the lexis and images of disintegration
very closely. A data-based collection of lexical fields and images
was started, which aimed to put forward all signifiants which
include the signifie disintegration in the specific Bernanosian

1 La fascination qu'exerce sur le romancier le personnage [le cure de
Fenouille] qui prend forme peu a peu sous ses doigts, jointe a I'impossibilite
oil il se trouve d'en developper toutes les virtualites, explique sans doute
qu'il ait eprouve le besoin, en partant de donnees tres voisines, de raconter
une tout autre histoire. On dirait, en somme, que le contexte disgracie dans
lequel il est oblige d'inserer le petit cure de "Monsieur Ouine" lui donne
comme un sentiment d'une injustice et I'incite a offrir a son personnage
une nouvelle chance, en le faisant vivre dans un monde dont les
apparences sont les memes que celles de la paroisse morte, mais oil la
presence de Dieu eclate encore suffisamment pour que nous decouvrions a
la fin avec le heros que tout est grace. (Milner, M: Georges Bernanos.
Desclee de Brouwer, p. 196.)
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context. Unfortunately, no computerized version of the novels
was available. Therefore, the data-collection is not

comprehensive, although all major scenes have been scanned for
lexis indicating disintegration. This collection of lexical fields and
images, presented in the first chapter, will provide only the
skeleton for the study. It will prove that certain lexical fields and
images occur in both novels, and therefore point to the process of
social disintegration, also common to both novels.

This being done, the second chapter will include a close inspection
of the societies presented in the two novels. The division of those
societies into their constituent institutions of Family, Church and
Parish will give insight into the process of social disintegration.
Their examination will produce a global view of the situation of
the two parishes, Ambricourt and Fenouille.

The individuals of both communities are infected by l'ennui.
Tumour-like, the evil is spreading, rapidly capturing more and
more of the parish. Institutions like Family and Church are seized
by the tumour. The obvious downfall of the Family, shown in the
goings-on in the count's family, and the similar decay within the
Church as represented by Dufrety and Blangermont, is caused by
the double standards generally accepted by the individuals of
each institution. Both count and countess, for instance, are

anxious to keep a certain Christian appearance. The count's
weekly attendance at mass as well as the countess' indignant
remark: "Ce foyer, monsieur I'abbe, est un foyer chretien",(JCC
1153) indicate that Catholicism belongs to the establishment. For
this and no other reason it is practised. Keeping a Catholic
appearance has two obvious advantages: one, in following
conventions one receives the approval of the majority of the
society; secondly, by keeping the rules, one is protected from
possible criticism. The cure, of course, opposes the mere keeping
of a Christian appearance as he recognises that in reality these
rules only serve as a bulwark against personal Christian
involvement.

In Monsieur Ouine the same institutions have crumbled. The
remnants of Family, Church and Parish reflect a ridiculous, maybe
even mocking image of what had been the very heart of society.
Christianity, which before supported society, does not appear as
relevant in Monsieur Ouine. The priest and the parish of Fenouille
remind the reader of a Christian order. The fictional reality,
however, presents the reversal of a working, Christian society.
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In an example of a deteriorating family, Philippe's family consists
of his mother and his nurse, who also is intimated to be his
mother's lover. The complicity of the two women makes Philippe
perceive his home as cold and empty:" une maison sans ame; une

cage et rien dedans, rien." (O 1419) Neither the Devandomme
family, nor Anthelme and Jambe-de-Laine, or the mayor, Arsene,
and his wife show signs of an intact family. The Church's only
representative in Monsieur Ouine is the cure de Fenouille, left
without any support from the Church and defenceless against the
violence of his parish.

Turning now to the Parish, which is probably the most important
of the three institutions, the emphasis will lie in the
complementary nature of the novels. The priests in the two
novels follow two opposing movements: the cure d'Ambricourt
slowly forcing himself into the heart of his designated parish, and
the cure de Fenouille being pushed to the margin of his parish.

In Journal d'un Cure de Campagne, the cure d'Ambricourt's
opening words of his diary, "Ma paroisse est une paroisse comme
les autres" (JCC 1031), states his presence and his assuming
responsibility of the parish, and in fact "le roman entier n'est en
effet que I'approfondissement de cette notion 1,1. He stays central
as an intermediary between his parish and God. He shares with
each individual common feelings. The cure's heart beats for every
single member of his parish as they are, in fact, "les membres
souffrants de Jesus-Christ" (JCC 1258). The cure is able to conquer
the community by taking on its all-devouring, tumour-like illness;
he dies of cancer. Through his faith, his persistent effort, and his
tremendous, redeeming suffering, he manages to partly reconcile
the community to its Christian vocation.

In Monsieur Ouine a society without a saintly priest a la cure
d'Ambricourt, one in which truly every Christian value is lost, is
perverted into a cruel and arbitrary community. Crime, madness,
indifference and lying, all symptoms of the absence of Love, are
characteristic of Fenouille. Pushed to the margins of his parish, the
cure de Fenouille is unable to assume his priestly responsibilities.
Secular, pseudo-substitutes in the shape of Ouine and le docteur
Malepine force their way into the heart of the community, and
attempt to take over its moral leadership. The culmination of this
movement of decentralization is reached in the sermon scene,

where the cure abandons his parish, and declares it dead: "II y a

1 Hans Aaraas, 'A propos de Journal d'un cure de campagne: essai sur
l'ecrivain et le pretre', in: Archives des lettres Modernes, 70 (Minard,1966),
p.12.
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encore beaucoup de paroisses dans le monde. Mais celle-ci est
morte "(O 1489).

Moving from the more global view of social institutions to the
characters, we need to view them in the specific Bernanosian
world scenario, a scenario in which the dominating evil forces
overpower I'elan vers 1'amour. It is only by doing this that one is
able to understand the full scale of their fictitious existence.

Looking at the initial data of lexis and images, at the social
institutions, and finally at the characters, certain symptoms of
disintegration proved more important than others. Recurring
lexis, like solitude, desespoir, ridicule, injustice, maladie and
mort, were established as symptoms of disintegration, and
examined in connection with certain characters. Ouine and the
cure d'Ambricourt, being the most opposite characters of the two
novels, form the core in the comparison with each symptom.
Other characters are added to the discussion when it seems

necessary. The examination of characters reveals that the
symptoms of disintegration may promote Evil, but are not evil
themselves. It is the reaction of the individual to these symptoms
which is decisive. The rejection of these symptoms indicates
refusal of sanctification. It usually continues a tradition of
rejection of God in this individual. However, the voluntary
acceptance of suffering as redeeming for oneself and for others,
turns these symptoms into "possible sanctifiers", as they can be
used as a tool to co-operate in Redemption.

Hence, the lexis (solitude, desespoir, ridicule, injustice, maladie
and mort) itself only indicates the process of disintegration. The
reaction of the individual to the symptoms, however, can either
advance or fight it. It either continues a series of sins, or its
acceptance leads to sanctification. in this fact lies the answer of
our initial question: the cure d'Ambricourt, accepting the
symptoms of disintegration, uses them as sanctifiers. His
sanctifying presence slows down the process of disintegration in
Journal d'un Cure de Campagne; the ending leaves therefore space
for hope. In Monsieur Ouine nobody counter-acts social
disintegration; The final message of la paroisse morte1 stays
gloomy.

The last chapter will carry the analysis further by asking why is
the supernatural meaning of possible sanctifiers not recognised in
Monsieur Ouine. The answer to this question has to be seen

1 Original title of Monsieur Ouine.
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against the backdrop of le reel, the fictional reality of the novels.
The recognition that le mystere chretien is at the heart of
Bernanos' realism allows the individual to understand the

supernatural meaning of suffering. Similarly, the keeping of a
diary and the presence of a child-like spirit can only provide
answers if le reel bernanosian is recognised. In le grand noir
shown in Monsieur Ouine caused by the rejection of le reel n o
answers can be provided. Suffering, the keeping of a diary as a
key to the self-awareness of one's own sinfulness, and the child as
a vehicle to the childhood of God remain meaningless.
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LEXIS AND IMAGERY OF DISINTEGRATION

1.1. Lexical fields

Impending disintegration is constantly present in Journal d'un
Cure de Campagne and Monsieur Ouine. In Journal d'un Cure de
Campagne , it is expressed primarily through the cure's personal
fear and despair. In Monsieur Ouine the existence of a crumbling
society is transmitted through the occurrence in the world
surrounding the parish: the discovery of the murder of an
innocent child and the lack of order which results in arbitrary
behaviour of the characters; the continuous occurence of rain
(averse), mud (la boue) and a number of other daunting images
(such as the innocent ringing of the village bells turning into a
frightening swarm of bees, leading to the sound of an explosion
and the sensation of a shining rain until it finally ends with the
echo of a human scream.1)

The first task in exploring the two societies presented in Journal
d'un Cure de Campagne and Monsieur Ouine is to examine the
lexis of the two novels. This will be done with the aid of lexical

fields, which consist of one signifiant and its semantical and
grammatical surrounding; for example, the signifiant froid (as a
noun) includes in its lexical field the adjective froid as well as its
semantic neighbour glace.

The signifiants , listed here, occur for the most part, in both novels
and have a common signifie which includes disintegration in the
two Bernanosian novels2. The listing of these signifiants should
help to illustrate the persistent presence of decay in both Journal
d'un Cure de Campagne and Monsieur Ouine. Due to limited space
and time, it is impossible to produce a complete list of signifiants
which indicate disintegration in these two novels. The list
presented in this chapter needs to be seen as a selective,
systematic enumeration of relevant signifiants, opening a wide

1 Ce n'est plus qu'un bourdonnement, comme d'un essaim de guepes
geantes, traverse d'eclairs sonores, et brusquement quelque part au fond de
I'espace, juste au-dessus de sa tete, 1'explosion d'une sphere de cristal avec
une detonation si nette et si pure qu'elle semble se resoudre en lumiere,
retomber en pluie de lumiere sur I'immense paysage ensoleille...Parfois,
lorsque le vent tourne, le cri dechirant, presque humain, de I'echo. (O 1481)
2 Unfortunately, it was not possible to produce a list which includes
signifiants always occuring in both novels. If the same one could not be
found in one of the novels a very similar one is produced: f. ex.:
effondrement - ebranlement; glissement - glissade - chute;
echapper - fuir;
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area of lexical fields to examine in this analysis; undoubtedly, this
list could be extended.

The first field covers a number of terms describing a pre-
creational state of the world:

Satan

(JCC 1143 "Car Satan est un maitre trop dur", O 1488 "Satan aurait
visite son peuple")

chaos,
(JCC 1139 "Dans la haine que les pecheurs se portent les uns sur
les autres, dans le mepris, ils s'unissent, ils s'embrassent, ils
s'agregent, ils se confondent, ils ne seront plus un jour, aux yeux
de I'Eternel, que ce lac de boue toujours gluant sur quoi passe et
repasse vainement I'immense maree de I'amour divin, la mer des
flammes vivantes et rugissantes qui a feconde le chaos" JCC "La
mort vaille que vaille, vous rendra bientot immobile, au silence.
Qu'importe, si des maintenant vous etes unis dans le mal, pris tous
les trois dans le piege du meme peche - une meme chair
pecheresse - compagnons - oui, compagnons - compagnons pour
eternite.", O 1369 "le meme silence comme I'eternel"),

desordre

(JCC 1147 "Tous les desordres procedent du meme pere, et c'est le
pere du mensonge.", O. 1388 le desordre universel),

neant, vide
(JCC 1113 "J'etais couche au bord du vide, du neant, comme un
mendiant, comme un ivrogne, comme un mort, et j'attendais qu'on
me ramassa" O 1560 "J'ai perdu tout sentiment de la mienne [mon
dme], alors qu'il y a une heure seulement, je Teprouvais ainsi
qu'un vide, une attente, une aspiration interieure.) ,

creux

(JCC 1138 "Son regard fuyais le mien, et je croyais voir s'etendre
le creux d'ombre de ses joues.", O 1414 "Cest tout le paysage a
present qui glisse jusqu'au creux de la houle, chavire.'j,

silence

(JCC 1113 "L'ame se tait. Dieu se tait. Silence.", JCC 1162 "II se fait
derriere moi un si terrible silence que je n'osais pas me
retourner.", terrifiants silences, , O 1369 "le silence comme
I'eternel" , O 1488 "ce silence beant"),

noir, la nuit
(JCC 1113 "Je suis moi-meme nuit", O 1371 "peut-etre irai-je
d'ailleurs a la rencontre du petit valet, la nuit sera noire")

1' a b s e n t

(O. 1350 "Vabsent eternel"),
i m m o b i 1 i t e

(JCC 1143 "II devore sur-le-champ son crime, Tincorpore a son
epouvantable substance, le digere sans sortir un moment de son
effrayante, de son eternelle immobilite.", O 1500 "Le meme
instinct qui lui imposait cette immobilite flexible donnait a son
visage une expression extraordinaire de resignation sournoise,
qu'on eut prise tout autant pour Tindifference ou de la tristesse."),

r i e n

(O 1550 "II n'y a rien. Retenez ce mot: rienl"),
f r o i d

(JCC 1228 "Le froid de la rue ma pris., O 1490 "L'enfer, c'est le
froid. [...] lutter ensemble contre le froid")
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The refusal of God's existence, order and reason brings le mal (JCC
1110 "Le mal jete n'importe oil germe presque surement") into existence.
L'ennui in both novels stands from the beginning for the
devastating Evil: JCC 1031 Ma paroisse est devoree par I'ennui...L'ennui
les devore sous nos yeux et nous n'y pouvions rien, O 1465 D'autant qu'il n'y
a pas de malheur des homines, monsieur I'abbe, il y a Vennui. Personne n'a
jamais partage I'ennui de I'homme et neamoins garde son ame. L'ennui de
I'homme vient a bout de tout, monsieur I'abbe, il amollira la terre.) Le mal
and l'ennui are, in these two novels, almost semantically equal.
Le mal describes the immediate connection with the Fallen Angel,
our chase from Paradise and consequently our battle with Original
Sin. Whereas 1'ennui is the illness after le mal has attacked the
human being. It describes the sense of meaninglessness and
indifference within oneself. In other words, both gifts given to us
with the birth of Christ, the Word and Love of God 1, are killed by
l'ennui. Through Evil the world is infested by:

mensonge
(JCC 1147 "Tous les desordres procedent du meme pere, et c'est le
pere du mensonge.", O 1352 "[...jfaite pour le mensonge et la
caresse "),

disgrace
(JCC 1150 "Les pires disgraces familiales ont toujours quelque
chose de risible.", 0.1469 La derniere disgrace de I'homme est que
le mal lui-meme I'ennuie"),

peche
(JCC 1090 "Que savons nous du peche? ... Quelle epaisseur a le
peche?", JCC 1139 "Le monde de peche fait face au monde de la
grace ainsi que I'image refletee ainsi qu'un paysage, au bord
d'une eau noire et profonde.", O 1381 "Et toi tu me suis, mais de
loin, nous te
verrons deboucher a ton tour, portant le poids de mes peches"),

1' o r g u e i 1
(JCC 1054 "signe d'une grande foi, peut-etre d'un grand orgueil",
O 1481 "L'orgueil entretenu tant d'annees au plus secret de son
ame, cet orgueil si parfaitement incorpore a sa vie, a sa substance,
a la substance de sa vie, qu'il n'eut su peut-etre encore lui donner
son vrai nom, I'orgueil venait de consommer en lui jusqu'au
remords ")

la faute

(JCC 1159 "Mais nos fautes empoisonnent Pair que d'autres
respirent, et tel crime, dont un miserable portait le germe a son
insu, n'aurait jamais muri son fruit, sans ce principe de
corruption. "),

1st. John's Gospel (1:1-17) says: In the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with
God; all things were made through Him, and without Him was not
everything made that was made. In Him was life, and the life was the light
of men. The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness has not
overcome it...
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I' e n f e r

(JCC 1157 "L'enfer, madame, c'est de ne plus aimer", O 1550 "plus
repugnant et hideux que tous les diables de I'enfer."),

damnation

(0.1482 "L'assurance de sa parfaite solitude, de I'espece de
damnation ou. il etait tombe, ebranle a cette minute si fortement
ses nerfs qu'il essaie gauchement d'exprimer pour lui seul, par
quelque image, un sentiment presque inconcevable."),

solitude

(JCC 1246 "II n'y a pas de solitude plus profonde qu'une certaine
laideur, qu'une certaine desolation de la laideur.", O 1418 "maitre
de son secret, sur de sa solitude"),

revolte

( JCC 1159 "Mais cette fois j'ai vu la revolte, la vraie revolte,
eclater sur un visage humain" ^),

souffrance

(JCC 1198 "[...] je me sentais simplement I'esclave d'une souffrance
trop vive, ou plutot du souvenir de cette souffrance - car la
certitude de son retour etait plus angoissante que la souffrance
meme - et je la suivais comme un chien suit son maitre." O 1384
"Souffrir, voyez-vous, cela s'apprend...Meme lorsque vous vous
sentez bien creux, bien , la souffrance fait la demande et la
reponse, pense pour vous. II n'a qu'a la laisser travailler."

desespoir
(JCC 1130 "J'appartiens certainement a cette espece de faibles, de
miserables, dont les intentions restent bonnes, mais qui oscillent
toute leur vie entre ignorance et le desespoir.",JCC 1032"desespoir
avorte" ,JCC 1144 "jeter au desespoir" , 01510 "L'heure viendra
cependant ou, dans un monde organise par le desespoir, precher
I'esperance equivaudra tout juste a jeter un charbon enflamme au
milieu d'un baril de poudre.")

injustice
(JCC 1075 "Mais I'injustice et le malheur, tiens, ga m'allume le
sang." , JCC 1093 "Souffrir I'injustice, c'est la condition de
I'homme mortel"

haine, indifference, mepris
(JCC 1141 "au bord de la haine et du desespoir", JCC 1160 "La haine
est I'indifference et mepris.", O 1369 "La Nature qui tire parti de
tout, ainsi qu'une menagere horrible, la couve d'une haine
vigilante, entrouvre amoureusement ses charniers.", O 1360
"I'attaque perfide de Miss, I'indifference de Michelle", O 1427
"Tant que le vieux m'aura en mepris, dit-il, je ne te prendrai pas
sous son toit, c'est deja trop de manger son pain.")

malice

(JCC 1188 "Je connais la malice des gens.", O 1398 "[...] je trouve
que la malice a I'air de leur sortir par tous les pores"),

1 u x u r e

(JCC 1128 "quiconque a quelque experience du peche n'ignore pas
pourtant que la luxure menace sans cesse d'etouffer sous ses
vegetations parasites, ses hideuses proliferations, la virilite
comme V intelligence.")

^The signifiant revolte could not be found in Monsieur Ouine. See under
revolter.

2The signifiant injustice or injuste could not be found in Monsieur
Ouine. Chapter 3, SYMPTOMS will argue for the existence of an implied
lexical field, injustice.
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curiosite

(JCC 1237 "Cette curiosite inconnue aux miens, je la tue
maintenant a petits coups de morphine", O 1557 "La curiosite me
devore "),

detachement

(JCC 1232 "Et il me fixait de ses yeux noirs, avec une sorte de
detachement", O 1555 "un detachement haineux de son propre
sort, une conviction glacee."),

degout
(JCC 1143 "Car si notre espece doit perir, elle perira de degout,
d'ennui", O. 1395 "Nul ne se doute que le degout, sinon le remords,
des plaisirs helas! desormais sans retour a pris chez le bonhomme
vicieux, tout environne du pressentiment de la mort, la forme de
ce delire cocasse"),

m a 1 a d i e

(JCC 1244 "Des poumons qui fondent peu a peu comme un morceau
de sucre dans I'eau, un cceur extenue qu'on doit provoquer sans
cesse, ou meme cette bizarre maladie de M. le docteur Laville, et
dont j'ai oublie le nom, il me semble que la menace de tout cela
doit rester un peu vague, abstraite."

a n g o i s s e
(JCC 1228 "[...] il me semblait entendre ce chuchotement comme
d'une foule immense, invisible, tapie au fond de mon angoisse,
ainsi que la plus profonde nuit.", O 1409 "[...] une espece
d'angoisse physique a fleur de peau"),

t e r r e u r

( JCC 1237 "j'eprouve une sorte de terreur, de terreur presque
religieuse", JCC 1160 "A ce moment je ne sais quelle terreur m'a
pris.O 1391 "terreurs d'enfant, prompte a tuer"),

hypocrisie
(JCC 1154 "II n'est pire desordre en ce monde que I'hypocrisie des
puissants." ^),

resignation
(JCC 1229 La resignation de tous ces gens me fait honte", O 1500
"resignation sournoise"),

honte

( JCC 1171 "elle aura honte de celui.", O 1481 "devorer sa honte aux

yeux de tous")

Man himself becomes an ally to this godless world, either in the
shape of a wrong-doer, a culprit, a monster with some remnant of
human traits, or as a victim, an aimless sufferer. The monster as
well as the victim collaborate equally with le mal, simply by
failing to reject it. This is why the distinction between monster
and victim is often not clear.3

iThe signifiant maladie could not be found in Monsieur Ouine ; see under
malade and invisible.

•^The signifiant hypocrisie could not be found in Monsieur Ouine. Later
on, in 2.2 DISINTEGRATION OF CHURCH AND PARISH, it will be only referred
to in connection with Journal d'un Cure de Campagne.
3 The cure d'Ambricourt, Guillaume and le petit valet Malicorne are
represented only as victims and not as culprits. More will be said about this
in the 2. and 3. chapter.
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The sinner, through his sin, is guilty of damaging both his
neighbour and himself. The external, visible effect of his sin
makes him a culprit, an impostor to God's law. The internal,
invisible effect of the same sin turns him into a victim of le mal,
which is manifested by an increased sense of emptiness and
despair. The sinner, as a victim of his trespass also unknowingly
enslaves himself to Evil.

Sinning in the Bernanosian world, is a mysterious pledge of
allegiance to the devil. Whoever does not energetically follow the
way indicated by Christ is doomed to become a ridiculous
caricature of the devil, gradually losing the most essential
inherent human qualities: the ability to distinguish between Good
and Evil and the ability to love. He is identified as:

m o n s t r e

(JCC1143 "Qu'importe au monstre un criminel de plus ou de
moins!", O 1391 "surgir le monstre"),

pecheur
(JCC 1099 "communion des pecheurs", O 1487 "Aussi longtemps que
la paroisse tient bon, les pecheurs et les autres ne font qu'un
grand corps ou la pitie, sinon la grace de Dieu circule, ainsi que la
seve d'un arbre"),

m e n t e u r

( JCC 1178 "Naturellement, vous me traitez de menteuse,
d'hypocrite?" O 1415 "Menteur!"),

ennemi

(JCC 1110 "I'homme est partout I'ennemi de lui-meme", JCC. 1048
"I'ennemi interieur qui devore peu a peu ses forces, son travail,
son bien.", O 1356 "I'ennemi de tout le repos, tyran, un autre
Philippe") ,

victime

(JCC 1143 "11 ne souffre pas que ses victimes lui ressemblent, il ne
leur permet qu'une caricature grossiere, abjecte, impuissante", O
1498 Reniee par les siens, pauvre, avilie, suspecte a tous, elle
semblait la victime laissee a I'appetit d'une classe par I'autre, un

gage d'avance sacrifie."),
creature

(JCC1162 "II me semblait que j'etais seul, seul debout, entre Dieu et
cette creature torturee", O 1411 "Ce qu'il voyait la ressemblait
moins a une creature encore vivante"),

animal

( JCC 1205 "ainsi qu'un animal blessed' ,0 1404 "I'animal
prisonnier"),

bete

(JCC 1144 "Mon Dieu, j'ai presume de mes forces. Vous m'avez jete
au desespoir comme on jette a I'eau une petite bete a peine nee,
aveugle.", O 1487 "Vous etes libres, mes amis. Cent fois plus que les
sauvages ou les pai'ens, tout a fait libres, comme des betes."),
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o t a g e
(JCC 1078 "Tant pis pour nous qui servons aussi d'otages aux
Puissants.O 1498 "Le monde moderne est plein de ces otages
obscurs. "),

malade

(JCC 1238 "Mentir aux malades est une necessite de notre etat.",0
1500 "comme un malade qui grelotte"),

c a d a v r e

(JCC 1154 "Qu'importe a Dieu le prestige, la dignite, la science, si
tout cela n'est qu'un suaire de soie sur un cadavre pourri.", O 1465
'"II y maintenant un cadavre dans chaque maison', fit-il avec
douceur. "),

mendiant, mort
(JCC 1113 " J'etais couche au bord du vide, du neant, comme un
mendiant, comme un ivrogne, comme un mort, et j'attendais qu'on
me ramassat", O 1387 "Philippe, vous avez trop longtemps tenu
chez vous la place d'un mort", O 1515"Lorsque son courage
defaille, la seule image qui lui rend desormais la paix, detend ses
nerfs, c'est celle d'un mendiant sur une route, un vrai mendiant,
besace au dos, poursuivi par les chiens")

The world of a monster/victim-like Man has the following
qualities, expressed adjectively:

f r o i d

(O 1490 "Et maintenant, le mal ne vous tient plus chaud, reprit le
cure de Fenouille. [... ] Vous vous sentez tout transis, tout
froids. [.. ]Vous vous etiez soupgonnes, calomnies, denonces, hais
les uns les autres, et maintenant cette necessite vous rapprochait,
de lutter ensemble contre le froid, de vous tenir chaud."),

glace
(JCC 1160 "J'avais voulu rechauffer d'un coup ce cceur glace", O
1394 "[...] et aussitot quelle sueur glacee au creux de mains!", une
conviction glacee."),

v o r a c e

(JCC 1076 "La pitie, vois-tu c'est une bete...Elle est puissante, elle
est vorace.", O 1552 "cette gueule vorace"),

n o i r

(JCC 1099 "...au bord d'une eau noire et profonde", O 1384 "sous ces
torrents d'eau dans la nuit noire, vers quelque but connu de lui
seul, vers son but."),

monstrueux

(O 1352 "une paresse devenue bien vite monstrueuse,
devoratrice", O 1549 "ce soulagement monstrueux"),

mena^ant
(JCC 1184 "cette menagante douceur", O 1397 "un sourire
menagant" ),

d u r

(JCC 1057 "II est dur d'etre seul, plus dur encore de partager sa
solitude avec des indifferents ou des ingrats", O 1354 "Ce grand
gargon au profil dur appartient a la race ennemie, devoratrice,
celle qui ne mesure pas son elan, se jette sur la femme aimee
comme une proie")

vain

(JCC 1100 "Nous juger sur ce que nous appelons nos actes est peut-
etre aussi vain que de nous juger sur nos reves. Dieu choisit selon
sa justice.[..], O 1394 "Vaine defense!"),
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vide
(JCC 1553 "Les jours passent, passent....Qu'ils sont vides!" O 1419 "La
rumination jamais achevee des heures vides, des paroles vaines et
douces "),

ridicule

(JCC 1110 "Un homme qui a mal au cceur est toujours si ridicule" O.
1368 "le ridicule globe noir" ^)

a n o n y m e
(JCC "lettre anonyme", O 1467 Je veux dire ces sortes de
confidences ecrites que la loi qualifie d'anonymes, hi, hi!),

b o u r g o i s
(JCC 1174 "Les nobles d'aujourd'hui sont des bourgeois honteux.", O
1352 "un des plus beaux du vocabulaire bourgeois")

I i v i d e

(JCC 1148 "[...]je le [mon triste visage] voyais dans la glace, et le
reflet vert des pelouses le faisait paraitre encore plus ridicule,
plus livide", O 1352 "le visage livide") ,

s e u 1

(JCC 1241 "J'etais seul, inexprimablement seul, en face de ma mort
O 1482-83 "Seul, absolument seul, parmi ces ombres"),

mediocre

(JCC 1123 "Le mediocre est un piege du demon.")"

Since his world is primarily characterised by the absence of
reason and of compassion, the fallen Man rejecting Salvation
persecutes his neighbour with hatred, expressed verbally:

detester

(JCC 1136 "Oh! vous pouvez continuer, je la deteste je I'ai toujours
de...", O 1353 "prete a detester I'homme gris"),

hair

(JCC 1257 "II est plus facile que Von croit de se hai'r.", O 1498
"Peut-etre la hai'ssaient-ils, et probablement a leur insu"),

t r a h i r

( JCC 1095 "Ou bien, vous I'avez trahi votre Christ", O 1418 "le
regard trahit le meme entetement obscur" 2)

revolter

(JCC 1252 "N'etes-vous jamais tentee de vous revolter?", O 1469 "Je
ne me revolte pas contre le mal. Dieu ne s'est pas revolte contre
lui, monsieur, il Vassume. Je ne maudis meme pas le diable")

He perceives the loss of order, reason and love through the sense
of futility; nothing can be taken as certain. The reader's attention
is constantly drawn to the feeling of Man losing control, or of an
uncontrollable, destructive and arbitrary force, sweeping through
the world, having access to the exterior, the realm of action and
language, and the interior world, the realm of dreams, secrets and
thoughts. This is characterised as:

' Later on, ridicule will be referred to as a noun.

^Later on, we refer to this lexical field as a noun, trahison.
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a b i m e

(JCC 1143 "II ne souffre pas que ses victimes lui ressemblent, il ne
leur permet qu'une caricature grossiere, abjecte, impuissante,
dont se doit regaler, sans jamais s'en assouvir, la feroce ironie de
I'abime", 0.1360 "un abime de solitude"),

g o u f f r e
(JCC 1141 "Je n'ai voulu voir que cet etre, devant moi, au bord de la
haine et du desespoir ainsi que d'un double gouffre, et tout
chancelant. "),

breche

(JCC 1162 "II me semblait qu'une main mysterieuse venait d'ouvrir
une breche dans on ne sait quelle muraille invisible O. 1375
"breche immense"),

effondrement
(JCC 1056 "effondrement des reves, des esperances, des ambitions
de ma jeunesse") ,

ebranlement

(O. 1370 I'ebranlement interieur),
glissement

(JCC 1213 "Le paysage ne venait pas a nous, il s'ouvrait de toutes
parts, et un peu au-dela du glissement hagard de la route, tournait
mysterieusement sur lui-meme, ainsi que la porte d'un autre
monde " ),

gl issade, chute
(JCC 1183 depuis la chute", 0.1373 "Une glissade, une chute que
dire? "),

ramollissement

(JCC 1090"Il y a des ramollissements du cerveau. Le
ramollissement du cceur est pire."),

The same frantic force is able to cause a sense of annihilation and

elusiveness, as the following two sections, consisting of verbs,
bring forth :

effacer , s'effacer
(JCC 1135 "L'image se tenait la, sous mes yeux, dans une sorte
d'instabilite merveilleuse, et je restais immobile comme si le
moindre geste eut du I'effacer.", 0.1349 "Comme ses yeux sont
pales! On dirait qu'ils s'effacent peu a peu, se retirent,"),

fondre, disparaitre
(JCC 1242 "Je ne quittais pas des yeux le visage du docteur, et
soudain il a disparu. Je n'ai pas compris sur-le-champ que je
pleurals.", 01552 "Et voila maintenant, jeune homme, qu'elle [ma
faim] aspire a mon tour, je me sens fondre et disparaitre dans
cette gueule vorace, elle ramollit jusqu'a mes os."),

absorber, ecraser,
(JCC 1236f "Mais la race absorbe tout, silencieusement. Et I'espece,
a son tour, devore la race, pour que le joug des morts ecrase un
peu plus les vivants.", O 1368 "Comme ces gelees vivantes, au fond
de la mer, je flotte et j'absorbe.", O 1500 "Une motte de terre, partie
on ne sait d'ou, vint s'ecraser contre sa poitrine, laissant sur le
corsage une etoile de boue."),

aneantir

(JCC 1038 "La bonne sceur qui voulait aneantir la salete") ,
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tirer vers le noir

(O. 1353 "Elle a cru des jours et des jours son propre sort lie a
celui de ce cceur flechissant, prete a detester I'homme gris,
taciturne, qui la tirait ainsi vers le noir, la mort")

p o u r r i r
(O "1464 "souffrir avec - non, pourrir avec'j,

perir
(JCC 1143 "Car si notre espece doit perir, elle perira de degout,
d'ennui" ),

n o i r c i r

( JCC 1147 "Ses yeux gris, si doux d'ordinaire, semblaient noircir.",
O 1361 "noircie d'une sueur frangee d'ecume"),

se vider, aspirer
(O 1375 "il me semble que vous tirez sur moi de toutes vos forces,
je vais tomber, mon coeur se vide.", O. 1550 "II semblait que la forte
poitrine du professeur de langues se vidat non seulement de son
air, mais de tout souci, de toute prevision, de toute inquietude
humaine, si profondement, si completement que Steeny crut se
sentir comme aspire par ce soulagement monstrueux, retint son

souffle ainsi qu'il eut retenu sa vie"),
engloutir

(0.1560 "Peut-etre a-t-elle [Vaspiration] acheve de m'engloutir?"),
devorer

(JCC 1143 "II devore sur-le-champ son crime", O 1481 "[...] devorer
sa honte aux yeux de tous, impassible jour apres jour, sans espoir
d'epuiser jamais la hideuse provende, et il crevera dedans, comme
un betail dans la litiere."),

p e r d r e
(JCC 1046"Parce qu'il a perdu I'esprit d'enfance.", O 1553 "Le mot
lui-meme a perdu son sens"),

se perdre
(JCC 1053 "II me semble que toute ma vie , toutes les forces de ma
vie vont se perdre dans le sable", JCC 1240 "je me perdais dans la
foule rapide"),

g I i s s e r
(JCC 1046 "II [le regard interieur] semble glisser a la surface d'une
autre conscience jusqu'alors inconnue de moi...", O 1414 "Cest tout
le paysage a present qui glisse jusqu'au creux de la houle,
chavire.") ,

f 1 o 11 e r

( JCC 1142 "Toutes proches pourtant...si proches que j'en vois
flotter des lambeaux, a la cime des peupliers. O chimeres!",0 1386
"..quand il fixe sur toi son regard dormant, son regard qui a I'air
de flotter au ras d'une eau grise - tu ne peux pas le prononcer
sans rire"),

echapper
(JCC 1131 "incapable d'aucune appreciation raisonnable, moderee,
de faits dont le veritable sens [lui] echappe peut-etre.", JCC 1143
"Le monde du Mai echappe tellement, en somme, a la prise de
notre esprit!", 01360 "la vie s'echappe tout d'un coup"),

f u i r

(JCC1239 "J'aurais d'abord voulu fuir cette maison.]...] M'echapper!
Fuir! ")

The next list of participles expresses the feeling of being seized
and swallowed by le mal, a powerful, animal-like monster:
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devore

(JCC 1031 "Ma paroisse est devoree par I'ennui", O. 1352 "devore
d 'ennui"),

perdu
(JCC 1080 "elle [le pauvrete] garde ici-bas la place du Paradis
perdu", O. 1420 "la certitude enivrante de jouer pour soi-meme un

jeu hasardeux, une partie perdue d'avance, peut-etre?") ,

disparu, englouti
( O 1350 "Elle fait face de toutes ses forces, de tout son courage, de
toute sa jeune vie a la presence familiere, bien qu'invisible, au
disparu, a I' englouti, I'absent eternel dont elle a reconnu la
voix" ),

abandonne
( JCC 1157 "ces creatures abandonnees", O 1498 "la creature
abandonnee)

damne
(O 1380 "comme si vous etiez dejci damne"),

avorte

(JCC 1143 "II [le monde du mal] est, il ne sera toujours qu'une
ebauche, I'ebauche d'une creation hideuse, avortee, a I'extreme
limite de I'etre"),

torture

(JCC 1162 "cette creature torturee")

The uncertainty expressed above in elusiveness corresponds in
this class with signifiants charged with the idea of ambiguity.
Bernanos deliberately creates an atmosphere of twilight, of
drunken dizziness, to instill in the reader a feeling of vagueness
and uncertainty.

Particularly in Monsieur Ouine the dreamworld overshadows
reality to such an extent that it becomes impossible for the reader
to discern between reve et realite. 1 This state of ambiguity is
represented in noun form as:

sommeil

(JCC 1099 "L'engourdissement du sommeil", 0.1465 "Encore est-il
des bourbiers tranquilles et comme en sommeil."),

' What is more, the author's syntactic device to destabilize the reader's
perception is the regularly recurring questions indicating absence of
order, reason and common sense:
A quelle minute, par quel miracle s'est rompue I'inflexible spire, est-il sorti
de I'enfance, presque a son insu? Qui pourrait le dire? (O 1360.)
Elle non plus, rien ne I'arretera, se dit-il. Elle est capable de charger contre
un mur. Mais pour qui? pourqoi? [...] Comme tout cela ressemble a un reve.
C'est un fil qui se deroule, pense Philippe, on croit qu'il va se casser, et il ne
cassera jamais... Cassera-t-il? Irai-je jusqu'au bout de la bobine? Et
d'ailleurs a-t-elle un bout? (O 1470.)
A ce moment je ne sais qu'elle terreur m'a pris. Tout ce que je venais de
dire, tout ce qu'elle m'avait dit, ce dialoque interminable m'est apparu
denue de sens. Quel homme raisonnable en eut juge autrement? (O 1160.)
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demi-sommeil, demi-tenebre
(JCC 1171 " Des que je m'arrete, je me sens sombrer dans un demi-
sommeil qui trouble toutes les perspectives du souvenir, fait de
chacune de mes journees ecoulees un paysage de brumes, sans
reperes, sans routes.", 0.1362 un demi- sommeil, riche en reve, O
1485"[...] ces faces, seules visibles dans les demi-tenebres, ces

faces nues si pressees qu'elles faisaient comme un seul corps nu,
la degoutante nudite de tous le village maudit se tordant aupres du
cercueil. "),

reve

(JCC 1100 "Nous juger sur ce que nous appelons nos actes est peut-
etre aussi vain que de nous juger sur nos reves."', 0.1380 : "..je vous
ai vu I'autre nuit, en reve, cloue par le milieu de la poitrine sur
un rocher avide..." O 1552 "Oh! oh! mon gargon, si ce n'est ici
qu'un reve, ce reve est bien etrange"),

illusion

(JCC "Parfois I'illusion est telle que je regarde avec une sorte de
terreur, une repulsion inexplicable, mes gros souliers.", O 1367
"silence qui... donne I'illusion d'une espece de transparence
sonore/'O. 1409 "L'ivresse de la veille, I'insommie, le contact des
vetements encore humides entretenaient dans ses veines une

legere fievre, une espece d'angoisse physique a fleur de peau
d'ou il pouvait tirer I'illusion d'une lucidite souveraine),

vision,
(JCC 1135 "Je me demande si cette espece de vision n'etait pas liee a
ma priere, elle etait ma priere meme peut-etre"),

dedoublement

(O 1553 " Je ne puis plus concevoir ce dedoublement de moi-meme,
ce desaveu, cette decomposition bizarre"),

double

(JCC 1236 "En vous voyant, tout a I'heure, j'ai eu I'impression
desagreable de me trouver devant ... devant mon double."),

f a n t o m e

(O 1366"...tant de fantomes, epie par leur milliers d'yeux", O 1432
"Sacres fantdmes"),

h a s a r d

(JCC 1137 "J'ai parle au hasard, je suppose. Et cependant j'etais sur
de ne pas me tromper.", O 1554 "ce maitre de hasard"),

(a) l'insu
(JCC 1133 " les paroles du Salve Regina ... m'etaient venues
reellement sur les levres, a mon insu.", O 1360"..A quelle minute,
par quelle miracle s'est rompue 1'inflexible spire, est-il sorti de
I'enfance, presque a son insu?"),

ombre

(JCC 1135 Bref, tandis que je fixais ce trou d'ombre ou, meme en
plein jour, il m'est difficile de reconnoitre un visage, celui de
Mile Chantal a commence d'apparaitre peu a peu, par degres.", O
1366 "Ainsi parlaient toutes les bouches d'ombre."),

penombre
(O 1394 "la penombre d'une chambre"),

secret

(JCC 1153 "Mais alors que d'ordinaire il m'est si facile d'accepter la
faute d'autrui, d'en partager la honte, le contraste de la maison
paisible et de ses affreux secrets me revoltait.", O 1549 "Dans six
mois, nous serons encore face a face, comme ce soir, avec cette
bouteille vide et le secret aussi, tous les secrets sont vides!"),
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douceur

(JCC 1151 " 'Je me suis emportee', commenga-t-elle, mais la
feintedouceur de son accent sonnait trop faux.", O 1351 "la
douceur n'est que I'absence, absence de malice ou de malignite,
qualite negative, abstraction pure"),

Or in adjectival form:

sournois, diffuse
(JCC 1099 "lis [de menus mensonges, de subterfuges, d'equivoques]
ne cachent pas grand chose, mais leur sournoise franchise
ressemble a ces verres depolis qui ne laissent passer qu'une
lumiere diffuse, ou I'ceuil ne distingue rien.", O 1363 "feu sournois
qui devore"),

etrange
CJCC 1161 "Je ne perdais aucun de ses mouvement, et dependant
j'avais I'impression etrange que nous n'etions ni I'un ni I'autre
dans ce triste petit salon, que la piece etait vide.", O 1355 "odeur
etrange, etrangement vivant"),

mysterieux
(JCC 1138 "le signe mysterieux.",0 1465 "les lois mysterieuses"),

merveilleux

(JCC 1135 "L'image se tenait la, sous mes yeux, dans une sorte
d'instabilite merveilleuse, et je restais immobile comme si le
moindre geste eut du I'effacer", O 1365 "le merveilleux silence
parait [...] virer doucement autour d'un axe invisble"),

i n c o n n u

(JCC 1 24 2 "Elles [les routes] les portent lentement,
majestueusement, vers on ne sait quelles mers inconnues, o
grands fleuves de lumieres et d'ombres qui portez le reve des
pauvresl", O 1415 "Le visage penche sur le sien n'est d'ailleurs pas
celui de Mme Nereis. Du moins 1'expression lui en est absolument
inconnue "),

incomprehensible
(JCC 1228 "legerete incomprehensible", O 1498 "la creature
abandonnee [...] I'etre incomprehensible dont ils avaient observe
d'annee en annee la degradation"),

inexplicable
(JCC 1188 "un inexplicable reseau de demi-mensonges", O 1392
"souvenir de 1'inexplicable, de la lugubre apparition"),

invisble

( JCC 1049 presence invisble", O 1359 "M. Anthelme est malade,
peut-etre fou, M.Ouine invisible.."),

trouble

(JCC 1036 "miroir trouble", O 1411 "sentiment trouble"),
suspect

(JCC 1160 "Ce n'etait qu'une des impulsion irreflechies dont la
violence meme est suspecte." O 1357 "son visage baigne d'une
lueur louche, suspecte"),

indistinct

(O 1369 "un murmure presque indistinct" O 1497 " le tumulte
indistinct"),

vague
(JCC 1098 "Son regard, un peu vague, meme fuyant", O. 1374 "la
voix s'eteint par degres, n'est plus qu'un ronronnement vague
que scande mysterieusement chaque bref sursaut de la bougie,
dans halo d'or.'j,
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1 u g u b r e
(O 1392 "souvenir de I'inexplicable, de la lugubre apparition"),

And as verbs:

sembler

(JCC 1136"II me semblait que je lisais a mesure sur ses levres
d'autres mots qu'elle ne pronongait pas, qui s'inscrivaient un a
un, dans mon cerveau, tout flamboyants. Je me suis eerie comme
malgre moi:"Vous ne ferez pas cela. Ce n'est pas de cela que vous
etes tentee, je le saisl", O 1384 "il me semble que toutes vos peines
passent par moi"),

rever

(JCC 1135 "Je suis si fatigue, si nerveux, qu'il est bien possible,
apres tout que j'aie reve O 1416 "Reve-t-elle? Delire-t-elle?")

As mentioned above, I'ennui in Bernanos' writing is the most
dominant expression of evil. Frequently, it is an undefinable,
invisible, destructive force. L'ennui also occurs, however, in the
powerful image of a spreading cancer: "L'ennui les devore sous
nos yeux et nous n'y pouvions rien. Quelque jour peut-etre la
contagion nous gagnera, nous decouvrions en nous ce cancer. On
peut vivre tres longtemps avec ga." (JCC 1031) Similar to the
disastrous, physical effects of a malignant tumour, the soul
attacked by I'ennui is captured in its merciless clutches. The
following class represents a list of words of medical terms,
emphasizing le mal as an illness that needs to be cured1:

Nausee

(JCC 1194, 1201 "Nausee perpetuelle" ),
lepre

(JCC 1032 "Mais je me demande si les hommes ont jamais connu
cette contagion de I'ennui, cette lepre", O 1418 "cette vigueur
vivante des lepres vegetales"),

douleur, souffrance
(O 1452 "Et si I'instinct meme est detruit, la souffrance subsistera
encore, une souffrance a laquelle personne ne saura plus donner
de nom, une epine empoisonnee au cceur des hommes"),

cancer

(JCC 1031 "nous decouvrirons en nous ce cancer", O 1352 "Pour
continuer a nourrir ce cancer,[...]"),

tuberculose

(JCC 1240 "J"attendais celui de tuberculose", O 1359 [Ouine est]
devore par la tuberculose),

hemorragie
(JCC 1099 "hemorragie de I'ame"),

iThe implication of illnesses and diseases in Bernanos' writing surpasses
the mere physical effect of the presence of evil. Although the author uses
the signifie maladie to express the actual physical illness, more
significant is its transcendental meaning of the existence of illness as a
consequence of Man's fallen nature. Frequently, the signifie maladie is
applied to describe a social grievance. Therefore, this list could equally be
assigned to the next section, IMAGES.
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ecceurement

(O 1351 "ecceurement inexprimable"),
defaillance

(JCC 1113 "Les Saints ont connu de ces defaillances...", O 1368
"humiliation de cette stupide defaillance"),

abces

(JCC 1156 "Les haines familiales sont les plus dangereuses de
toutes pour la raison qu'elles se satisfont a mesure, par un
perpetuel contact, elles ressemblent a ces abces ouverts qui
empoisonnent peu a peu, sans fievre."),

p 1 a i e
(JCC 1148 "Toutes les plaies de I'dme suppurent, Madame.", O 1364
"les plaies de I'ame")

contagieux
(JCC 1149 "L'angoisse dont je souffre est-elle contagieuse?")

ecoeurer

( JCC 1244 ["...] avec cette chose enfin, me fait honte, m'ecceure", O
1419 "La rumination jamais achevee des heures vides, des paroles
vaines et douces, le faux enjouement qui ecceure")

This last lexical field shows that, even though Evil may be an
intangible force, once it penetrates the human being, the physical
effects of this forcible contact cannot be hidden. Le mal disguised
in fear, illness, suffering, loneliness can be detected by bodily
reactions:

sueur

(JCC 1235 "La sueur coulait sur mes joues. Elle m'aveuglait."', O 1394
"sueur glacee au creux de mains!"),

sang
(JCC 1242 "Je les [les larmes] sentais couler dans ma gorge, elles
avaient le gout du sang.", O 1415 [...Jcomme a la vue et a I'odeur du
sang"),

vomissement

(JCC 1249 "La connaissance m'est revenue tout de suite, le
vomissement m'avait beaucoup soulage.")

1.2. Images

It is not always easy to decide whether a word should be classed
as part of a lexical field or whether it constitutes a keyword in an
image. Whereas the intent of the previous part was merely to
enumerate and classify a significant quantity of lexis found in the
text, indicating social disintegration, this part will look at how
impressively the theme of Ie mal is varied by unusual imagery.
Some of the terms taken from the lexical fields will serve as tenor

(in bold letters) to a metaphorical vehicle (in italic letters). This
technique is applied to emphasise the intricate net of imagery the
author has created to express the theme of le mal.
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le mal conveyed through the vehicle of the worm:
JCC 1159 "Daignerez-vous me dire quelle est cette faute cachee, fit-
elle apres un long silence, le ver dans le fruit?"
0.1461 "Le mal vient du cerveau toujours en travail, animal
monstrueux, informe et mou dans sa gaine comme un ver,

pompeur infatigable.
O 1486 "Les gargons qui etudient dans les ecoles, ils preparent une
carriere, voyez-vous, ils ont un plan tout trace, tout regie, une
route d'abord a suivre et plus tard un etat, une famille, des
ambitions legitimes, bref ils sont un peu dans le monde [...] un peu
dans le monde comme le ver dans le fruit."

or of mud:
JCC 1133"Vous avez beau etre une demoiselle noble, I'orgueil ici
est un peche comme les autres, un peu plus de boue sur un tas de
boue. "
0.1369 la boue originelle, O 1488 "II voyait, il touchait presque ces
montagnes d'excrements, ces lacs de boue."

or of dirty water:
JCC 1139 "Le monde de peche fait face au monde de la grace ainsi
que I'image refletee ainsi qu'un paysage, au bord d'une eau noire
et profonde.

or of dirt:
O. 1487 "Helas! le plus modeste rassemblement d'hommes ne va pas
sans beaucoup d'ordures, et que dire des villes, des grandes villes?
Seulement, la nuit venue, la ville s'eveille, elle aspire par tous les
pores I'ordure du jour qui vient de finir, elle la brasse dans ses
fosses, dans ses egouts jusqu'a ce qu'elle ne soit qu'un limon qui
roulera peu a peu vers la mer, dans ses immenses fleuves
souterrains. "

or of poison:
O 1492 "[...] mais la population de ce miserable village nous offre
le curieux exemple d'une abolition des reflexes moraux qui la
laisse sans defense contre toutes sortes de poisons. Elle ferait
maintenant du poison avec n'importe quoi, comme les diabetiques
font du sucre."

or of an intangible substance such as vapour, mist, taste :
O 1485 "C'est comme une vapeur qui nous aurait monte d'un coup
a la tete."
O. 1439 "...tu prends une idee comme ta pipe, la pipe finie tu
craches, et adieu! Seulement un jour, voila que t'as beau mettre la
pipe dans le tiroir. bernique! le tabac n'est plus dans la pipe, il est
dans ton nez, dans ta gorge, dans ton ventre, il te sort par la peau
jour et nuit, tu es tombe dans le jus, quoi! comme une mouche..
O 1491 "Les faces tournees vers lui a travers la brume legere
flottaient au-dessus des corps echauffes, ne faisaient toujours un
seul corps nu, maintenant immobile ou agite d'un faible
tressaillement, d'une ondulation lente, semblable ci celui qui suit
le dernier spasme de I'agonie, au flanc des morts."
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or of a fungus-like growth:
JCC 1143 "La personne humaine aura ete lentement rongee,
comme une poutre par ces champignons invisibles qui, en
quelques semaines, font d'une espece de chene une matiere
spongieuse que le doigt creve sans effort. Et le moraliste discutera
des passions, I'homme d'etat multipliera les gendarmes et les
fonctionnaires, I'educateur redigera des programmes - on
gaspillera des tresors pour travailler inutilement une pate
desormais sans levain."

Daunting Evil, through imagery, becomes more immediate as the
invisible takes shape and changes into concrete substance. Once
primordial Evil has reached Man, he is virtually seized by:

ennui:
JCC 1032 "C'est une espece de poussiere. Vous allez et venez sans la
voir, vous la respirez, vous la mangez, vous la buvez, et elle est si
fine, si tenue qu'elle ne craque meme pas sous la dent. Mais que
vous vous arretiez une seconde, la voila qui recouvre le visage,
vos mains.Vous devez vous agiter sans cesse pour secouer cette
pluie de cendre. Alors, le monde s'agite beaucoup",

h a i n e :

JCC 1156 "Les haines familiales [...Jressemblent a ces abces
ouverts qui empoisonnent peu a peu, sans fievre,", O 1423 "Une
eau claire et glacee",

anonymite:
JCC 1057 "II est dur d'etre seul, plus dur encore de partager sa
solitude avec des indifferents ou des ingrats", O 1386"Tu ne
trouves pas qu'ils ont tous I'air de regarder la vie de loin, de bas
en haut, chapeau a la main, comme un monument?", O
1355"Steeny n'est qu'un faux nom, un sobriquet emprunte par
Michelle a son roman anglais favori. Steeny se nomme Philippe
comme son pere - le disparu, I'englouti. Sans doute il n'aime pas
trop le sobriquet, mais le vrai nom lui fait peur", O 1481 "La fille et
son amant sont deja sous la terre, la-bas, dans un coin du
cimetiere de Poperinghe - deux fosses jumelles, sans nom, sans
croix ...",

peche:
JCC 1090"Que savons nous du peche? Les geologues nous
apprennent que le sol qui semble si ferme si stable n'est
reellement qu'un mince pellicule au-dessus d'un ocean de feu
liquide et toujours fremissante comme la peau qui se forme sur le
lait pret a boullir. Quelle epaisseur a le peche?",

I u x u r e :

JCC 1129 " Incapable de creer, elle ne peut que souiller des le
germe la frele promesse d'humanite; elle est probablement a
I'origine, au principe de toutes les tares de notre race, et des qu'au
detour de la grande foret sauvage dont nous ne connaissons pas
les sentiers, on la surprend face a face, telle quelle, telle quelle
est sortie des mains du Maitre des prodiges, le cri qui sort des
entrailles n'est pas seulement d'epouvante mais d'imprecation:
C'est toi, c'est toi seule qui a dechaine la mort dans le monde."

hypocrisie:
JCC 1154 "Qu'importe a Dieu le prestige, la dignite, la science, si
tout cela n'est qu'un suaire de soie sur un cadavre pourri."
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faute (collective):
0.1494 "ces faces nues si pressees qu'elles faisaient comme un seul
corps nu" , O 1485 "De nouveau, il crut voir se tordre sous ses yeux
ce grand corps tout nu, tout vivant, ces flancs livides"

vide:
O 1552 "mon ame n'est qu'une outre pleine de vent."

Inspired by the world of chemistry and physics, images of
changing substances are another device that shows the mysterious
activity of Evil. The process of crystallization, for example, would
take place either through physical or chemical changes, such as:
the increase of temperature, pressure, concentration or the
addition of another, chemical reactant. Taken as a metaphor, Evil
takes the shape of whatever is needed, in substance and in
amount, to trigger the reaction. Le mal therefore is not only a
force that can mimic any shape, it also disposes of some sort of
basic intelligence, enough to provoke the desired effect :

cristallisation:
JCC 1099 "II y a cette lente cristallisation, autour de la conscience,
de menus mensonges, de subterfuges, d'equivoques." ,

pourriture et gangrene:
O 1492 le monde ne sera bientot que pourriture et gangrene",

fermentation:

(JCC. 1032 "fermentation du christianisme decompose", O
"fermentation autour de I'innocent", 0.1465 "Nous connaitrons un
jour les lois encore mysterieuses qui reglent - accelerent ou
ralentissent - ces sortes de fermentation"),

aspiration:
( JCC 1143 "cette enorme aspiration du vide, du neant", O 1560
"aspiration interieure"),

deux liquides de densites differentes:
(JCC 1031 "Le bien et le mal doivent s'y faire equilibre, seulement
le centre de gravite est place bas, tres bas. Ou, si vous aimez mieux,
I'un et l'autre s'y superposent sans se meler, comme deux liquides
de densites differentes.")

However, powerful and intelligent le mal may be, it has no grasp
of caritas ; this can only be understood through the mystery of
Salvation. Therefore, wherever, Love and Reason, being divine
gifts, are suggested, we find abrupt break-downs of
communication and misunderstandings :

inexplicable, inexprimable:
JCC 1099 "La carapace garde vaguement la forme de ce qu'elle
recouvre ...un langage a eux qui reste incroyablement abstrait"
O 1467 "Excusez-moi, je ne puis traduire ceci en langage profane",
O 1507 "Nous ne parlous pas le meme langage,
O 1452 "[...] et il ch.erch.ait en vain les mots oublies toujours
vivants au plus profond, au plus secret de sa memoire - laquelle? -

des mots prononces jadis - mais ou? mais quand? en un autre
temps peut-etre, un autre monde - d'une memoire sans date et
sans nom." ,
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O 1553 "Au point ou je me trouve, il ne me faudrait pas moins que
toute une vie pour reussir a former un remords. Le mot lui-meme
a perdu son sens, voila sans doute bien des annees que je le
pronongais par habitude."

Deprived of reason and the ability to love the human is degraded
to an animal, with a passive or active role:

b e ta i 1:

(JCC 1043 "Du betail, ni trop bon ni trop mauvais, des boeufs, des
anes, des animaux de trait et de labour" , O 1481 "[...] il crevera

dedans, comme un betail dans la litiere.")
bete, animal:

(JCC 1149 "Une petite bete de proie, plutot. Voila ce qu'elle est.", O
1385 "[...] avec une museliere d'acier a son perfide petit museau,
comme mes furets putoises", 0 1482-1483: "Non personne n'eut pu
croire que ce petit village boueux avait une ame et pourtant il en
avait une, si pareille a celle des betes, lente, reveuse, toute
travaillee d'une curiosite sans objet, pleine d' images a peine
distinctes et dont le deroulement presque insensible s'accelere
tout a coup, affole et martyrise le cerveau.", O 1547 "Peut-etre ai-
je deux ames, comme ces animaux ont deux estomacs?" O 1548 "II
est pie in d'autre mots non prononces, que Steeny croit entendre
siffler et grouiller quelque part, dans I'ombre, ainsi qu'un nceud
de reptiles."),

troupeau:
(01497 "son pale troupeau"),

1' i nsti net:

(JCC 1236 "I'instinct de la priere de la priere existe au fond de
chacun de nous, et il n'est pas moins inexplicable que les autres.",
0 1525 "[...] lorsque vous aurez tari chez les etres non seulement le
langage mais jusqu'au sentiment de la purete...il restera
1 'instinct")

Even the everyday world of roads, landscapes, hope, passions and
sin shows habitually hostile, animal-like features:

la route:

O 1414 "une bete doree",
pay sage:

O 1414 "la gorge d'un crapaud,"
1'es p oir:

JCC 1238 "I'espoir est une bete",
les passions:

JCC 1153 "Vignorance, la maladie, la misere devorent des milliers
d'innocents, et lorsque la Providence, par miracle, menage
quelque asile ou puisse fleurir la paix, les passions viennent s'y
tapir en rampant, et sitot dans la place, y hurlent jour et nuit
comme des betes...",

peche:
O 1483 C'est vrai qu'ils sont venus d'un meme mouvement se

serrer autour du petit cadavre comme un troupeau cerne par les
loups ",

* * *
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The weird personality of Jambe-de-laine offers the most abundant
variety of images. She is put forward here as a model of an
individual captured by le mal :

Jambe-de-Laine is the most touching example of a monstre-
victime. Constantly changing between the two, she surprises with
her frailty and helplessness, while at the same time, her arbitrary
behaviour exhibits a shocking violence both against herself and
others. She is able to change, within seconds, from a pitiful,
wounded creature into a killer. Here are a few examples of both
sides:

victime

bete, animal:
1357 "un gigantesque oiseau blesse qui marche sur ses ailes", 1411
"Le dernier virage I'avait lancee de I'autre cote de la route comme
la pierre d'une fronde. La robe en lambeaux bizarrement roulee
autour de ses longues jambes, les bras replies sur la poitrine, face
contre terre elle rampait doucement vers I'ombre ainsi qu'une
bete blessee. Un long moment, muet de terreur, de degout, d'un
autre sentiment trouble, il la regarda se tordre dans la poussiere.
Les mouvements desordonnes de ses epaules et de ses hanches,
I'atroce raideur du cou, I'immobilite flasque des jambes lui
rappelaient I'agonie de Kim, le vieil epagneul retrouve jadis
presque a la meme place, les reins brises par la trique d'un
chemineau. D'ailleurs elle avangait precisement de biais, comme
elle avait fait le chien blesse, imperceptiblement, par brusques
secousses et Philippe ne quittait plus du regard le sillon, a peine
sanglant, laisse par le visage invisible, trainant sur le sol. Que
faire? Ce qu'il voyait la ressemblait moins a une creature encore
vivante qu'a un monstrueux jouet disloque." T 1418 "un animal
pris au fer",

m a 1 a d e :

1418 "lepre vegetale", 1500 "un malade qui grelotte"
mort, cadavre:

1390 "une tete coupee", 1416 "nageur epuise, qui coule"
ridicule:

1500 "barbouille de rouge comme celui d'un clown"
vain:

1416 "Et pourtant chacun de ses gestes a on ne sait quoi de vague,
d'inutile et d'inacheve comme ceux d'un nageur epuise qui coule"

1 This sort of degradation of a human to a horrid, little toy is also found in
Journal d'un cure de campagne : "II a pousse un gueridon pres du fauteuil,
en face de moi, et s'est trouve nez a nez avec la poupee de chiffons qui
semblait lever vers lui sa tete informe d'ou la peinture se detache par
morceaux, on dirait des ecailles. II I'a jetee rageusement a I'autre bout de la
piece, elle a fait un drdle de bruit contre le mur, avant de rouler au sol. Et
elle est restee la sur le dos, les bras et les jambes en Pair. "(JCC 1233)
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monstre

bete, animal:
1357 " J'ai Pair d'une araignee noire a tete blanche", 1412 " '[...]
Elle s'a pousse d'elle meme a I'ombre, hors du passage, la rusee,
sans en avoir I'air , en douce, quoi! et maintenant tu ne lui ferais
pas remuer une patte. Pour la patience, mon gars, elle en
remontrerait a un insecte. Un insecte, j'te dis, voila ce qu'elle
est.[...] Sait-il ce que c'est qu'un insecte? Un insecte gros comme
une femme, sait - il ce que c'est? Y a pas pire, mon homme. Y a pas
de bete feroce pour valoir ga. Point de degat, point de misere, rien
d'apparent, rien qui declenche les gendarmes, le commissaire, les
juges et tout leur tonnerre de Dieu, rien. Rien qu'un petit coup de
dard en passant, tu te grattes et t'y penses plus. Oh! oh! Jour et
nuit, ils entendent bourdonner d'un bout a I'autre du pays,
comme une grosse mouche. Mme de Nereis par ici, Mme de Nereis
par la! ' ", 1498 "prudence et sagacite d'une vieille louve"

menagant:
1500 "la silhouette noire de la chatelaine"

incomprehensible:
1416 ""Chaque trait de son visage garde une extraordinaire fixite.
Reve-t-elle? Delire-t-elle? Mais les mains qu'elle croise et
decroise avec une anxiete grandissante parlent a leur maniere,
un autre langage" , 1417 "Elle non plus, rien ne I'arretera, se dit-
il. Elle est capable de charger contre un mur. Mais pour qui ?
pourquoi?"

a n o n y m e :
O 1401 "[...] cette face devenue tout ci coup inintelligible - unie et
comme effacee par la honte, le remords, une pitie desesperee de
soi-meme - le remords sans cause et sans nom"

ambiguite, mysterieux:
O 1424 "Hair ou aimer, dans votre langue, c'est tout un. [...] Tiens,

tu demandes si nous I'aimons. Eh bien! nous I'aimons et le
haissons a la fois."

l'imprevu:
"Elle incline la tete, decouvre a travers la chevelure remplie
d'ombre un profil d'une incroyable purete. Chaque trait de son
visage s'est detendu, repose, et la bouche enfantine a Pair de
s'ouvrir a une eau mysterieuse. Ecoute, dit-elle apres un silence, il
nous faut sauver notre ami..."
O 1403 "Son magnifique regard humilie, le regard magique qui
avait devore toute une vie d'homme, allait de Pun a I'autre de ses
deux bourreaux, ainsi qu'une bete innocente"

arbitraire:
O 1422" 'Et pourquoi m'avez-vous jete la grande jument dessus,
mechante bete? Vous aviez plus de chance de vous tuer que moi.' -

A-t-on pitie d'une mouche? Et maintenant, vois-tu, tout cela n'a
plus beaucoup d'importance, mon ange.'"

The character of Jambe-de-Laine serves as model, because she
represents a very tangible victim of le mal. Although other
victims of Evil will be presented in the characters of Ouine,
Arsene, the countess, Delbende, Chantal, Philippe etc., none of
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them show as vividly the devastating signs of le mal in the
individual.

In both of Bernanos' novels, le mal encompasses every part of the
individual's environment. It reaches from the atmosphere and
climate to the landscape, and into the mind and body of the
individual. Parallel to the present reality of le mal, the biblical
Fall of Mankind repeats itself. Satan, chaos etc. are now, present
as they were, at the time of Original Sin. The evolution of evil can
be observed in Bernanos' novels by looking at the lexis, as the Fall
of Mankind is mirrored in the text. Both the lexical fields and the

images reflect a world that is exposed to the devastation of le mal.
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2. DISINTEGRATION OF SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

2.1. Disintegration of the Family

The lexis listed in the previous chapter will help in this chapter to
follow the process by which Evil enters into society by attacking
its central pillars of Family, Church and Parish. First, the Family
will be discussed, being the smallest cell in society. The
examination of the count's and Steeny's families produce an
interesting pattern, common to both, which will lead from the
sneaking intrusion of le mal to its devastating effects on the
individual. The initially invisible occupation of le mal becomes
apparent in the recognition of certain changes within the Family.
The following division into quasi-strategic steps, by which le mal
enters the Family, will help us to follow the silent conquest:

1. secret - mensonge - invisible
2. indifference - douceur - froid
3. ennemi - menace

4. solitude - souffrance

1. secret - mensonge - invisible
In both families le mal enters the Family through a secret kept by
one member, which produces a quiet, but persistent resistance
towards the others. In order to keep the secret hidden, a number
of lies need to be invented. Evil as an invisible intruder, at this
point, has conquered his first target without even being detected.
Its strategy of slow, but steady occupation, avoiding any drastic
changes, works in both families.

2. indifference - douceur - froid

Once an invisible network of lies is established, a decisive gap
between the family members can be felt, which becomes visible in
their growing indifference towards each other. Not surprisingly,
communication is frozen. A smooth day-to-day running of the
family is achieved by a certain cold politeness toward co-
members. This facade of sweetness and artificial sympathy is a
very poor, distorted substitute for real love-bonds within a family.

3. ennemi - menace

Continuous estrangement among family members consequently
prepares the ground for an intruder, which threatens to break up
the family unity altogether. The intruder appears in both novels
as lover of one parent.
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4. solitude - souffrance

The family at this point has been considerably weakened, and the
effects of spreading Evil begin to show in each individual.
Particularly, the two teenagers, Chantal and Philippe suffer from
their loveless home.

2.1.1. secret - mensonge - invisible

The initial fateful secret in Journal d'un Cure de Campagne is the
countess' rejection of the death of her son. The shock of this death
and her inability and refusal to communicate her grief with the
other members of the family result in the irrational enmity
towards her husband and her daughter. At the end of her life, the
countess confides to the cure this long kept secret:

"Je me demande pourquoi je vous confie ces secrets de
ma vie. N'importe! Je ne vais pourtant pas vous mentir!
C'est vrai que je desirais passionement un fils. Je I'ai eu. II
n'a vecu que dix-huit mois. Sa sceur deja, le haissait ....Oui,
si petite qu'elle fut, elle le haissait. Quant a son pere..."

She sees in the father and daughter union a conspiracy against her
and her grief:

"Le dernier jour, ils sont sortis tous les deux. Quand ils
sont revenus, le petit etait mort. Ils ne se quittaient plus.
[...] Bref j'ai vecu entre ces deux etres, si exactement faits
I'un pour I'autre, bien que parfaitement dissemblables, et
dont la sollicitude a mon egard - toujours complice -

m'exasperait." (JCC 1150)

The growing complicity between father and daughter pushes the
countess into position as an outsider within her own family. The
gradually increasing gap of communication within the count's
family is what initiates the long period of indifference in the
countess. More and more the family unity is dissolving, a
dissolution which is also indicated by the count's series of sexual
betrayals.

mensonge, as the next strategic step in the occupation of le mal,
penetrates into the family. Instead of perceiving and counter¬
acting the alarming effects of secret, the countess covers all signs
of disintegration under the image of a perfectly working family.
Only with the help of mensonge, is she able to find consolation:
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"La sincerite, qu'importe! Est-ce que nous autres, meres,
nous ne donnons pas aux gargons le gout du mensonge,
des mensonges qui, des le berceau, apaisent, rassurent,
endorment, des mensonges doux et tiedes comme un
sein? "(JCC 1150)

Less explicit, but none the less present, is the countess' pride in
her nobility. Simple lies, enough to keep the appearance of an
intact, Christian family, are needed to disguise the true situation of
her family. Catholicism, seen as part of bourgeois convention,
helps her maintain the desired image:

"Ce foyer, monsieur I'abbe, est un foyer chretien." (J CC
1153)

"Quoi done? Je vais a la messe, je fais mes paques, j'aurais
pu abandonner toute pratique, j'y ai pense. Cela m'a paru
indigne de moi" (JCC 1160)

The cure, naturally, is appalled by "le contraste de la maison
paisible et de ses affreux secrets." (JCC 1153) During his
conversation with the countess, he becomes increasingly aware of
the overbearing hypocrisy in her family, and he is lead to say,
"Qu'importe a Dieu le prestige, la dignite, la science, si tout cela
n'est qu'un suaire de soie sur un cadavre pourri. [...] Oh! vous
pouvez bien cacher aux miserables les vices de vos maisons, ils les
reconaissent de loin, a I'odeur." (JCC 1154) Gradually, the cure
manages to guide her through her network of lies, back to the
origin of her wrong-doing.

Bernanos transforms secret, as the initial, disintegrating factor,
and mensonge into the image of an invisible wall. Once, the
countess has released them, this wall opens and peace can enter
into her life:

"II me semblait qu'une main mysterieuse venait d'ouvrir
une breche dans on ne sait quelle muraille invisible, et la
paix rentrait de toutes parts, prenait majestueusement
son niveau, une paix inconnue de la terre, la douce paix
des morts, ainsi qu'une eau profonde." (JCC 1162)

secret and mensonge form a solid basis for the next strategic step
in le mal's conquest of the Family. Hiding them will lead to
indifference-douceur-froid. Both parents seem to adjust
perfectly to this emotionless living situation. Only Chantal rebels
against both her father and mother with the fervour of a deeply
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disappointed teenager. The crisis, triggered by the count's affair
with Mademoiselle Louise, leads to rebellion in the teenager.

In Monsieur Ouine the momentous secret is concealed in the

disappearance of Philippe's father. Le disparu, Venglouti, as he is
referred to, belongs to "la race ennemie, devoratrice, celle qui ne
mesure pas son elan.'fO 1354) This and similar references to
Michelle's past intimate that the terror of her marriage still looms
in her present life. And with Philippe growing into manhood, the
fear of the male enemy becomes every day more daunting.

Unlike the countess' secret, Michelle's stays hidden. The reader
never obtains complete knowledge of what exactly happened in
Michelle's marriage. Several questions, such as: Why did Philippe's
father never return? Is he still alive? Why is the attic referred to
as purgatory?, etc, although never answered, point to terrifying
experiences. Similarly, allusions to sexual violence and emotional
mistreatment indicate a long kept, bitter secret.

"[...il] se jette sur la femme aimee comme une proie. Un
moment, elle [la mere] a vu Michelle faiblir. Entre les
puissantes mains, la fille si ferme, si sage, parut tout a
coup une autre etre, meconnaissable avec sa face creusee,
douloureuse, les longues bouderies, le rire aigu,
discordant qui traverse I'epaisseur des murs, secouant la
vieille sur sa chaise:' on dirait d'une oie sauvage, la nuit,
quand le vent tombe." (O 1354)

Michelle, unlike the countess' confession-like revelation, does not
refer to her own past. Only through an omnipotent narrator is
fragmentary information given to the reader. (Within Monsieur
Ouine the details of relationships often remain unstated). From
Michelle's silence, immediate, derogatory consequences arise: the
conflict that is built up throughout the book, stays unexpressed.
Philippe is emotionally reacting to some harm done in Michelle's
marriage without knowing what it is. Michelle herself, without the
helping hand of a cure, is unable to confront her own past.
Instead, she and her mistress vigilantly protect another secret:
their similar history of sexual disappointments with men and their
present, somewhat consoling, homosexual relationship.

secret, in this novel, has its origin in the past, the bitterness
though is nourished by the disappointment of both women.
Hence, the secret is not a certain dreadful event in the past, like
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the death of a son, but is essentially part of the present life of the
two women.

The notion of mensonge in this family, directly resulting from
secret, is twofold: First, Philippe, is identified by Michelle with his
father; his masculinity represents a threat to her present secure
home. Second, the alluded homosexuality between Michelle and
Miss Daisy perverts the family into a mere sexual unit, one in
which there is no place for a child. The family has therefore
become a lie.

The nickname "Steeny" deprives Philippe of his original identity.
His name, being the same than his father's, is not tolerated by the
two women. The constant memory and the women's fear of
Philippe's father is brought to mind in the squabble at the
beginning of the novel. Philippe's Non! to his mother's suggestion
that he accompany her, evokes the memory of her husband: .

"Elle fait face de toutes ses forces, de tout son courage, de
toute sa jeune vie a la presence familiere, bien
qu'invisible, au disparu, a I'englouti, I'absent eternel dont
elle a reconnu la voix. "

The invisible father continuously looms in Philippe's life. As
identified with the enemy, he is excluded from the women's
complicity, and hence undergoes a process of alienation from his
home:

"Miss est rose de surprise, d'emotion, d'une sorte de
saisissement delicieux. Elle enveloppe sa maitresse d'un
regard doref...] Et voila qu'elles lui tournent le dos
ensemble, s'eloignent, serrees I'une contre I'autre pour
s'ecarter le moins possible de I'etroite lisiere de Vombre.
'Menteuse, menteuse', begaye-t-il pour lui seul a mi-voix.
Pourquoi, menteuse? "(O 1350f)

Like Chantal, Philippe feels betrayed by the contrived efforts to
maintain the image of a caring home. Both adolescents are thrown
into a crisis by the discovery of a cold and indifferent home.

2.1.2. indifference - douceur - froid

An attitude of indifference towards the other members of the

family is the most immediate reaction of the countess to a world
perceived as hostile. Her flight into indifference allows her to
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maintain family life without revealing personal, emotional
involvement. That the countess did have emotions, is expressed
by Chantal after her death:

"Quand tout votre sang bout dans des veines, ne pas
elever la voix, rester tranquillement penchee sur son

ouvrage les yeux mi-clos, en mordant sa langue, quel
plaisir! Ma mere etait ainsi, vous savez(JCC 1178)

It seems as if the countess' efforts were deliberately directed
towards indifference instead of involvement in familylife.
Whether for her own protection or as an intended punishment,
indifference freezes the relationships between the family
members. According to the cure, indifference can never be a
workable, neutral way of maintaining contact in the family, as it
was intended by the countess: "La haine est Vindifference et
mepris" (JCC 1161). The emotional exile of the countess is a silent
resistance to the love-bonds in the family, and therefore
represents another victory for le mal .

Instead of love, the countess exhibits douceur, as a way of
maintaining the image of a fully functioning family. douceur,
originally a word with a positive connotation, expresses
insidiousness here, "...Et toujours avec cette meme douceur, plus
effrayante qu'aucune violence " (O 1360), as it is the main support
of mensonge. The invisible secrets and lies have grown into the
more tangible attitude of indifference and gentleness. Although
these signs are still invisible, they become obvious in the
sensation of froid. While talking with the countess, the cure
receives the coldness radiated by her. When she talks "d'une voix
douce qui glagait le cceur, he wants to rechauffer ce cceur glace".
(JCC 1159f)

In Monsieur Ouine the feeling of indifference results in the two
women's subliminal hostility towards Philippe. A malevolent
complicity between them, combined with the complete lack of
communication, immerse his home in an atmosphere of stagnation.
Time and action are meaningless to Philippe since he is excluded
from the female intimacy:

"Mais Madame secoue la tete, d'un air de consentir a tout
- oui, qu'importe! - pourvu que la nuit vienne bien vite.
La nuit! Et elle essaie vainement de reprimer un frisson
de plaisir qui passe sur son joli visage ainsi qu'une ride
sur I'eau. " (O 1350)
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"Mais les coleres de Michelle sont breves. Elle a I'air elle-
meme de les subir, ainsi qu'un spectateur indifferent. " (O
1418)

douceur, mask-like, serves here, as it did in the count's family, as
the socially acceptable convention to deal with one another
without friction. It is the cold and uninterested substitute for the

self-sacrificing love of a mother. douceur covers all possible
inconsistencies in the family:

"Et c'est vrai que rien n'a resiste a cette douceur jamais. A
force d'en appeler sans cesse a ce temoin irrecusable - la
douceur, ma douceur - il semble qu'elle se soit prise elle-
meme a son jeu, ainsi qu'un enfant fait du tigre
imaginaire dessine par lui sur le mur. Pour tant de
pauvres diables, la douceur n'est que I'absence, absence
de malice ou de malignite, qualite negative, abstraction
pure." (O 1351)

The distinct lack of love and its prompt replacement by douceur
wraps the family in an ambience of coldness, froid stays present
in both families as if it represented un "petit enfer", compared to
eternal Hell. From that perspective the laconic words of the cure
de Fenouille "L'enfer est le froid" (O 1490) match the words of the
cure d'Ambricourt "L'enfer, madame, c'est de ne plus aimer." (JCC
1157)

Both families, at this point, have been considerably damaged from
within by the continuous, silent labour of le mal. The ground for
an intruder is prepared, menacing the family as a unit.

2.1.3. ennemi - menace

Both Mile Louise and Miss Daisy cause further estrangement
within the family. Mile Louise's affair with the count needs to be
viewed from two perspectives: From the count's and countess'
point of view, she represents just one episode in a series of
adulteries committed by the count. The spouses have established
an unspoken agreement in which the countess tolerates a lover as
long as the outside image of the family stays untouched. Chantal,
however, is the one that feels betrayed. Because of her genuine
affection for her father, the discovery of this affair upsets her
deeply. Humiliated and full of hatred, she recognises Mile Louise
as an ennemi and starts to fight her.
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Even the gentle cure, has very hard words for Mademoiselle
Louise. In their final conversation her words, "Elle [Chantal] m'a
brisee, are replied to by the cure pitilessly, II n'y a rien a briser
en vous ! " (JCC 1204). The actual word, ennemi, is not expressed;
its implied presence, however, is obvious in the text.

In Monsieur Ouine ennemi occurs in two different ways: the male
perceived as enemy as in "Vennemi de tout le repos, le tyran, un
autre Philippe... Un autre Philippe?" (O 1356), and la race
ennemie. The real intruder to the family, however, appears in the
form of Miss Daisy.

In the beginning Miss Daisy is not perceived as an intruder.
Steeny only realises the intrusion when the relationship between
the two women is already well established. Miss may not have
been the cause of the break up of his family, nonetheless, as the
replacement for his father, she represents the insurmountable
obstacle between mother and son:

"Du dehors, elle [Miss] I'a saisi brusquement par la taille -

aussi traitresse, aussi souple qu'une bete, avec son
immense chevelure qui flambe. Elle I'attire en pleine
lumiere, brutalement, au risque d'ecraser sa poitrine
contre I'appui de la fenetre. II connait depuis longtemps
cette violence calculee, sournoise, ces caresses feroces qui
le bouleversent de curiosite, de terreur, d'une sorte
d'ecceurement inexprimable. Non, non, que ce secret-la
reste entre eux! il refuse desesperement son regard, serre
les dents pour ne pas crier. Maman sourit. " (O 1350f)

Miss Daisy's intrusion in the family is successful. Her presence has
disturbed the harmony between mother and son permanently. As
a consequence, Philippe gives up his home, and has lost all sense
of where he belongs to.

Although Mademoiselle Louise's defeat of Chantal is complete, she
continues to hope to gain something from her position as lover:
"J'ai compris qu'elle esperait encore, je n'ose dire quoi. Elle
s'efforgait d'arrondir ses phrases, comme jadis, et par moments sa
voix ressemblait a celle de Mme la comtesse, dont elle a pris aussi
le plissement des paupieres, sur le regard myope...L'humiliation
volontaire est royale, mais ce n'est pas tres beau a voir, une vanite
decomposee." ( JCC 1202) Similarly, Miss Daisy has to fight
constantly for her illegitimate position in the family: "Une minute
d'inattention, de faiblesse, et la voila rejetee hors de I'abri si sur,
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dans la foule horrible des hommes." (O 1445) Till the end neither
of them admits to the damage committed in the respective
families, and therefore no attempt to compensate for it is made.

Through the intrusion, both Chantal and Philippe undergo a
process of alienation from their families. Partly, it coincides with
puberty, a period that initiates the step into adulthood; partly
their alienation is promoted by the sense of betrayal from home.
In any case, both their age and their particular family situation
make them primary victims of :

2.1.4. solitude - souffrance^

Chantal manages to break through the silence by confiding her
emotional explosiveness to the cure. "Je saurai bien me defendre
seule. Her open rebellion ("Je me sauverai a Paris, je me
deshonorerai, je lui ecrirai:"Voila ce que vous avez fait de moi!" Et
il souffrira ce que j'ai souffert!" (JCC 1137f)), although more
painful for everybody involved, at least, leads to the countess'
reconciliation before her death and leaves hope that the dramatic
scenes between Chantal and the cure may influence her later on in
life. The count's escape into alcoholism and the countess,
described as "cette creature torturee" (JCC 1162) , admitting that
she was kept "dans une solitude effrayante" (JCC 1165) , reveal
the extent of the division within this family.

The disruption in Philippe's family leads to similar isolation
between the family members. Michelle and Miss manage to
alienate Philippe from his home. In reaction to them he quietly
distances himself, turning the women and his home into a cage:
"Tout cela fait penser a une cage doree - ornee si possible d'un
grand ruban de taffetas rose - une cage doree aux quatre coins
releves en pagode, une cage et rien dedans, rien." (O 1419) His
detachment from his family coincides with his initiation into
manhood. He takes responsibility for his life, as he becomes
"maitre de son secret, sur de sa solitude." (O 1418)

1 We will return to souffrance-solitude in Chapter 3, SYMPTOMS OF
DISINTEGRATION.
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2.2 Disintegration of Church and Parish

Prior to the actual discussion of disintegration in Church and
Parish we need to turn our attention to questions which will lead
us right to the heart of the argument of this chapter: What is the
nature of the bond between Church and Parish? What role has the

priest in this union? And what are the forces that attempt to
weaken this union? The answers to these three questions will
establish the grounds for the mutual decay of the two institutions.

Church and Parish are closely connected. Not only is the existence
of the second dependent on the first - the Parish can only be
defined in relation to the Church, but in their union lies also the
essence of their existence. The Church's mission is, of course, to
guard and spread Depositum Christi. Every deviation from this
serious challenge is immediately felt in both institutions.

The Church depends upon the co-operation of the parishes which
are lead by their assigned priest. Consequently, the priest
constitutes the crucial link between the two. His leading position
in the Parish is legitimated by the sacrament of priesthood, which
binds him to his parish for good: he is answerable to God for his
parish.1 Christ-like the priest recognises the ills in the
community and suffers for them. His own readiness for sacrifice
is linked with the esteem in which he is held by his parishioners.
In other words, the impact he has depends upon his own
saintliness. The way to the heart of his parish, therefore, is
through prayer and self-denial.

the two parishes: Ambricourt and Fenouille

If we look at both novels individually, two different movements
can be detected. In the Journal the cure as a newcomer initially

1 Nothing gives a more touching image of this serious task than the cure
d'Ambricourt's passionate thoughts when he is overlooking his own little
parish: "Ma paroisse! Un mot qu'on ne peut prononcer sans emotion, -que
dis-je! sans elan d'amour. Et cependant, il n'eveille encore en moi qu'une
idee confuse. ... Mais je voudrais que le bon Dieu m'ouvrit les yeux et les
oreilles, me permit de voir son visage, d'entendre sa voix. Sans doute est-ce
trop demander? Le visage de ma paroisse! Son regard ! Ce doit etre un
regard doux, triste, patient, et j'imagine qu'il ressemble un peu au mien
lorsque je cesse de me debattre, que je me laisse entrainer par ce fleuve
invisible qui nous porte tous, pele-mele, vivants et morts, vers la profonde
Eternite. Et ce regard serait celui de la chretiente, de toutes les paroisses,
ou meme...peut-etre celui de la pauvre race humaine? Celui que Dieu a vu
du haut de la Croix. Pardonnez leur parce qu'ils ne savent pas ce qu'ils
font. "(JCC 1052.)
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finds himself at the very margin of his community. It is only the
continuous battle against his parish's apathy towards him which
pushes him into the heart of events.

The diary form allows the author to limit the reader's perception
to the observations of the cure. Through him we get to know
fragments of the different characters. The first seemingly
marginal person we encounter, is Mademoiselle Louise. Later on,
it becomes obvious that right from the beginning, with
providential preciseness, the cure is drawn to the central conflict
at the castle. Alerted by the cure's observations, the reader is
carefully guided through the events.

Overlooking his parish, the cure expresses his sober thoughts on
the parish entrusted to him. At the same time, the idea of keeping
a diary comes to his mind, an idea which will be essential in his
ministry:

"Au haut de la cote, qu'il pleuve ou vente, je m'assois sur
un tronc de peuplier oublie la on ne salt pourquoi depuis
des hivers et qui commence a pourrir. La vegetation
parasite lui fait une sorte de gaine que je trouve hideuse
et jolie tour a tour, selon I'etat de mes pensees ou la
couleur du temps. C'est la que m'est venue I'idee de ce

journal et il me semble que je ne I'aurais eue nulle part
ailleurs. Dans ce pays de bois et de paturages coupes de
haies vives, plantes de pommiers, je ne trouverais pas un
autre observatoire d'ou le village m'apparaisse ainsi tout
entier comme ramasse dans le creux de la main. Je le

regarde, et je n'ai jamais Vimpression qu'il me regarde
aussi. On dirait qu'il me tourne le dos et m'observe de
biais, les yeux mi-clos, a la maniere de chats." (JCC 1060)

The cure d'Ambricourt's diary cannot be separated from his
sacramental task as a priest. The diary allows him to observe
himself and his parish closely, and therefore needs to be seen as a
tool to recognise and assume his own sins and the sins of his
parish. Le Touze describes his need to write in the following
manner: Mais I'elan de I'ecriture depasse et oublie la vegetation
parasite pour se tourner tout entier vers le village. Le symbole du
journal devient alors l'observatoire.1 Although other authors
(Hoffbeck and Fitch) may see the diary as a replacement of God,

1 Philippe Le Touze, "Le mystere du reel dans les romans de Georges
Bernanos" (Nizet, 1979), p. 264.
With vegetation parasite is meant the presence of le mal.
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here it will be maintained that the cure's diary is necessary in the
process of self-awareness and is therefore an essential tool in
capturing his parish.1 His journey from the periphery to the
centre of his parish is parallel to his gradually growing saintliness.

In Monsieur Ouine the opposite movement can be observed. The
cure de Fenouille has lost influence over his parish altogether.
The reader witnesses the final phase of the priest's gradual loss of
influence. New leaders, in the figures of Ouine and le docteur
Malepine, force their way into the heart of the community, and
push the priest to the margin, where he is unable to fulfil his
ministry.

It can therefore be affirmed that the increasing insight into the
community events followed by personal involvement in parish
matters, exemplified in the Journal, lead to a movement of
centralization. The lack of insight, as in Monsieur Ouine, causes
isolation and leads finally to decentralization. The various forces
which vie with the priest for the central position in his community
will be our next focus. The following lexical fields encapsulate the
essence of these disturbances within the parish and the Church:

1. indifference - hypocrisie - trahison
2. orgueil - revolte - curiosite - ennemi - monstre/victime

menagant - mepris
3. perdre - resignation - echapper/fuir - desespoir

Although representative of the struggle, not all of these lexical
fields are applicable to both novels. The Journal describes a
society partly afflicted by severe signs of disintegration.
Restitution of the original union between Church and Parish is
difficult but not impossible. In Monsieur Ouine though, priest and
Church are already too alienated from the parish. The original
title la paroisse morte indicates the entirely black vision the
author conveyed in this novel.

1.indifference - hypocrisie - trahison
The very first symptom of disintegration lies, similar to the break¬
down of the family, in the careless, indifferent attitude towards
the doctrine of the Church. Christ demands full commitment,
hence detachment from God and your neighbour inevitably leads
to hypocrisy. Again, mere appearances are kept whereas the
essence is lost. These initial alarming signals of decadence are

^The aspect of the diary in the Journal will be mentioned again in the last
chapter, 4.1. The role of the narrative technique.
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only found in the Journal; the society presented in Monsieur Ouine
is beyond that point.

2. revolte-monstre(victime)-ennemi-menagant-curiosite-mepris
Once parish and Church are infected by the bourgeois outgrowth
of hypocrisy, the ground for an impostor is prepared. This type of
character is primarily characterised by the drive to establish
himself as a new leader in the community. He does not only deny
the existence of God, more importantly, he attempts to replace the
priest's sacramental role. The impostor strives to undo the
connection between Church and Parish by offering new and
entirely secular solutions to transcendental problems. In doing so,
he represents a threat to the established equilibrium between
Church and Parish. His contempt for clerical matters goes hand in
hand with his ambition to prove Christianity wrong. Fanatically,
he is looking for new answers in the fields of science and
philosophy. His (mostly pseudo) knowledge in these faculties
allows him to compete with the priest. Dufrety in the Journal as
well as Ouine and le docteur Malepine in Monsieur Ouine appear
as such impostors.

3. perdre - resignation - echapper\fuir - desespoir - echapper
route - mendiant

Both priests react with despair to the hostile forces within their
parish. The certainty of losing control to Evil creates a feeling of
resignation in them and wishing to drop all responsibility; they
both sense a desire to escape.

2.2.1 indifference - hypocrisie - trahison

The first "ferment" in the process of disintegration is the
indifference shown by certain members of the Church. The cure
attends a talk on La Reforme, ses origines, ses causes and is
completely taken aback by the enormous dimension of the events
of the time ("Vraiment Vetat de I'Eglise au seizieme siecle fait
fremir"). Looking around, "j'observais les visages des auditeurs
sans y voir autre chose que Vexpression d'une curiosite polie,
exactement comme si nous nous etions reunis pour entendre lire
quelque chapitre de I'histoire des Pharaons." (JCC 1054) The
distance the audience shows towards these events that, if they
belief in the real mission of the Catholic Church, are of breath¬
taking consequence, shocks and scares the cure.

The cure, as opposed to those surrounding him, cares. Throughout
the book his humble simplicity stands in great contrast to
everybody around him, be they clergy or parishioner. His
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unrestricted commitment to his vocation denounces both the
indifferent and the hypocrite as traitors. Bourgeois, aristocrat and
even cleric feel jeopardized by the cure's innocent perseverance in
his ministry. Mostly unaware of the explosive effect he has in his
parish, he is judged and criticized by those who fear change. His
priest colleague, le chanoine de la Motte-Beuvron, attempts to
explain why he is generally mistrusted:

"-Enfin, m'ecriai-je, qu'ai-je fait de mal, que me reproche-
t-on?
- Que voulez-vous, mon enfant, ces gens ne hai'ssent pas
votre simplicite, ils s'en defendent, elle est comme une

espece de feu qui brule. Vous vous promenez dans le
monde avec votre humble sourire qui demande grace, et
une torche au poing, que vous semblez prendre pour une
houlette. Neuf fois sur dix, ils vous Varracheront des
mains, mettront les pieds dessus. Mais il suffit d'un
moment d'inattention, vous comprenez?" (JCC 1174)

It is against this background of saintliness that we will examine
the characters which show signs of indifference - hypocrisie -

trahison. Each character belongs to one of the social classes:
Church, bourgeoisie or aristocracy. It is noteworthy to look at the
characters in their social surrounding, as their particular situation
illustrates the connections between these social institutions.

Le doyen de Blangermont is the first clergyman that openly shows
opposition to the cure's completely uncompromising way of living
in the presence of and offering his life as an unworthy gift to God.
He is afraid of the radical determination hidden behind the frail
and ill-looking figure of the cure d'Ambricourt. Le doyen
represents the priest of the establishment striving for comfort and
stability. His deception lies in his indifference towards his own
vocation and in his allowing the message of the Church to be
reduced to what is acceptable to its principal clientele: "la petite
bourgeoisie".

Terrified by anything that could endanger the stable relationship
between Church and bourgeoisie, he exclaims: "Dieu nous preserve
des reformateurs!...Dieu nous preserve aussi des saints" because
" leur propos, leur attitude, leur silence meme risquent toujours
d'etre un scandale pour les mediocres, les faibles, les tiedes." Le
doyen de Blangermont sides with the lukewarm, for a very banal,
unchristian reason: "elle (I'eglise) a des necessites d'argent" (JCC
1082f). The financial compromise between Church and
bourgeoisie is at the cost of the Christian message. He admits to it
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being a mesalliance when he says, "Mais quoi! s'ils nous volent, ils
nous respectent. Cela cree entre eux et nous une espece de
solidarite sociale..." (JCC 1085), a self-interested, merely pecuniary
pact that excludes the Poor. Their union is marked by hypocrisie
because the pretence is still Christian, although Christian values
are conveniently excluded in their dealings. Trahison is therefore
directed against Christ himself as the Christian doctrine is altered
to become a convenient agreement between two groups in power.
It is also aimed against the Poor since the pact between a
materialistically orientated Church and a comfort-loving
bourgeoisie excludes Christ's holy Poor ("le pauvre est le temoin
de Jesus Christ" (JCC 1069)). As a constant reminder of this
betrayal the Poor occur persistently in Bernanos' novel.1

Balthasar has observed the presence of hypocrisy and treason
towards the Poor. The main motive for the maintainence of this

relationship is to retain a position of wealth and power:

"Ni les bourgeois ni I'Eglise n'ont eu souci de la condition
proletarienne. Et les sarcasmes pleuvent a la fois sur cette
ancienne bourgeoisie voltairienne qui a I'heure meme ou
le peuple est gagne par Vimpiete revolutionnaire, se
refugie dans le sein de I'Eglise pour defendre ses interets
de classe, et sur cette nouvelle bourgeoisie combiste qui
mange du cure pour faire oublier le probleme social,
tandisque les clericaux menent un combat d'arriere-
garde, comme une armee vaincue qui a perdu toute foi en
elle-meme et qui ne defend que des positions perdues
d'avance." 2

The Pamyre family represents precisely "cette petite bourgeoisie,
apre au gain, dure au pauvre comme a elle-meme, enragee a
I'epargne" (JCC 1083), which use the Church for the improvement
of their social status. They reimburse the Church for their social
upgrading by a steady financial contribution. Not surprisingly le
doyen welcomes this silent covenant between this family and the
Church, as it grants stability and continuation of their shared rule.

The same solidarite sociale exists between Church and aristocracy.
The count's nous ("comme si lui et moi, nous ne pouvions servir
que la meme cause" (JCC 1065)) when talking about parish
matters shows how naturally he pretends to occupy a leading role
in the community. His claim to leadership dating back to feudal

'We will return to the discussion on the poor in the section 3.4. injustice.
2Hans Urs von Balthasar,"Le chretien Bernanos", (Seuil, 1956), p. 527.
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times, has today become void.1 Here again, a convention is kept
although the meaning is lost.

As much as the count keeps the air of a country laird, the countess
is keen on not letting any secret, which might tarnish the image of
their nobility, get past the castle walls. Not surprisingly, she
reacts with hostility to the cure, when he urged by their daughter
Chantal, first visits the castle to talk with her. Affreux secrets are
revealed to the cure that have been covered for the sake of the

family's public image. The count's sexual betrayal represents only
the final event precipitating the crisis. Much more shocking
though is the perfection with which the countess manages to
exhibit an artificial, idealized image of herself. For a long time she
has abandoned her Christian Faith, but continues in hollow
practice: "Quoi done? je vais a la messe, je fais mes paques, j'aurais
pu abandonner toute pratique, j'y ai pense. Cela m'a paru indigne
de moi." (JCC 1060) Her weekly attendance at mass, her
confession at Easter are seen as a necessary detail in a countess'
life.

Both count and countess perceive the cure as an intruder,
endangering their present, albeit disastrous family life. After the
countess' confession and death the count is left alone to defend the

family's image. Unable to confront the cure with valid arguments,
he merely gives vent to his anger by lecturing the cure on his own
view of the Church's mission: "... la principale mission de I'Eglise
est de proteger la famille, la societe, elle reprouve tous les exces,
elle est une puissance d'ordre et de mesure." (JCC 1181) Like
Blangermont the count sees in the Church a purely social
institution with the aim of guaranteeing order and stability in
society while neglecting the radical self-giving demand made by
Christ to every one of His followers.2

1 As a monarchist, Bernanos does not reject the union between Church and
aristocracy as such. He just proclaims that the system has lost its purpose.
Aristocracy indulges in wealth and pleasure without assuming their
responsibility toward the poor.
2In between the lines one can read Bernanos' personal disappointment in
how the Church, particularly in the western world, has treated the poor.
The Russian Christian philosopher, Tatjana Goritscheva, 50 years later
comes to a very similar, slightly polemic conclusion. She clothes her
statement in political terms, associating the wealth of the West with
Capitalism, and says that Marxism could not do as much harm to Christianity
in the former Soviet Union as Capitalism has done in the West. She points
out that those who remained Christians under the Communist regime, did so
under threat of their lives. Christians were continuously persecuted,
tortured and killed. And although few remained Christians under these
circumstances, those that did, did not suffer from their own indifference.
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The cure recognises indifference, hypocrisie, trahison as part of
the tumor-like spreading ennui. Even his sacristan, Arsene,
although living in daily contact with the Church, is infected by the
same apathy. Arsene simply hasn't understood the Christian
message of Salvation, as he believes "Quand on est mort, tout est
mort" (JCC 1182). For him Catholicism is some sort of hereditary
attribute, as it has always been in his family. Similar to the count
and le doyen de Blangermont, Arsene keeps a Christian
appearance. The latter though is ignorant of the true mission of
the Church. He simply fulfils his daily duties as a sacristan
without questioning the meaning.1 The terrifying indifference
leaves the cure in a similar state of despair as the two-facedness
of the doyen de Blangermont, the count, and the countess.

The appearance of all these detrimental factors (indifference,
hypocrisie, trahison) in the parish prepare the ground for the
second phase of social disintegration:

2.2.2. revolte - orgueil - curiosite - monstre(victime) - ennemi
mepris - mena^ant

2.2.2.1. Biblical background

This lexical field includes signifiants attached to the biblical Fall
of Mankind. Satan, by provoking Man's curiosity and inducing
him to break God's commandment, has lead him into a state of
rebellion (revolte). Satan could only influence Man because of his
inherent free will, which enables him to choose between Good and
Evil. Hence, Man's disloyalty to God is his own choice to reject
God's love and wisdom (mepris). Instead, he choses to pursue his
own quest for knowledge and happiness (curiosite). True wisdom
and knowledge, as opposed to curiosite, can only be found with
God; they are essentially God's attributes. Man can only take part
in these divine attributes through Faith. Without acknowledging,
serving and finally loving God, the door to a greater understanding
is closed. Man, being side-tracked from this essential truth, loses
both God's favour and the untroubled ability to gain knowledge.

Man's rebellion has, above all, disrupted his perfect union with
God, and as a consequence has made him both God's and his own

In Communist Russia friends and enemies were obvious, in the West the
forces of disintegration are more insidious.
1 Earlier on in the diary the cure rejects the idea of "faut pas chercher a
comprendre On the contrary: "Mori Dieu! mais nous sommes cependant la
pour ga! "(JCC 1033)
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enemy (ennemi). The wrong he has done by rivalling God
(orgueil) turns him both into a monster (monstre) and into the
only victim (victime). Through his mad usurpation, he suffers
expulsion from Paradise, and from then on has put his soul in
danger of being forever separated from God. His momentous
action has jeopardized his very existence. With Adam and Eve's
expulsion, eternal separation from God, Hell becomes reality. For
the first time Man's existence 1 is under threat (mena^ant).

It is naive to think that only the person in open revolt against God
and God's order becomes His enemy. Since God represents the
focus of absolute good, any kind of wrong-doing mal - even
committed unintentionally - makes Man automatically God's and
therefore his own enemy. He is culprit and victim of his own
sinful action, enemy of his neighbour and of his community. The
visible effects of le mal are primarily the destruction of the
person committing sin, and secondarily the damage to the
environment in which the culprit acts. From this perspective,
impostors like, Dufrety, Ouine, and Malepine are only the most
obvious enemy figures. As every sin is a revolt against God,
characters like the count, the countess, Jambe-de-Laine, Martial
Devandomme etc., all express revolte, by their own particular sin,
and therefore represent to a certain extent a threat to the parish.

It is precisely in the context of Man's desperate struggle to win
back his place in Paradise, and his anxious claim to his spiritual
childhood that we need to envisage the two novels. Only a few
figures in the novels recognise that they have lost their place near
God and aim to regain it. To a greater or lesser extent, the cure
d'Ambricourt, the cure de Fenouille, Guillaume, Philippe and
Seraphita Dumouchel strive, more or less blindly, try to recapture
the lost promise. Most other figures, particularly Dufrety in the
Journal, Ouine and le docteur Malepine in Monsieur Ouine
imitate, through their behaviour, the original Fall of Mankind.

2.2.2.2. Dufrety

orgueil - revolte - curiosite - ennemi - monstre\victime
mena^ant - mepris

Dufrety's revolte lies in his turning away from the priesthood.
The original cause of this act of rebellion is to be found, exactly as
in its biblical model, in the stubborn pride of Man who tries to

l\Vith the term existence is meant both Man's physical existence, as illness
and death started with the expulsion of Paradise, as well as his spiritual
existence as God's child, made in His image.
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elevate himself by eliminating God from his life. Here, orgueil
and revolte include not so much his change of life-style from
priesthood to layman, but his rejection of God and the Catholic
Faith by giving up the priesthood. Because his pride will not allow
him to turn back and admit his mistake, Dufrety is searching for
new answers, collecting pieces of information in order to progress
in his evolution intellectuelle (JCC 1248) . In other words, he uses
his pseudo-studies to convince himself of the rectitude of his
decision.

For Dufrety, curiosite is the ploy that keeps him anxiously
searching for answers he cannot find, since he has turned away
from God. His desperate hope that by obsessively gaining more
knowledge, he will one day find peace and reconciliation is
Dufrety's biggest dillusion. Although, instinctively, he may be
aware of the absurdity of his pursuit, he obstinately keeps
defending his new life.

revolte - orgueil - curiosite mysteriously work together as the
backbone of his present pitiful state. These three ingredients of
mal seem to tie him permanently to his state of despair. Unable to
acknowledge his own misery, he also does not see the need for
regret or even to reconsider his situation soberly. Trapped in his
mediocrity1, Dufrety's only chance of freedom is the one of every
sinner, to return to God with the spirit of penance. Since this
solution does not - at least explicitly - occur to him, he becomes
God's, his neighbour's and most of all his own ennemi. In the case
of Dufrety, it is primarily his tortuous, senseless search to prove
his decision right, that makes him a monstre-victime.

His almost obsessive attempts to disguise his own misery become
central in his life. He continuously re-affirms his wrongdoing
while suffering under that same wrong. An attempt to defend his
position can be seen in his treasured diary, with the pompous title,
Mes Etapes. His letters to the cure, on the other hand, express a
certain urgency to finally find somebody that understands him,

^he cure d'Ambricourt thinks of his friend as being mediocre. "Le pretre
mediocre est laid. Je ne parle pas du mauvais pretre. Ou plutot le mauvais
pretre est le pretre mediocre. L'autre est un monstre. La monstruosite
echappe a toute commune mesure. Qui peut savoir les desseins de Dieu sur
un monstre? A quoi sert-il! Quelle est la signification surnaturelle d'une si
etonnante disgrace? " (JCC 1089) Bernanos, here, is playing with the word
mauvais, which here has two meanings. The first meaning of mauvais is
that Dufrety is a bad priest, in the sense that he is mediocre, luke-warm,
insteady in his belief. The other meaning attached to mauvais is the one of
evil. The cure d'Ambricourt does not think of his friend as evil as the
concept of an evil priest is, for him unthinkable.
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absolves him of his guilt and maybe even reconciles him with the
Church, Viens vite (JCC 1062f). In Dufrety the cure discovers the
same despair that he sees in so many others. Loneliness and
isolation, that the cure himself experiences, are here a hopeless,
grey reality. A reality in which God does not participate: "J'avais,
devant cette pauvre vanite a la torture, Vimpression douloureuse
que j'avais connue quelques jours plus tot en presence de
Mademoiselle Louise. C'etait la meme impuissance a plaindre, a

partager quoi que ce fut, le meme reserrement de I'ame." (JCC
1248)

The most obvious victim, besides himself, is Dufrety's companion.
Uneducated and dominated by Dufrety, she endures his tyranny1.
Through her, the cure d'Ambricourt finally learns the ugly truth of
both their existence. What has been embellished by Dufrety, is
explained very plainly by her. The platitude of his life, the
uncovering of his lies, his narcissistic behaviour towards his lover
(who stays anonymous 2) makes his disloyalty towards priesthood
even more pitiful and absurd.

To sum up the complex character of the former priest, we need to
emphasise that Dufrety's language stays ambiguous and apologetic
throughout the book. On one hand, he wants to maintain his
position and convince the cure of the legitimacy of his decision, on
the other his intricate network of lies indicates his despair.
Betrayal and disintegration occur here in the complete rejection of
the Christian Faith, both its outer form and its meaning. Dufrety is
trying in vain to fill the empty space left by the absence of his
faith by adopting a certain convenient liberalism:"Je ne suis que
d'un parti: celui de la sincerite totale, envers les autres comme
envers soi-meme. Chacun sa verite, c'est le titre d'une piece
epatante, et d'un auteur tres connu. " (JCC 1247) In giving up the
idea of objective truth, he is able to create a new ideology, tailor-

1 Other secondary victims of Dufrety are not mentioned in the novel. If his
diary, however, were to get published, as he threatened, possible future
readers could become his victims as they may feel confirmed in their own
wrong-doings.
2 Her anonymous, purposeless life could be seen as a model for the
innumerable sufferers of the world: "He bien, done, lorsque je ne suis plus
capable de rien, que je ne tiens plus sur mes jambes, avec mon mauvais
point de cote, je vais me cacher dans un coin, toute seule et - vous allez rire
- au lieu de me raconter des choses gaies, des choses qui remontent, je
pense a tous ces gens que je ne connais pas, qui me ressemblent - et il y en
a, la terre est grande! - les mendiants qui battent la semelle sous la pluie, les
gosses perdus, les malades, les fous des asiles qui gueulent a la lune, et tant!
et tant! Je me glisse parmi eux, je tache de me faire petite, et pas seulement
les vivants, vous savez? les morts aussi, qui ont souffert, et ceux a venir qui
souffrirons comme nous... Pourquoi ga? Pourquoi souffrir? " (JCC 1252)
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made to his own particular situation. All his efforts merge into
one single aim: to cover his failure at carrying out his vocation.

One can speculate upon the extent to which the ex-priest damages
the Church and his abandoned parish. His urge to create some sort
of counter-world, one that is entirely focused on himself, unmasks
him as an impostor. Dufrety wishes to identify his way as true,
and to impose his own example. With this pretence, he acts as
usurpator, even though his influence is very limited compared to
le docteur Malepine and Ouine.

2.2.2.3. Malepine

In Monsieur Ouine, the impostor figures, Ouine and Malepine,
press into the centre, while the cure de Fenouille is pushed to the
margin of his community. His role as a spiritual leader in the
parish is hijacked by these secular leader figures; Monsieur Ouine
and le docteur Malepine present themselves as natural allies of
the deserted priest. As treacherous friends, they want to
understand and steal the secret of his authority. Again, similar to
its biblical model, we are confronted with the illegitimate claim to
a position of greater power and knowledge. Therefore, the same
lexical fields as in the biblical Fall apply:

orgueil - revolte - curiosite - monstre\victime - ennemi
mena^ant - mepris

Malepine's revolte and orgueil are seen as he contends with the
cure de Fenouille for his eminent position in the parish. He does
this in a insidious way, by treating the lonely cure de Fenouille as
his elitist equal: "Excusez- moi, j'ai parle sans precaution, comme a
un confrere ." (O 1398) His final aim is to deprive the priest of his
spiritual position in the parish and to claim all human concerns to
be purely medical matters. Science should finally triumph over
God and his apostles. Malepine's usurpation, similar to Dufrety's,
aims to reverse God's plan of love and Redemption to cold, self-
serving knowledge, which is expressed in our lexical field as
curiosite.

Malepine's curiosite drives him as far as wanting to know all the
secrets of the village. The murder case is a fascinating game for
him. Like in a puzzle, he passionately wishes to find out more
about the case, in order to see the enigma solved: "Allons! s'il y a
encore quelque petit secret dans cette tete-la, donnez-les-moi tout
de suite plutot qu'a M. le juge d'instruction.'\0 1405) It is neither
for the love of truth or justice, nor for any other high motive that
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he is driven. Like a television spectator enjoying a thriller,
Malepine relishes the enquiry, one in which he has set himself up
illegitimately as a judge.

His behaviour concerning the murder-case is comparable to the
way he treats his patients. His complete lack of sympathy applies
to those involved in the investigations of the crime as well as to
his patients. Callously, he exploits his status of a doctor to
manipulate people at his pleasure. He is also taking advantage of
his role to maintain a position of power in the community for his
own self-serving reasons.

The self-centered pursuit of his own interests may remind us of
Dufrety. The interesting difference here is that Malepine,
although monstre, does not seem to be victime of his
monstrosities. Le beau docteur probably suffers from loneliness,
lack of warmth and maybe even from his own vanity, but we have
no real proof for that. Compared to Ouine, Malepine stays a
marginal figure. The reader never gains as much insight into the
character as in Ouine, Philippe, Michelle or even Martial
Devandomme. We certainly do know that other people become his
victime. Above all, there is Arsene, who personifies all patients
that are at the mercy of ruthless doctors.

Le docteur Malepine literally demands from the cure de Fenouille
his share of the ill mayor, Arsene: "Un malade comme le notre, dit-
il de sa voix toujours nasillarde, appartient sans doute au pretre
autant qu'au medecin." (O 1505) Arsene's illness originates in his
awareness of his own sinfulness. Although he is consulting the
cure, the saving word "confession" is never entirely pronounced.
(The cure de Fenouille rarely has the chance to be alone with any
member of the parish without the interference of his opponent,
Malepine.) Illness here, as indeed occurs very often in Bernanos'
novels, has spiritual significance. maladie is an invitation to turn
back to God, by accepting illness as redeeming1. Le docteur
Malepine does not only ignore this aspect of illness, he also rejects
everything that could diminish his own medical authority.

Libido Sciendi (JCC 1237), words pronounced by le docteur Laville
in the Journal, can also be attributed to Malepine. His curiosite is
a loveless drive to satisfy his thirst for knowledge. Knowledge is
vital to him as it represents the gate to power over people.
Malepine's reduction of Man to a merely physical being without
acknowledging his spiritual needs, as well as the knowledge of

^More will be talked about this in the section 3.5. maladie-mort.
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how to treat this physical being, delivers the patient entirely into
his ruthless hands.

In philosophical terms, Malepine embodies a Cartesian, rationalist
attitude in which body and mind do not form a unity, but are seen
as separate entities: "Pour moi, modeste practicien campagnard,
I'independance du caeur et de I'esprit reste la loi, Vunique loi, la loi
supreme." (O 1506) By splitting the unity of a person into two
separate parts, Man is not responsible for his own actions. Hence,
his actions are not driven by his own free will, but determined by
external circumstances. Since the existence of his free will, which
is precisely what constitutes the difference between Man and
animals, is negated, Man rapidly degrades to an animal. Hereby,
the kinship with God is renounced and Man's body desecrated.1

It is curiosite, lust for knowledge, paired with the degradation of
Man to an animal that are at the heart of Malepine's revolte.
Without compassion and without any respect towards Man's
spiritual needs, he becomes a monstre. In this sense, le docteur
Malepine needs to be seen as an ennemi to his patients rather
than a helper or friend. He is mena?ant to the human being's
existence because he rejects his spiritual nature. He sees suffering
as meaningless, and in doing so deprives Man of establishing a
certain redeeming closeness to God. If we return to Arsene, it
becomes obvious how much the mayor fears Malepine. Arsene is
lost in the doctor's spider-like hands and can only surrender to
him: "voila des semaines que I'effroyable sollicitude du docteur
Malepine tisse autour de lui des fils magiques." Malepine, with his
sourire menagant (O 1396f), treats him with clinical coldness: "....le
pauvre diable n'est qu'un obsede sexuel banal, et la forme insolite
de I'obsession n'a d'interet que pour les psychiatres."(O 1525)
mepris for those depending upon him is the final, most
devastating effect of Malepine's imposture.

2.2 2.4. Ouine

Turning now to Monsieur Ouine the situation, at first sight, is all
too similar to that of Malepine. Like Malepine, because of the
specific knowledge attributed to him, he enjoys a certain public
esteem. The small shift lies in the fact, that his authority is not
based on scientific but philosophical knowledge. Because Ouine is

1 Bernanos' liberal use of animal imagery, we believe, result from his
frustration with the rationalisticly imbued age in which he lives.
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more central and better characterised, his alleged knowledge can
be called into doubt more easily.

Ouine's wisdom consists of individual learned words, words which,
when put together, make no sense. Already, the antitheses
contained in his name, Oui-ne, and in his title ancien professeur
des langues vivantes announce to the reader the paradox that will
accompany him through the book. The character of Monsieur
Ouine is profoundly ambiguous. Never will he give a definite
statement on any topic; his main concern is to remain neutral and
vague.1 Bernanos provides a whole range of images describing the
amphibolous nature of Ouine. The following quotation gives us an
appropriate taste of Ouine's personality: "Je n'ai jamais pu, au
cours d'entretiens trop brefs, obtenir de sa courtoisie une parole
pour ou contre la religion, il semble s'interesser qu'au probleme
moral." (O 1359)

Ouine's ambiguity stands in direct opposition to the definite,
divine command of Love. Similar to Dufrety, he rejects this
command and creates a new, entirely loveless world for himself,
orgueil and revolte result again, as in the biblical model, in
Dufrety and in Malepine from the rejection of God's Love and
Order:

orgueil - revolte - curiosite - ennemi - monstreXvictime
menayant - mepris

All these lexical fields find in Ouine a focal point of evil. Ouine's
curiosite is aimed to take possession of people. He therefore
never appears as a friend, but as ennemi to those surrounding
him. He is a monstre in the way he penetrates his victime's life
and breaks his will, examples of which can be found in his
relationship with Anthelme and Jambe-de-Laine. After taking
charge of their lives, he despises their weak and ridiculous
behaviour and punishes them with mepris.

He is also victime himself of his curiosite: suffering of loneliness,
illness and ridiculousness has become part of his life. Similar to
Dufrety, he does not connect his suffering to his actions. In
contrast to Dufrety, Ouine seems to be altogether beyond
suffering. His pride despises any sort of weakness, and he
therefore treats his sufferings with disregard. His humanity

iAlso the name Ouine, as le Touze remarkes, can be traced back to the theme
of anonymity. Anonymity and ambiguity have one common denominator,
the one of uncertainty. (Philippe Le Touze, "Le mystere du reel dans les
romans de Georges Bernanos", p. 187.)
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seems to be reduced to such an extent that even his suffering
seems cold and sterile.

curiosite, the drive for more knowledge and therefore greater
authority, is the first and predominant impression one gains from
Ouine: "la curiosite me devore". curiosite, here, is not the
rationalist drive for scientific knowledge, as in Malepine, or the
desperate attempt to justify one's own mistake, as in Dufrety, it is
the silent penetration into his victims. He wishes to learn about
their secrets and weaknesses and then cruelly to take advantage
of this knowledge. The final aim of this callous game is to gain
control over the lives of others. "La securite de ces ames etait
entre mes mains, et elles ne le savaient pas.[...] je me donnais ce

passe-temps de Dieu, ses longs loisirs [...] leur createur ne les
avait pas mieux connues que moi..." (O 1557ff)

Under the guise of friendship Ouine manages to win people's trust,
penetrates into their secrets and gradually makes them dependent
upon him. Ouine's penetration into his victims, Anthelme, Jambe-
de-Laine and possibly Philippe, corresponds to Malepine's
weaving of his net around the poor Arsene. Both succeed in their
inimical occupation of their victime.

Ouine's victims are numerous. There is first Anthelme, the owner

of chateau Wambescourt, who lead a quiet country life, ("I'haleine
en fleur et pissant droit" (O 1358)) before the idea of increasing
his knowledge entered his mind. He hired the distinguished
Monsieur Ouine as his private tutor. From this moment on, his
gardener observes some strange changes in the house and soon
afterwards, Anthelme dies. Whether he ever found out that his
wife, Madame de Nereis, had a love affair with his tutor, stays
dubious. Vague hints though lead to the conclusion that neither
Ouine nor Madame de Nereis are innocent of Anthelme's death.
Murder is never suggested, but not excluded either. More likely
than the actual forceful deed, is a slow, psychological torment.
Unable to recognise them as his enemies, Anthelme's situation
gradually deteriorates until he dies.

Another of Ouine's victime is his former ally: Madame de Nereis,
more often referred to as Jambe-de-Laine. The reader is not

allowed to understand the whole story of their relationship.
Allusions cause the reader to suspect their love-affair has turned
to animosity. These extreme contrasts in Jambe-de-Laine make
her the most controversial character of the novel. Before more

will be said about their relationship, Jambe-de-Laine's character
needs a closer look
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The most prominent of Jambe-de-Laine's characteristics is the
complete unpredictability of her actions. None show logical
coherence; irrational impulses determine each of her movements.
The scene, in which she nearly runs Philippe over with her
carriage and also nearly kills herself, illustrates her arbitrary
behaviour. Philippe's thoughts after this attack portray her very
well: "Elle non plus , rien ne I'arretra, se dit-il. Elle est capable de
charger contre un mur. Mais pour qui ? pourquoi? " (O 1417) She
is the most tangible example of the self-destructive monstre-
victime.1 Victim as much as she victimizes, Jambe-de-Laine is
unable to break out of this devilish circle.

Her mysterious bond to Ouine may well be the key to her strange
behaviour. A bond that is not visible, but felt by sentences like:
"II se mefie de moi, crois-tu?...Car il est aussi plein de mefiance.
Comme il sait deguiser son gros pas lourd. La nuit j'entends son

souffle a travers le mur. Sa respiration ne ressemble a aucune
autre, elle trahit jusqu'au plus petit mouvement de son ame, elle
rend vaines toutes ses ruses. Je sais ou il va, d'ou il vient." One
gains the impression that they are warily watching over each
other. From one moment to the next the relationship can change
from ennemi to ally and back again. "Ecoute, dit-elle apres un
silence, il nous faut sauver notre ami." (O 1425) Jambe-de-Laine,
in these moments, is described as an incredibly pure and naive
being, as if her sole intention is to fight self-sacrificingly for Good.

Her arbitrary behaviour is connected with a radical lack of self-
esteem. Jambe-de-Laine has so little self-respect, that nothing,
not even her body or her survival matters to her. The lack of self-
esteem is first reflected by Philippe. Insults like: sale pute, sale
bete etc. reveal the general contempt shown to her. Presumably,
her repeated sexual unrestrainedness towards Ouine aggravates
her erratic state. Masochistically, she is punishing her body by
sleeping with Ouine while punishing Ouine by giving something as
worthless as her body: "Tiens tu demandes si nous I'aimons. Eh
bien! nous I'aimons et le hai'ssons a la fois. moi, je le hais comme

j'ai appris a hair ce qu'ils appelaient ma beaute, jadis. Je le deteste
autant que mon corps, telle est la verite. Regarde: je le couvre de
vieux chiffons ridicules, je ne prends nul soin de lui, mon plaisir

1 Since images of Jambe-de-Laine are found in greater detail in the first
chapter, we shall not give any text examples depicting her as monstre-
victime. The numerous animal images describing her mad, arbitrary
behaviour, is again a way to highlight the degradation of man, once he
follows evil. More will be said about her in chapter 3. SYMPTOMS OF
DISINTEGRATION.
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est de I'humilier. II ne m'en sert que mieux. Qu'est-ce qu'un desir
qui n'a pas surmonte le degout, force la nature, assure sa prise
dans le remords et dans la honte? "(O 1424f) Seemingly, Ouine is
mastering this person by capturing her body and her mind. Once
her mind is broken, he can freely possess her soul.1

Jambe-de-Laine and Ouine form a monstrous couple where love is
turned into hatred. Exploitation of the other person as an
instrument of immediate self-satisfaction is the rule of this

strange couple. Their relationship illustrates Bernanos' idea of the
existence of a mysterious understanding within the world of
sinners. Their attraction shows the synergy of invisible forces
working together. With unexplainable, supernatural precision
Ouine and Jambe-de-Laine work as a team (O 1339). Although,
seemingly deprived of all purpose, they are guided by the force of
mal. They are at once monstre and victime of each other; their
destructiveness is perpetuated by the fact that they cannot let go
of each other, as if addicted to their own madness. From the little
insight the reader has, Ouine seems to be the stronger personality.
Ouine is still following his aim of an impostor, rebelliously
opposing Love and Order, whereas Jambe-de-Laine has completely
abandoned all reason.

Philippe is another to fall into Ouine's clutches. He cannot really
be seen as victime yet, as he is just entering into Ouine's sphere of
influence. Sometimes the youngster is infatuated by Ouine's
knowledge, while at other times he openly rebels against him.
Again, many pieces of information remain hidden. We don't know,
for example, whether the old man makes him drunk on purpose,
in order to sexually abuse him:

"II a tourne la tete d'instinct vers la fenetre, le jour. Peine
perdue. Le regard triste qu'il sent peser sur lui I'ecarte
dejci peu a peu, comme d'une pression mysterieuse, le
ramene au lit dont le drap bleme s'efface dans I'ombre."

"Je suis votre ami, Philippe, dit simplement M. Ouine,
mais avec une autorite prodigieuse."

"II a dresse brusquement la tete et le temps d'un eclair -

6 reve absurde! Steeny a cru reconnaitre le compagnon

predestine de sa vie, I'initiateur, le heros poursuivi a

1 At the end of his life he admits to having used Jambe-de-Laine for his
pleasure:" Voila ce que je fis de Jambe-de-Laine, dans cette vieille maison
qui devra conserver ma memoire, dont chaque pierre s'est impregnee de
mon plaisir."(Q 1559)
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travers tant de livres. Et de le decouvrir si different de ce

qu'il imaginait, vieux et malade, il croit sentir sa propre
poitrine se creuser du meme feu sournois qui devore
celle-ci sous la pauvre vareuse de laine." (O 1363)

Suspicions are raised, but never confirmed. Philippe may be
Ouine's victime as we suspect other young boys may have been.
The possible traumatic experience of sexual abuse may make of
Philippe, in the years to come, another monstre; the mysterious
propagation of Evil would have then advanced a little further.

Philippe, however, is the one that discovers Ouine's mepris for his
surrounding, although he probably does not understand the far-
reaching horror of his observation. Already infected by Ouine's
contempt, he admires his ability to see the ridiculousness in
people. Unemotionally, Ouine is looking at people's shortcomings,
virtually excising them from the rest of the person. Consequently,
Ouine is unable to understand Beauty, Love and Forgiveness.
What can be left of a person that has been clinically dissected with
complete disregard to Man's need of compassion? Philippe
himself provides the answer: "Ainsi, par exemple, il ne dit jamais
de mal de personne, et il est tres bon, tres indulgent. Mais on voit
au fond de ses yeux je ne sais quoi de ridicule des gens. Et de
ridicule ote, ils n'interessent plus, ils sont vides. La vie aussi est
vide.'fO 1534) Already imbued with the professor's negativeness,
he can see no point to life. If the human being is nothing more
than a ridiculous creature constantly in need of stimulation and
satisfaction, life is meaningless. These thoughts by Philippe reveal
that he still feels the need to find a purpose in life. He, unlike
Anthelme and Jambe-de-Laine, has not given up the search for
meaning, but is still struggling against the attraction of Ouine's
destructiveness.

Ouine's contempt reaches much farther than his discovery of the
ridiculousness within individuals, mepris attacks the very soul of
the individual. Every victime represents a challenge to Ouine: he
wishes to penetrate his victim, find out his secrets and
weaknesses, humiliate him and finally break his will. His victime
relying upon his understanding and friendship, receives only
betrayal and mepris. What does Ouine himself gain from his
cruel game? Every captured soul represents a personal success.
His superiority over these lost creatures confirms him as king
within his own kingdom:

"Avec quelle jubilation j'entrais dans ces modestes
consciences, si peu differentes d'aspect, si communes -
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des petites maisons de brique sans eclat, noircies par
I'habitude, les prejuges, la sottise, comme les autres par la
suie des villes - ces ames pareilles aux corons des cites
minieres [...] - maisons sans ames, ames sans noms - leur
ridicule comfort, les napperons brodes, les photographies
pendues au mur, la sellette coiffee d'une fille de platre,
les glaces noircies de chiures des mouches plus
mysterieuses que I'orniere de bois[..]la mediocrite se
consomme tranquillement elle-meme. Je n'interrompais
nullement, en apparence, cette espece de resorption, je la
rendais peu a peu impossible, a leur insu. [...] Je me
donnais ce passe-temps de Dieu."(0 1558)

After all that has been said, it seems superfluous to explain in
what way the impostor Ouine is mena^ant: possible destruction or
self-destruction of the human being with the consequence of
eternal separation from God. Ouine represents more of a danger
to the community than both the wretched Dufrety and Malepine.
He is extremely dangerous, not only because he is persistent and
ruthless in his rebellion, but also because his world, more

meticulously than the others, is mocking the order intended by
God.

Once on the path away from God, attributes like loneliness,
suffering, ridiculousness and illness are constant companions to
Ouine, and his existence is pervaded by continuous coldness. We
will find that the cure de Fenouille has characteristics similar to

Ouine, as the cure d'Ambricourt shares loneliness, illness and
despair with Dufrety. It seems quite confusing that the same
attributes in one person can lead away from God, while in another
strengthen the bond with God. We will turn to this question in
greater detail in the third chapter. For now, suffice it to say that
these common characteristics seem also to be the attraction
between the impostor-character and the priest.

The meeting between Ouine and the cure de Fenouille clearly
brings to light these common characteristics. Instead of uniting
the two characters, they seem rather to highlight them belonging
to completely different worlds, the two opposing worlds of Good
and Evil. For the reader the encounter is an interesting spectacle,
one in which Ouine very skilfully leads the conversation. He is
driven by his curiosite, to worm a secret out of the priest, without
confiding himself in the cure. He approaches the priest as an
ennemi, as he states: "je ne suis pas votre ami. "(O 1468)
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His attraction to the priest is different to that of his victims. He
accepts the cure de Fenouille, just as Malepine does , as a dignified
opponent. He may sense their compatibility in status: Ouine
represents a sort of anti-priest, as Philippe remarks: il a I'air
de n'importe quoi, d'un agent voyer, d'un mauvais pretre." (O
1386) And hence, must see it as a particular challenge to measure
his knowledge against the cure's.

Although throughout the conversation, Ouine's words stay
ambiguous, we know of two definite aims the ancien professeur
des langues vivantes pursues. First, he wants to grasp the
priestly dignity of the cure, a dignity he only senses. Secondly, for
some unknown reason he wants to get the anonymous letters.

To attain these aims, he approaches the priest and insidiously
offers an alliance against the parish. His main drive is, of course,
his devouring curiosite, a curiosity directed at gaining insight into
the priest's life, and finding out more about the murder. Ouine
recognises that the cure, like himself, suffers from loneliness and
isolation : "Ma demarche aupres de vous avait un autre but que
ce bavardage. La retraite ou je vis, I'etat de ma sante, mon humeur
meme ne me laissent que peu de moyens de vous servir,
J'essayerai cependant. Et d'abord je tacherai d'exprimer en

quelque mots des sentiments, je Vavoue, assez complexes...Votre
solitude m'attire."(0 1464) Ouine does not approach the cure de
Fenouille to share his suffering, but to detect whether he can find
a weakness in the cure, one which he can then use for his own

purposes.

Ouine sets the trap and the cure promptly falls into it. Naively, he
believes that Ouine's concern for the parish is sincere. He also
believes that Ouine is genuinely interested in his loneliness. We
find that the two characters, as representatives of the two worlds,
grace and disgrace, are exactly complementary to one other.
While Ouine comes with maliciousness in mind, the cure openly
tells him everything and even hands him the desired, anonymous
letters. This duality can be observed throughout the entire
conversation. Three significant text examples illustrate the
contrast between the two characters and the worlds they
represent. They seem to have communication problems as if
indeed the world of grace and disgrace do not use the same
language. Neither of them is really able to understand what the
other exactly intends by his words. The following two quotations
illustrate the break-down of communication:
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"A la premiere egratignure de cette main compatissante,
je crains que toute cette salete ne vous remonte jusqu'au
cceur... Oh!Oh! la sympathie, la compassion, [...] souffrir
avec. Pourrir avec, plutdt. D'ailleurs vous ne serez pas le
dernier."

"L'innocence, monsieur, est une maladie propre a I'age
mur. Du moins n'atteint-elle qu'alors sa pleniere et
parfaite malfaisance." (O 1463f)

This attack on charity and innocence, the foundation of
Christianity, the cure is unable to understand; he does not even
recognise the enemy behind these words. Naively, he is trying to
communicate with Ouine, as if there is some misunderstanding
between them that needs to be eliminated. The cure de Fenouille

simply is unable to grasp the literal, horrific meaning of Ouine's
words.

The third example states Ouine's perversion of Love into ennui.
"D'autant qu'il y a le malheur des hommes, monsieur I'abbe, il y a
I'ennui. Personne n'a jamais partage Vennui de I'homme et
neamoins garde son ame. L'ennui de I'homme vient a bout de
tout, monsieur I'abbe, il amollira la terre."(O 1465) The final
solution to Ouine is not, of course, Love and Redemption, but the
devastating ennui. From Ouine's perspective this conclusion is
coherent with the rest of his life. The tracks of mal lead from the

degradation of the human to an animal or toy, in which a sort of
instinct dictates them to follow the same tracks of Evil until they
finally end in complete purposelessness.

vide - ennui - froid

These lexical fields are found at the end of Ouine's long struggle in
opposition to God, and are focal to Ouine's character. His complete
lack of charity leaves an empty space, which is substituted by his
drive for knowledge. Ouine though is unable to accept any given
knowledge as final. Unlike Dufrety, who wants to prove himself
right, Ouine denies the existence of right or wrong. The only way
to entirely reject the existence of Good and Evil, is to make no
statement, whatsoever.

We can only illustrate Ouine's behaviour as a negative to good. As
children of God we have certain definite charges, of which the first
is to love God more than anything, and love our neighbour as we
love ourself. Ouine's rejection of God, and his unwillingness to
communicate, directly oppose this commandment and hence,
result in the feeling of emptiness and boredom. ennui
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particularly, is one of Bernanos' key words, indicating that le mal
has started taking possession of the individual. ennui includes
much more than the English word boredom; it is the unwillingness
to use one's life purposefully.

At the end of Ouine's life, he is wrapped in froid, which is best
described by Jambe-de-Laine's words. To understand the full
meaning of the following quotation, one needs to know that in
Bernanos' language froid equals Hell. It indicates also the
complete lack of love, and therefore the absence of God.

"Mais, mon ange, quiconque Vapproche [ Ouine] n'a
justement plus besoin d'aimer, quelle paix, quel silence!
L'aimer? Je vais vous dire, mon coeur: comme d'autre
rayonnent, echauffent, notre ami absorbe tout
rayonnement, toute chaleur. Le genie de M. Ouine, voyez-
vous, c'est le froid. Dans le froid I'ame repose." (O 1423)

With this quotation, we will leave Ouine's horrifying realm of Evil.
Undoubtedly, Ouine's activities aim to undo the established order
within the parish where he appears as anti-priest, drawing people
to him for the sole reason of gaining control over them. His
motivation, opposed to charity, is a cold and selfish desire to gain
power over people. This pursuit, contrary to reason, leads him to
the delusion that life is purposeless. With all these attributes,
Ouine, certainly, is the most prominent of all the impostor-figures,
and is very thorough in his work of destruction.

The factors of disintegration so far discussed within parish and
Church lead to a feeling of loss and despair. Particularly, the
priests in the two novels feel exhausted in the fight against le mal.
The symptoms of their struggle is expressed in the lexical fields of:

2.2.3. perdre - resignation - desespoir1 - echapper - route
m e n d i a n t

perdre refers to the impending loss of spiritual guidance over the
parish, and its drastic consequences. The visible loss of Faith in
both the community and the Church naturally creates a feeling of
resignation in the priests. Secular leaders aiming to establish a
new order, one in which the spiritual needs of man are eliminated,
gradually take over the role of the priest. Hence, resignation and
desespoir are the dominating feelings within the priests. The wish

1 We will come back to the lexical field of desespoir in the chapter
3.SYMPTOMS OF DISINTEGRATION. Here we shall only talk about it in
connection with the disintegration within Church and Parish.
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to escape from both their villages and their tasks seems to be the
most immediate solution to the problem. The recurring vision of
escape is found in the image of a beggar, mendiant, wandering the
roads anonymously and without purpose. Le chemin and la route
offer a dream of freedom, disappearing and leaving all human
burden of past and duty behind.

These lexical fields apply eqally to both the cure d'Ambricourt and
the cure de Fenouille1. They are both new-comers and outsiders
in the parish. Still, there are essential differences concerning their
reaction to their parish, and therefore we will look at each priest
individually.

2.2.3.1. the cure d'Ambricourt

The cure d'Ambricourt, as we mentioned in the beginning of this
chapter, is gradually fighting his way into the community. Despite
his own efforts, he gets partly drawn into some of the parish's
problems. The cure wants to get more involved in parish
activities and takes the initiative. The catechism classes, his plan
to start up a sport's club and his house visits, show that he is very
eager to get to know his parishioners. All these activities are done
by the cure with a self-questioning mind. His lack of confidence in
his own abilities and his illness make the pursuit of his ministry
enormously difficult.

His doubts about his abilities and his chronic pessimism are where
his feeling of desespoir and resignation are rooted. He is, with
the help of his diary, constantly questioning his own actions in
relation to the parish. His hardship is therefore subjective to his
interior life.

"Je ne suis plus en etat de gouverner une paroisse, je n'ai
ni prudence, ni jugement, ni bon sens, ni veritable
humilite. Voila quelque jours encore, je me permettais de
vous [la Motte-Beuvron] juger, je vous meprisais presque.
Dieu m'a puni. Renvoyez-moi dans mon seminaire, je suis
un danger pour les ames. Car je devrais etre le maitre de
cette paroisse, et je m'y montre tel que je suis: un
malheureux mendiant qui va la main tendue, de porte en
porte, sans oser seulement frapper." (JCC 1141)

1 Other characters such as Philippe, Seraphita and Chantal feel, similar to
the priests, lost and desperate. They also express the desire to escape.
Philippe will be discussed in due time in Chapter 3, SYMPTOMS OF
DISINTEGRATION.
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Obviously, not all the obstacles the cure is facing lie within
himself. Duties, such as the day to day administration of a parish,
are very difficult tasks. In fact, he is continuously fighting on two
levels: His ability to cope with his doubts about his own

appropriateness, as well as with his daily tasks as a priest. His
willingness to confront both these issues relentlessly, reflects a
certain saintly heroism.

It is precisely through both his internal battle against his lack of
confidence and his hardship with parish matters that he fights his
way into the heart of the parish. His doubts continuously
accompany his parish activity. Certainly, without the awareness
of his own misery, the cure d'Ambricourt would not experience
desespoir, but he also would be unable to capture his parish.

Paradoxically, his feeling of despair and resignation do not stop
him in his vocation, but rather helps him understand the despair
of people around him, like Chantal, Seraphita and Dufrety. The
cure's feeling of desespoir is one that he carries as a constant
companion. It is to be seen as a permanent sadness symptomatic
of the Fall of Man from Paradise. Man's separation from God and
his struggle to win back his privileged position is the origin of his
despair.

The cure's wish to escape needs therefore to be seen as a desire to
find a neutral place where neither God nor Evil count. It should
give him a rest from the battlefield between Good and Evil. The
place of escape is exactly to where the countess is referring when
she says: "S'il existait quelque part en ce monde ou dans I'autre,
un lieu oil Dieu ne soit pas - dusse-je souffrir mille morts, a
chaque seconde, eternellement - j'y emporterais mon...( elle n'osa
pas prononcer le nom du petit mort) et je dirais a Dieu: Satisfais-
toi! ecrase-nous! "(JCC 1162) The cure identifies with these words.
Exhausted by his constant struggle, he is tempted to leave
everything behind and give into the sweet thought of escape.

The most prominent image of escape in both novels is expressed
in la route. The road is probably the place that is the closest
equivalent to the above mentioned neutral place. It offers
anonymity to the aimless traveller. Movement and possibilities
for the future are hidden behind this symbol. It is not surprising
that Philippe, also feeling trapped in his home, sees the road as a
dream of future change. For the cure d'Ambricourt, however, it is
simply a thought which allows him to recover from the strain of
his worries for his parish. The road is probably the image most
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opposite to the parish. Instead of community, care for each other,
responsibility towards your neighbour, la route represents
freedom from all burden, except the one to continue treading
along a path without knowing its direction or end.

Hence, it is not surprising that in the moment the cure learns
about his illness, the image of the road comes to his mind. It
seems as if his life has been a road which has lead him to this
moment. The unknown destination of his life all of a sudden
received a label: "death by cancer". So, his image of escape was
not a mere dream, disconnected from the rest of his life. The
dream, as well as the image, were embraced in his world as much
as his worries for the parish and his interior struggle. Even with
his dreams the cure gives the image of a person, coherent and true
to the rest of his character traits. Although, when he is told about
his terminal disease, he realises his long fight is finished, and he is
close to the end of his suffering, he regrets leaving:

"Elles [les routes] les portent lentement,
majestueusement, vers on ne sait quelles mers inconnues,
o grands fleuves de lumieres et d'ombres qui portez le
reve des pauvres! [...] Je ne quittais pas des yeux le visage
du docteur, et soudain il a disparu. Je n'ai pas compris
sur-le-champ que je pleurais. Oui je pleurals. Je pleurais
sans un sanglot, je crois meme sans un soupir. Je pleurais
les yeux grands ouverts, je pleurais comme j'ai vu pleurer
les moribonds, c'etait encore la vie qui sortait de moi. [...]
Si on pouvait mourir de degout, je serais mort. J'aurais du
fuir, je n'osais pas. " (JCC 1242)

2.2.3.2. the cure de Fenouille

Looking at the cure de Fenouille, the situation is completely
different. The priest stays an outsider all the time, and the little
authority he holds due to his status as a priest, is gradually lost to
his secular opponents.

In Monsieur Ouine the cure stays a marginal character, one in
which the reader does not gain much insight. We do not know
whether the cure is tormented, like the cure d'Ambricourt, with
doubts in his own abilities. Nor do we know how much the cure

assumes his role as spiritual guide of his parish. It is not clear
whether he fulfils the tasks of a parish priest at all, and whether,
if he does, he is dedicated to his parish. Does he keep confession
times? Does he make house visits or give catechism lessons to the
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children? The day to day life of this priest, in contrast to the cure
d'Ambricourt, stays hidden.

Although Bernanos reveals little of the inner cure de Fenouille, it
is known that he is not ill, and hence cannot offer his physical
suffering for the salvation of his parish. He therefore does not
suffer in the same agonizing way as the cure d'Ambricourt, or at
least, his suffering does not have the same redeeming effect. This
may be because of a lack of dedication and sacrifice on his part. It
may also be the case that he does have dedication and the spirit of
sacrifice, but the community rejects it. Which ever of the two
possibilities is the right one, the cure de Fenouille fails to capture
his parish.

The cure de Fenouille's desespoir appears to be not so much the
visible outcome of interior struggles, but rather the effect the
horrible events of the parish have had upon him. His feeling of
resignation is caused by factors other than the sense of being lost,
found in his colleague, the cure d'Ambricourt. The latter's despair
rises through the awareness of his own misery. It is precisely
from this self-awareness, that he gains the necessary strength to
win his parish. The cure de Fenouille's feeling of desespoir is
caused not by doubts about his own ministry, but by the
awareness that his parish has turned evil. In short, what in one is
occasioned internally, in the other is caused from the outside
events.

Again, we encounter the road as an image of escape. The cure de
Fenouille's wish to escape is mainly expressed in the urge to get
away from Fenouille and leave the horrible events there: "Lorsque
son courage defaille, la seule image qui lui rend desormais la paix,
detend ses nerfs, c'est celle d'un mendiant sur une route, un vrai
mendiant, besace au dos, poursuivi par les chiens."(0 1515) His
dream is to shake off the responsibility for himself and for others
that he holds as a priest .

* * *

The two parishes Ambricourt and Fenouille both show signs of
disintegration. Both priests recognise these signs, but react to
them differently. Their different reaction may be due exclusively
to the different level of disintegration in the two parishes or may
also have to do with the different level of dedication of the priests.

The cure d'Ambricourt's words "Quoi que je fasse, lui [a la
paroisse] aurais-je donne jusqu'a la derniere goutte de sang (et
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c'est vrai que parfois j'imagine qu'il m'a cloue la-haut sur une
croix, qu'il me regarde au moins mourir)..."(JCC 1060) as well as
those of the cure de Fenouille's words "Je dois tout supporter "(O
1467) show that both priests have the intention to take their task
seriously. Although the cure de Fenouille affirms his willingness
to suffer for his parish, he does not sound convincing. He lacks the
proving sacrifice to his words. Lack of courage, lack of prayer and
lack of readiness for self-sacrifice are finally the reasons why he
is a weak priest, and unable to capture his parish.

The cure de Fenouille's lack of saintliness, and the overpowering
fermentation within his parish, push him to the margin and
prevent him from carrying out his ministry. With his transfer to
another parish Fenouille is spiritually abandoned. The only sign of
hope in Monsieur Ouine lies in the Church itself, represented in an
old sheltering building, that will endure people's viciousness and
last through time and weather: "Aussi longtemps que I'antique
citadelle dresserait ici sa tour, aussi longtemps que le clocher
lancerait dans I'espace son cri d'appel, elle [I'eglise] serait du parti
de la paroisse elle serait du parti des gens d'en face. lis pourraient
bien la profaner, I'abattre, elle leur appartiendrait jusqu'au bout,
jusqu'a la derniere pierre elle ne les renierait jamais. "(O 1514)

In contrast to him, the saintly cure d'Ambricourt, having the
attributes which the cure de Fenouille lacks, stays in charge of his
parish till his death. As the central figure, he is in constant
contact with his parishioners. Hope for change is therefore within
reach,
reach.
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3. SYMPTOMS OF DISINTEGRATION

Having left Family, Church and Parish behind, it is now time to
focus on the actual symptoms of disintegration within the same
society. From the great number of lexical fields of the first
chapter certain ones crystallized to signifiants of key importance
in this chapter. With the study of the social institutions certain
symptoms of disintegration became distinctly more frequent and
relevant than others. The main criterion for their inclusion in this

chapter is their common occurrence in both novels.

The discussion of the social institutions did not always highlight
the same symptoms of disintegration in both novels because the
process of social disintegration presented in the two novels was

differently advanced. Some of the symptoms of a disintegrating
society in the Journal, like indifference or hypocrisie, do not
occur as threatening to the society in Monsieur Ouine. Although
these symptoms do appear, other, more alarming symptoms of
disintegration dominate in Monsieur Ouine. In short, social
disintegration presented in the Journal show the alarming signs of
a community before collapse, whereas the society presented in
Monsieur Ouine has already collapsed; the process of
disintegration in this novel has come to an end.

The approach in the previous chapters was a more global report
on the two communities. In this chapter, the influence le mal has
upon the individual will be stressed. Certain symptoms of social
disintegration, like solitude, desespoir, ridicule, injustice\
pauvrete, maladie, mort, point to the presence of Evil. These
symptoms have two supernatural characteristics: they both take
their origin in the Fall of Man from Paradise, and Man's reaction to
them is therefore decisive for his own and his community's
salvation.

All these symptoms are a result of suffering of some kind,
souffrance is generally responded to in two possible ways. In the
best situation, suffering is redeeming, as it is exemplified by the
cure d'Ambricourt, and, with its acceptance, those who suffer, take
part in God's plan of Salvation. If, however, the individual rejects
suffering he refuses to co-operate in Redemption. The rejection of
suffering takes a variety of different forms and underlies a sin.
The different characters in the Journal and in Monsieur Ouine will
be examined for the hidden causes of the more visible symptoms.
This particular approach, will allow us to have a clear view of how
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each individual responds to the existence of the symptoms, which
will be called from now on, "possible sanctifiers":

souffrance: solitude

desespoir
ridicule

inj ustice\pauvrete
maladie
mort

The detection of a possible sanctifier in a person is an objective
observation; it is free of any moral implication (with the exception
of desespoir, which will be explained in its own section). Only
with the reaction of the individual, does the possible sanctifier
gain moral weight.

In general, the focus will be on Ouine and the cure d'Ambricourt,
as the contrast between the two will illustrate best how one

symptom can have either sanctifying or ruinous effects. Other
figures such as le docteur Delbende, Arsene, Philippe etc. will also
be discussed, to emphasise a particular aspect of a symptom.

3.1 solitude

solitude finds expression in the feeling of desertion, best defined
as the sudden, sad awareness that one is completely alone. It is
the radical realisation that one alone is responsible for oneself;
one's actions are irrevocably attached to oneself. This realisation
may be the result of a temporary lapse in faith or in more serious
instances, its complete absence. In any case, the origin of solitude
needs to be seen in the separation of God and Man. Man's ability
to sense the reason for his solitude is connected with the reason of
this separation: Original Sin. Whenever Man sins he will isolate
himself more, both from God and his neighbour, and thereby
increasing his loneliness.

It is the aim of this section to detect solitude and determine
whether it is sanctifying or works as instrument of le mal in the
specific character. Although, virtually all the principal characters
of both novels suffer from solitude, we will limit the discussion to
Ouine, Martial Devandomme, Philippe, the countess, Mile Louise
and finally the cure d'Ambricourt.

3.1.1. Ouine

Ouine's complete dissociation from God has been discussed already
in Chapter 2.2. DISINTEGRATION OF CHURCH AND PARISH. As an
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impostor figure he is continually opposing God, and therefore
promoting separation from Him. His spiritual solitude is reflected
in his isolation from other people.

It is not an easy task to demonstrate that Ouine is suffering from
solitude. Exclusively occupied with the pursuit of his pleasure, he
is blind to his own continuous deterioration. He, like nobody else,
seems to dismiss his suffering. Although not unaware of his
loneliness, he cares as little about himself as he does for other
people.1 He probably looks at solitude, unemotionally, as a
necessary price to pay for his intellectual superiority.

Ouine's cloistered existence in the chateau Wambescourt
announces from the beginning his isolation from the rest of the
community. From this voluntary exile he hatches his plots, to
break into his victims' privacy and make them submit to his will.
Having achieved this, he can then enjoy the victory over these
souls: "Sinon une seule [dme] d'entre elles m'eut suffit, la plus
miserable, je I'eusse possedee seul, dans la solitude la plus
profonde ." (O 1558)

Hence, Ouine does not seem to suffer from solitude. On the
contrary, his isolation from the village assists in the completion of
his cruel plans. It helps him to capture his victims and to enjoy
his victory over them, solitude, also, serves Ouine as protection
against possible intruders, as he does not want to be subjected to
the same cruel game he is playing. A sociable Ouine would be too
vulnerable to reach this point of viciousness.

Ouine does, however, feel his solitude. His approach towards the
priest has at least partly to do with his lonelinessfvotre solitude
m'attire" (O 1469) ). His approach to the cure de Fenouille as well
as his friendship with Philippe and Jambe-de-Laine can be seen as
a way of fighting solitude and as an attempt to win allies in
promoting evil. His aim may be the unconscious wish to form une
communion des pecheurs 2, as the cure d'Ambricourt calls it.
Whatever reason or instinct may be behind his wish to be with

1 In the section desespoir, we will talk more about his emotional
detachement towards himself.
2 "11 y a une communion des saints, il y a aussi une communion des
pecheurs. Dans la haine que les pecheurs se portent les uns sur les autres,
dans le mepris, ils s'unissent, ils s'embrassent, ils s'agregent, ils se
confondent, ils ne seront plus un jour, aux yeux de I'Eternel, que ce lac de
boue toujours gluant sur quoi passe et repasse vainement I'immense maree
de I'amour divin, la mer des flammes vivantes et rugissantes qui a feconde
le chaos." {ICC 1139.)
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other people, the affectionless contact with the priest, Jambe-de-
Laine and Philippe is the only way Ouine is re-acting to solitude.

It may be that Ouine is so estranged from human nature that he is
the anti-thesis of Christ's humanity. He cannot admit to a human
weakness, like the feeling of loneliness, as it would show that he,
like everybody else, is in need of compassion. On a more spiritual
level, pity, even if it is just self-pity, would be an approach toward
God. His pride will not allow to give into the inviting call of this
feeling. Similar behaviour can be observed in Martial
Devandomme.

3.1.2. Martial Devandomme

In similar solitude parfaite is Martial Devandomme. The old
man's isolation is the effect of his pride. We know that
Devandomme nourished throughout his entire life the idea of
being the descendant of a noble family. For this reason, he does
not mix with the people from the village, rejects his daughter,
Helene (as she married a common wood-worker), and is deeply
disappointed that his grandson, Guillaume, is a cripple and,
therefore unable to secure the continuation of the Devandomme

family. Martial Devandomme, "ce paysan orgueilleux" (O 1376),
lives in the alleged past glory of his family without even having
any real proof of their nobility. His proud dream is disconnected
from the reality of his children and surroundings. Nonetheless, he
holds on to the dream of nobility as if it could grant him public
recognition of his superiority.

His pride, nourished by his vain dream, irrevocably seals his
isolation, as he, like Ouine, does not want to show his loneliness
which would signify a failed life. He suffers under solitude, but
resigns himself to a silent suffering rather than plead for
sympathy, which he himself would not be able to show to
anybody. Also similar to Ouine, Devandomme lacks compassion
for others, let alone love for himself:

"Nulle pitie pour lui-meme, aucun regret. L'orgueil
entretenu tant d'annees au plus secret de son time, cet
orgueil si parfaitement incorpore a sa vie, a sa substance,
a la substance de sa vie, qu'il n'eut su peut-etre encore lui
donner son vrai notn, I'orgueil venait de consommer en
lui jusqu'au remords. L'assurance de sa parfaite solitude,
de I'espece de damnation ou il etait tombe, ebranle a cette
minute si fortement ses nerfs qu'il essaie gauchement
d'exprimer pour lui seul, par quelque image, un
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sentiment presque inconcevable. II ressemble a un vieil
arbre pourri, plein de sciure, pense-t-il le temps d'un
eclair. Puis il hausse les epaules et s'avance hardiment
vers son destin." (O 148If)

Devandomme, like Ouine, seems to be entirely walled in by
solitude. The pride in both men is stronger than any feeling of
self-pity. They do not allow themselves to attend to their
suffering, as the feeling of pity could destroy everything in which
they believed. Their realm, based on superiority and strength,
would crumble if they were to admit to a weakness like solitude,
and at the end of their lives they would be confronted with their
own life-long hard-heartedness. Therefore, both stubbornly
continue their lives with the same rigidity and mercilessness as
always, although it is now not only directed against others, but
against themselves as well. Needless to say, in the case of
Devandomme solitude has no sanctifying effect in Devandomme.
On the contrary, solitude reinforces his separation from God.

3.1.3. Philippe

Philippe's solitude originates in his awareness of his loveless
home, in which he lives like a stranger. Feeling betrayed and
rejected by his tyrannical mother and nanny, Philippe, "ivre de
souffranee", takes the first steps into adulthood by distancing
himself from his home. The following scene describes Philippe's
feeling of isolation at home:

"Mieux vaudrait presenter vos excuses a votre mere,

poursuit-elle. Si indulgente, votre maman, si douce,
voyons, Steeny...et si malheureuse, si seule...

- Pas seule du tout, Daisy!...

- Qu'est-ce qu'un gargon tel que vous peut savoir de la
solitude? reprend-elle, le regard au plafond.

- Ici, Miss, e'est moi qui suis seul, vous le savez bien." (O
1442f)

He feels lonely and abandoned by these two women, as they do
not allow him to enter into their intimate relationship. Under the
cover of douceur, which falsely keeps up the image of a caring
home, Philippe is kept at a distance. The awareness of his own
solitude coincides with the wish to liberate himself from his
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oppressive home. Confused, angry and in some sort of helpless
rebellion, he turns his back on his home.

It is at this critical moment that Ouine enters Philippe's life. The
enormous negative impact caused by his callous home, as well as
the natural conflicts puberty brings, prepare the ground for
Ouine's activity, solitude plays a role of key importance, since all
the upsetting factors in Philippe's life merge into this one real
effect: the sometimes frightening, sometimes consoling recognition
that he is alone.

Ouine very skilfully manages to enter into Philippe's loneliness
without disturbing the teenager. In contrast to the two women,
Ouine seems to respect the youngster's feelings and thereby gains
his confidence:

"Et le temps d'un eclair, Philippe entrevoit qu'il [Ouine]
correspond d'une maniere merveilleuse a ce qu'il connait
le moins en lui-meme, une part de lui si secrete qu'il ne
saurait dire encore si elle est force ou faiblesse, principe
de vie ou de mort. Du moins sent-il confusement qu'elle
distingue des autres hommes, qu'elle fait de lui un
solitaire. Et justement Monsieur Ouine est le premier qui
soit entre dans cette solitude sans la briser. " (O 1420)

solitude seems to be at the heart of Philippe's and Ouine's
relationship. Although Philippe obviously is the weaker part of
the two and is prone to be used by Ouine, there is a certain
complicity found in this strange friendship. "lis parlaient ainsi
que deux vagabonds au detour d'une route inconnue, dans une
solitude parfaite. " (O 1556)

The teenager accepts Ouine as his master, at times fears him, but
would at times follow him wherever he went: "Vous me faites
peur, dit Steeny. Je vous suivrais au bout du monde." Philippe
though is not completely captured by Ouine, yet. Just after this
declaration of his devotion Philippe's speech takes an unexpected
turn: "Demain, peut-etre dit-il, vous me ferez rire." (O 1370)

Fascinated, but at the same time sensing the danger in Ouine,
Philippe is torn between the appeal to Ouine and the unknown
opportunities of life, solitude, however, is Philippe's constant
companion in the struggle between these two opposing forces.

It is unlikely that Philippe's solitude is disrupted by his friendship
with Ouine. Although they may sense each other's loneliness and
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the physical presence of each other may have some consoling
effect, the feeling of isolation remains because the relationship
lacks basic human warmth. Their relationship may promote the
turning of Philippe into a callous character like Ouine or
Devandomme. Whether he will, after Ouine's death, find a similar
master, who will continue to lure him toward destruction, or
whether he will find a teacher showing him the way to God, we do
not know. Both options are open to Philippe1.

The picture one gains of Philippe, seems to suggest that solitude
does not have any sanctifying effect in him. The only real effect
of solitude that can be observed in the teenager is a greater belief
in the chances life holds for him, represented in the escapist image
of the road: :"La belle route ! La chere route! Vertigineuse amie,
promesse immense! L'homme qui la faite de ses mains pouce a

pouce, fouillee jusqu'au caeur, jusqu'a son cceur de pierre, puis
enfin polie, caressee, ne la reconnait plus, croit en elle. La grande
chance, la supreme chance, la chance unique de sa vie est la..." (O
1408)

3.1.4. Countess

The countess' "solitude effrayante" (JCC 1165) originates in her
resignation: disappointed by her marriage she escapes into
indifference towards both her husband and her daughter. She
finds in solitude itself a certain consolation. In her loneliness she
can indulge in thoughts of her lost son. To her, solitude offers a
welcome distance from her surroundings and allows her to follow
her vain, consoling dreams of a child that would have made her
happy, if only it had survived.

Her recognition and confession at the end of her life lead to the
conclusion that solitude has had sanctifying effect in the countess.
She realises her deliberate isolation from her family and is
regretful. With her confession she is freed from the burden of her
sins2, and dies reconciled with God.

1 All the adolescents in the novels, Philippe as well as Chantal and
Seraphita, have these options. Later, when we refer to the symptoms in
connection with the characters we exclusively refer to adults, since the
adolescents need to be seen in their process of development. It is easier for
the discussion to concentrate on adult characters keeping a clear
distinction between figures that use the symptom as a sanctifier, or not.
2"J'ai peche volontairement contre I'esperance, a chaque heure du jour,
depuis onze ans,"(JCC 1165) Although she does not confess in a
confessional, the cure treats the conversation and the letter as if it had
sacramental character.
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3.1.5. Mile Louise

Mile Louise ranks together with Dufrety's companion as the most
miserable character in the Journal. Her solitude appears more
complete than the others. We do not know of any sympathetic
friend (even the gentle cure d'Ambricourt has to overcome a

strong feeling of repulsion when talking with her). We also do not
know of any consoling dream that she pursues. She is simply a
stranger in her own environment. As the intruder into the family,
the only real emotion shown to her is Chantal's profound hatred.
The countess disregards her, and for the count she represents
nothing more than a pastime. The cure's sharp observation gives
a clear picture of her miserable situation:"// est dur d'etre seul,
plus dur encore de partager sa solitude avec des indifferents ou
des ingrats." (JCC 1057)

The love-affair between Mile Louise and the count is a mistake,
one suffered equally by both. Yet, the cure seems to feel a much
greater aversion towards this desperate and lonely woman than
towards the count. As one of "des etres voues a

Vincomprehension, a la solitude"(JCC 1098), surely she could be
embraced by the cure's compassion. Whether he has given up
hope for her salvation or he simply lacks the strength to show her
some encouragement, remains unclear. Her final decision to
return to her mother reveals complete resignation regarding the
oppressing solitude surrounding her.

For Mile Louise solitude has no sanctifying effect. Against all
reason and dignity, she fights for her position in the castle until
the end. Although she is suffering immensely under the
terrorizing teenager, Chantal, she does not admit to her mistake,
solitude remains with her throughout the novel, without moving
her to change her life.

3.1.6. the cure d'Ambricourt

The cure d'Ambricourt, in contrast to the other characters, accepts
his loneliness as part of his sacrifice to God. His solitude, at first
sight, seems as pitiless as Ouine's or Devandomme's loneliness, as
this passage suggests: "Meme solitude, meme silence. Et cette fois
aucun espoir de forcer I'obstacle, ou de le tourner. II n'y a
d'ailleurs pas d'obstacle. Rien. Dieu! je respire, j'aspire la nuit, la
nuit entre en moi par je ne sais quelle inconcevable, quelle
inimaginable breche de Vame. Je suis moi-meme nuit. [...] Ma
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solitude est parfaite, et je la hais. Nulle pitie de moi-meme ."(JCC
1113) It sounds as if the cure in his perfect loneliness, has
resigned himself to the presence of solitude as a price to pay for
his ministry.

Fitch is referring to this idea when he says: C'est I'histoire de la vie
interieure du cure d'Ambricourt, qui est eprouvee comme une nuit
silencieuse et solitaire, un noir interieur, et tout le roman est
construit autour de ce creux .1 It is true that the cure falls into a

depression that absorbs every bit of hope in him. In these
moments, he seems to be seized and consumed by an enormous
black hole. This "hollow space", as Fitch calls it, however, is not
the centre of the novel. "Je suis triste parce que le bon Dieu n'est
pas aime "(JCC 1206), is the answer he gives to Seraphita, when
she asks him why he is always sad. In this simple sentence lies
the real centre of the Journal.

Unlike the other figures, the cure's solitude, is the result of his
virtue. His desperate loneliness, his times of spiritual aridity and
doubts are the price of his love for the world. Therefore, his
feeling of loneliness is not the effect of one personal sin, rather the
acceptance of solitude is the burden of Original Sin. The
recognition of his own, unwanted, sinfulness leads him, in contrast
to all the other characters, to God. Only through his own suffering
does he realise that "N'etait la vigilante pitie de Dieu, il me semble
qu'a la premiere conscience qu'il aurait de lui-meme, I'homme
retomberait en poussiere. "(JCC 1183) From this position of
apparent weakness the cure understands the deeper meaning of
solitude, and instead of covering it, as it is done by the others,
embraces it fully as one of his unworthy gifts to God. Because of
the cure's love for his parish, he is willing to take on any personal
sacrifice for the salvation of his parish.2 He continuously offers
his life, his energy and also his suffering to God. Therefore, as a
foil to the other characters solitude in the cure is undoubtedly a
sanctifier.

1 Brian Fitch, "Dimensions et Structures chez Bernanos, essai de methode
critique" (Minard, 1969), p. 152.
2At this point, the metaphor at the very beginning of the Journal of the
parish being infested by the tumor-like ennui, comes back to mind.
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3.2. desespoir

In the beginning of this chapter we mentioned that a possible
sanctifier is free from moral value. It does not promote evil in an
individual, although le mal may be able to use them to draw its
victim further away from God. This is true for all possible
sanctifiers except desespoir.

desespoir, at first sight, does not seem to be a possible sanctifier,
as the meaning of this term is the direct opposite to the theological
virtue of Hope. The cure d'Ambricourt recognises in the following
quotation despair as sin: "Le peche contre Vesperance - le plus
mortel de tous, et peut-etre le mieux accueilli, le plus caresse. II
faut beaucoup de temps pour le reconnoitre, et la tristesse qui
I'annonce, le precede, est si douce! C'est le plus riche des elixirs du
demon, son ambrosie." (JCC 1116)

For a person to be sinful, two factors are relevant: an objective
deed and the subjective pre-disposition in the person committing
the sin. Whether the cure's desespoir is as sinful as he paints it
depends on his innermost readiness to yield to this sin. It is not
here to be discussed how great a sin is committed by giving in to
the feeling of desespoir. What needs to be said is that unlike
solitude, desespoir as the opposite to the command of hope, is
sinful. Nonetheless, desespoir will be maintained here as a

possible sanctifier. Although sin itself is damaging to the
character and to the relationship with God, once recognised and
regretted, sin has a great sanctifying effect on the repentant
sinner, as it represents victory over Evil.

Although the focus in this section will be on Ouine and the cure
d'Ambricourt, a quick word will be said about some other
characters showing signs of desespoir, namely le docteur Delbende
in the Journal and Arsene, the mayor of Fenouille. Despair drives
the doctor to suicide and Arsene into madness. In the doctor's

case, it is the overwhelming effects of injustice and poverty which
he confronts in his every day work which drives him to a state of
despair. The ugly face of injustice causes rebellion against God, a
rebellion which will be unbroken till his voluntary death. Arsene's
recognition of his own sinfulness and his refusal to accept
confession for his salvation, is what finally drives him to despair;
his way of avoiding the responsibility for his sins is the flight into
madness. Neither of them, however, recognises the possible
sanctifying effect of desespoir.
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Ouine and the cure d'Ambricourt are the most contrasting
characters within the two novels. They are particularly suited in
this discussion, as the direct confrontation will reveal again that
not the actual symptoms, like solitude or desespoir, but the
individual reaction of the character to these symptoms is decisive
in the battle against le mal.

3.2.1 .Ouine

If we look at Monsieur Ouine, we discover that the parish of
Fenouille, has reached a critical stage in the process of
disintegration. In Chapter 2.2. DISINTEGRATION OF CHURCH AND
PARISH, the different stages of disintegration in Fenouille and
Ambricourt have been already discussed.

Fenouille seems the perfect setting for Ouine's activities. In the
parish, le mal has already taken possession of the village. The
presence of Evil is so powerful that the cure de Fenouille is
abandoning his ministry, and declares publicly his lack of hope.

"L'heure viendra cependant oil, dans un monde organise
par le desespoir, precher Vesperance equivaudra tout
juste a jeter un charbon enflamme au milieu d'un baril de
poudre. "(O 1510)

It is precisely this lack of hope in Fenouille that will guide us to
Ouine, who in turn needs to be seen as the real head of the
paroisse morte, (and not the cure de Fenouille, whose opposition is
far too weak to loosen the grip with which le mal has seized this
parish). Although the reader is not allowed much insight, it is
clear that Ouine and the village form an invisible union which is
directed against the cure de Fenouille.1 The only visible signs of
the enigmatic connection between Ouine and the village can be
seen in the obscure death of le petit valet Malicorne and the
presence of anonymous letters; both point to some sort of
mysterious movement between Ouine and the village. Although
no further background information is revealed, it can be assumed
that the proliferation of desespoir in this village is, at least partly,
caused by the exchange between members of the village and
Ouine. It is Ouine's desespoir which has leading influence in the
parish and the examination of Ouine's desespoir will reflect the
ambience of the parish as a whole.

1 Again, we encounter the idea of une communion des pecheurs.{iCC 1138)
The church-scene towards the end of the novel expresses particularly the
collective guilt and hostility of the village towards the helpless priest.
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Throughout his life, Ouine avoids admitting to the existence of God.
He does this mainly by creating a philosophy which aims to deny
the existence of Good and Evil. Without a system of values the
world is to be perceived as purposeless and absurd. Ouine's idea
is that the rejection of values does not lead to Evil, but to a certain
neutral ground which allows the individual to stand above those
who do believe in, keep or transgress, a frame of values.

The price Ouine has to pay for this philosophy is dear. In pursuing
a constant denial of values the human being becomes virtually de¬
humanized: "Comme ces gelees vivantes, au fond de la mer, je
flotte et j'absorbe."(0 1368) This philosophy of neutrality is
essentially against human nature, as Man is first of all, through his
innate conscience, a morally orientated being. Hence, Ouine by
following this philosophy of denial not only disclaims the essence
of his own humaneness, he also rejects God. Depriving himself of
meaningfulness, Ouine automatically becomes an instrument of
Evil. There is no final reason behind his action, as true reason

would lead him to God, but there exists a sort of instinctual drive
to carefully avoid God, and to follow the power of le mal.

As mentioned in the previous section, Ouine eschews anything
more than the most superficial of human contact. He not only
avoids showing or receiving emotion from other people, he also
views his own existence with a cool, dispassionate eye. The basis
for Ouine's desespoir lies in his lack of compassion. This absence
of sympathy is directly connected with his systematic abolition of
values. Both result from his urge to withdraw into a protected,
grey, neutral zone, in which he cannot be attacked, but can
unrestrainedly pursue his pleasure.

The last hours of Ouine's life reveal a slight alteration of this
attitude. Facing death, he reviews his life, discovering in himself a
worrying feeling of emptiness; it is Ouine's starting point on his
journey to death. Although desespoir is not mentioned during his
last thoughts, as indeed Ouine is probably incapable of such a
feeling, being unaware of the profound meaning of hope, he is
capable of vaguely sensing his own annihilation. In three selected
examples from Monsieur Ouine, Ouine's realisation of his own lost
state will be exemplified. These texts will show the consecutive
stages of this process:

"Je suis vide, moi aussi, dit Monsieur Ouine. Ces mots
surprirent moins Steeny que I'enorme soupir qui les
suivit. II semblait que la forte poitrine du professeur de
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langues se vidat non seulement de son air, mais de tout
souci, de toute prevision, de toute inquietude humaine, si
profondement, si completement que Steeny crut se sentir
comme aspire par ce soulagement monstrueux, retint son

souffle ainsi qu'il eut retenu sa vie. La main de M. Ouine
cherchait la sienne dans 1'ombre. Jeune homme, dit-il,
est-ce possible ? Je me vois maintenant jusqu'au fond,
rien n'arrete ma vue, aucun obstacle. II n'y a rien. Retenez
ce mot: rien! " (O 1550)

The first stage is a cool and unemotional account of his situation.
His need to describe his mental and physical state indicates the
beginning of his awareness that there is nothing in him that could
save him from a possible judgement. He is filled with "emptiness"
and "nothingness". Ouine's honest summary of his life is indeed
the final result of all his efforts, thoughts and activities. He
watches himself die with the same unemotional distance as he
lived. The second stage, however, presents a different Ouine:

"J'ai besoin d'un secret, reprit M. Ouine, j'ai le plus
pressant besoin d'un seul secret, fut-il aussi frivole que
vous pouvez I'imaginer, ou plus repugnant et hideux que
tous les diables de I'enfer. [...] Cela me sauverait, fit M.
Ouine, d'une voix presque indifferente qui n'exprimait
nullement le desir d'etre sauve en effet, mais plutot un
detachement haineux de son propre sort, une conviction
glacee. " (O 1555)

Ouine, here, seems to be suddenly taken by a panic when facing
his death. Indeed, it seems as if, for a moment, he is aware of a

possible judgement of his life, for which he is not at all prepared.
Temporarily, he loses his ever present self-control and reveals
emotion. For a glimpse of a moment, Ouine views himself in front
of his Creator, and as he has nothing to offer, not even the most
trivial secret, he must in this moment grasp the real meaning of
being lost:

"Bref la mort fut toujours pour moi le denouement d'un
drame moral. II n'y a eu en moi ni bien ni mal, aucune
contradiction, la justice ne saurait plus m'atteindre - je
suis hors d'atteinte - tel est probablement le veritable
sens du mot perdu. Non pas absous ni condamne, notez
bien: perdu - oui, perdu, egare, hors d'atteinte, hors de
cause." (O 1557)
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The final conclusion in his process of dying is identical with the
biblical prediction of Hell. The real meaning of being lost is to be
out of reach - out of God's reach. He has been out of reach

throughout his life, and his realisation at the end of being hors
d'atteinte merely puts a final polish to his life-long work of evil.

desespoir needs to be understood, in connection with Ouine, as the
complete negative to the theological virtue of hope. (The opposite
to Faith, Hope and Love all focused in God, is vide and rien). Since
Ouine does not know the feeling of hope, he also does not
recognise his own desespoir. Nonetheless, his despair illustrates
that its existence does not only depend upon the subjective
feeling, but is primarily a supernatural entity. This is why Ouine
at the end of his life comes to a conclusion that has been imminent
all along.

3.2.2. the cure d'Ambricourt

One can only understand the cure's feeling of desespoir in
connection with his full recognition of Man in his fallen condition.
He realises that suffering has come to Mankind as a result of his
Fall. Since then, Man is surrounded by desespoir. Without God's
watching presence, Man immediately would fall into nothing:

"Je crois de plus en plus que ce que nous appelons
tristesse, angoisse, desespoir, comme pour nous persuader
qu'il s'agit de certains mouvements de I'time, est cette
time meme, que depuis la chute, la condition de I'homme
est telle qu'il ne saurait plus rien percevoir en lui et hors
de lui que sous la forme de 1'angoisse. Le plus indifferent
au surnaturel garde jusque dans le plaisir la conscience
obscure de I'effrayant miracle qu'est I'epanouissement
d'une seule joie chez un etre capable de concevoir son
propre aneantissement et force de justifier a grand-peine,
par ses raisonnements toujours precaires, la furieuse
revolte de chair contre cette hypothese absurde, hideuse.
N'etait la vigilante pitie de Dieu, il me semble qu'a la
premiere conscience qu'il aurait de lui-meme, I'homme
retomberait en poussiere." (JCC 1183f)

For the cure, desespoir is the shocking realisation that one is able
to destroy oneself. Man is not only capable of his own
annihilation, in the cure's world he is disposed to it by giving in to
la furieuse revolte de la chair and rejecting God. The cure feels in
his parish, as well as in himself, this constant agonizing condition
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of Man's tendency towards evil. The only reasonable way for Man
to escape this dilemma is to turn to God.

The cure himself is frequently feeling lost and exhausted as if the
weight of his ministry is unbearable. The following quotation
gives insight in the immense suffering of the cure: "Mon Dieu, j'ai
presume de mes forces. Vous m'avez jete au desespoir comme on

jette a I'eau une petite bete ci peine nee, aveugle."(JCC 1144) From
this one might also get the impression that the cure believes in a
cruel God that sadistically keeps him in desespoir. That is not so.
These are simply moments of extreme despair, in which he feels
exhausted by the awareness of his own inability to serve God as
perfectly as he desires.

The cure's feeling of desespoir stands in contrast to Ouine's and
has two characteristics: first, the cure recognises his misery, and
secondly, once recognised, he immediately cries out for God. In
fact, the feeling of desespoir in the cure is always connected with
God. Together with his despair we find the willingness to accept
this suffering as a positive answer to God.1 The assumption of his
own, as well as of other people's suffering, can be seen in his
willingness to suffer for the salvation of his parish as a whole, as
well as its individual members. He thereby co-operates fully in
God's plan of Salvation.

For example, the countess' return to God is at the cost of the cure:
"L'esperance qui se mourait dans mon cceur a refleuri dans le sien,
1'esprit de priere que j'avais cru perdu sans retour, Dieu le lui a
rendu, et qui sait? en mon nom, peut-etre."{JCC 1170) Bernanos
does not force his reader to accept this sort of super-natural
communication. Nevertheless he does not tire of suggesting that
real suffering for the love of Christ, can lead to real spiritual
improvement for somebody else.

desespoir, as exemplified by the cure, means suffering embedded
in Faith, desespoir in the cure promotes the firm intention to
continue living in the presence of God, although everything around
him, as well as the struggles within oppose the desire to serve
God. In fact, it is the feeling of desespoir that always leads him
through his doubts to the one saving conclusion: "S'abandonner a
la volonte de Dieu est si facile lorsque 1'experience vous prouve
chaque jour que vous ne pouvez rien de bon. " (JCC 1176f)2

1 This paragraph may also be seen as an answer to Brian Fitch, who was
mentioned in the previous section.
2The question arises whether the cure's negative nature is not a sin or at
least a very bad example for the Faith. His disposition to sadness needs to be
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By doing this, the cure transforms desespoir into a sanctifier,
leading him to human virtue. After his periods of despair, he turns
to God with a greater awareness of his own misery. His despair, in
the end, becomes his greatest victory as it has been his biggest
trial.

3.3. ridicule

What constitutes ridicule in a person? For our purposes, the
simplest and most functional definition of ridicule is the
exhibition of a trait in a person that reveals a deviation from the
normal, and which provokes a smile from the on-looker.
Whenever the frame of the usual is exceeded, traits of ridicule

appear. Immediately, the next question arises: what is the
normal, the usual?

The naive assumption that a certain norm exists, opens an
unlimited field of confusion. Nevertheless, the hypothesis of the
existence of a norm needs to be maintained, in order to approach a
definition of ridicule. Here, norm means a certain unreflective
way of living, shunning personal decision. Representatives of this
way of life, in Bernanos' novels, usually belong to the bourgeoisie.
Comfort and money have made life very easy for them. Changes
of any sort are unwelcome, as they could diminish their
comfortable life-style. The Pamyre family and the doyen de
Blangermont in the Journal and the parish of Fenouille as a whole
in Monsieur Ouine represent this norm.

Whenever a personal decision is made, one is exposed to ridicule.
The best example is found in the mayor Arsene. Realizing the full
horror of his sins, his open confession in the assembled
community only provokes laughter. As long as Arsene lived up to
his reputation as a playboy, nobody would laugh at him. ridicule
only entered his life after the realisation of his own sinfulness and
his wish to publicly express his sorrow, as a sign of reparation.
Only in the wake of this open confession does he become
estranged from his community. Hence, ridicule includes primarily
the idea of personal decision as well as the readiness to put this
decision into action.

Once an individual becomes aware of his willpower and
consciously takes control of his life (and maybe over the lives of

seen as part of his cross. He stands for all those who are suffering: the
poor, the miserable and the sick.
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others), he has left the dim zone of the normal and becomes
exposed to ridicule. It functions, like the other possible
sanctifiers, as a filter between Good and Evil. The traits of
ridicule can be the effect of either virtue or viciousness in a

person. Again, both Ouine and the cure d'Ambricourt respectively
exemplify the two possibilities.

As a possible sanctifier ridicule can either be the result of the
wish to imitate Christ, or the intangible instinct to follow Evil.
Imitating Christ will affect a greater humaneness in a person,
expressed in a trusting child-like attitude, whereas imitating Satan
will estrange the human from humaneness and deform him into a
caricature of himself. These distorted images of the human, in
Bernanos' novels, usually adopt animal features1. The cure's
striking reflection on how Evil deforms the human emphasises the
two contrasting poles of ridicule:

"[...] ce qui nous frappe d'abord c'est I'extreme pauvrete
des moyens dont I'homme dispose pour, je ne dis pas
offenser, mais outrager Dieu, plagier miserablement les
demons ... Car Satan est un maitre trop dur: ce n'est pas
lui qui ordonnerait, comme VAutre, avec sa simplicite
divine: Imitez - moi! II ne souffre pas que ses victimes lui
ressemblent, il ne leur permet qu'une caricature
grossiere, abjecte, impuissante, dont se doit regaler, sans
jamais s'en assouvir, la feroce ironie de I'abime." (JCC
1142f)

Christ's simple invitation to imitate Him, both in His suffering as
well as in His joys, in order to bring forth the best in Man, stands
in extreme contrast to Satan's humiliating lure to imitate him, him,
whose existence is the mocking imitation of God.

Many of the characters in the two novels show signs of ridicule:
Dufrety, Seraphita Dumouchel, Chantal, Jambe-de-Laine, the
mayor of Fenouille, Arsene, le docteur Malepine and even Martial
Devandomme. These characters could be discussed in this chapter
as they all leave the well-trodden tracks of the ordinary and
venture their own, individual way. Here, due to the limited space,
we will focus only on the two contrasting characters of Ouine and
the cure d'Ambricourt. The confrontation of the two should
suffice to bring to light the different underlying traits of ridicule.

!a number of such images are found in the first chapter, 1.2. IMAGES.
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3.3.1. Ouine

ridicule in Ouine represents a mockery to his human dignity,
caricaturing his repulsive looks, his affected attitudes and
nihilistic ideas. It seems as if Ouine's life is accompanied by a
monstrous, satanic laughter, from which he is unable to escape.

Ouine's bodily deformations remind us of "cette caricature
grossiere, abjecte" when his appearance is described as "ces
membres devenus enormes, ce ventre obscene, semblables a une

courge, ce cuir velu, livide, plein de poches et des plis." His
obesity is only part of ridicule attached to his person, another
aspect is his deliberate renouncement of values: "J'espere n'etre
pas encore un fantome, replique M. Ouine avec un sourire. Mais il
m'est difficile de rien affirmer sur ce point. " (O 1546f) An
equivalent to this non-committal attitude is found in an image,
representing Ouine as a reptile: "La voix de M. Ouine faiblit un
peu sur les derniers mots, mais le silence qui les suit n'apporte
aucune detente. II est plein d'autre mots non prononces, que
Steeny croit entendre siffler et grouiller quelque part, dans
1'ombre, ainsi qu'un noeud de reptiles" (O 1548). His continuous
self-degradation as a human being, finally ends in the cruel, but
comical image of Ouine being reduced to his own nose: "Seul, le
nez[...] reste vivant d'une vie desormais sans cause et sans but,
ainsi qu'une petite bete malfaisante."(O 1561)

Ouine's grotesque features would not show ridicule if they did not
reflect the distorted image of inherent features in him. ridicule,
therefore, like the other possible sanctifiers, merely highlights
what is already inherent in the character. Only in reference to
underlying personal vices, can ridicule be understood in Ouine or
in other corrupted characters. It can have no sanctifying effect in
Ouine, because he does not recognise his own ridiculousness. As
his grotesque looks and statements are the reflection of his
internal moral decline, he is unable to affect either internal or

external change .

3.3.2. the cure d'Ambricourt

In contrast to Ouine, ridicule portrayed in the cure d'Ambricourt
is merely another attribute of his saintliness. ridicule, as a
deviation from normal, includes in the cure the acknowledgement
of and the dedication to God. The three theological virtues, Faith,
Hope and Love are continuously reflected in the cure's life. In a
primarily secular society, the decision to be completely dedicated
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to God makes the cure an outsider. Like a stranger he lives in the
world by Christian rules. Christ-like, his detachment from wordly
matters comes so naturally to him that he feels sometimes
completely lost and misunderstood. His hopes and yearnings are
entirely directed towards God; the chores of everyday are
infiltrated by the supernatural Christian view. Child-like he
trusts, hopes and loves.

One of the most touching examples of his child-like attitude is the
scene in which he nearly falls down a ladder out of
disappointment, as he wishes so badly to see and to talk to his
friend, the cure de Torcy: "Ce matin, tandis que j'accrochais les
tentures pour les obseques de Marie Perdrot, j'ai cru reconnaitre
son pas [du cure de Torcy] si ferme, un peu lourd, sur les dalles. Ce
n'etait que le fossoyeur qui venait me dire que son travail etait
fini. La deception a failli me faire tomber de Vechelle... Oh! non, je
ne suis pas pret... "(JCC 1103) Later, in a similar scene the cure
shows the same signs of disappointment. The cure, after a long
period of despair, yearns again to find consolation in the company
of the cure de Torcy. In his despair he runs to Torcy in the hope of
finding his friend the cure. When he finds out that his friend is in
hospital and will be gone for at least a week, he needs the wall to
support him, as the disappointing news temporarily makes him
lose his balance (JCC 1131). Both incidents show an entirely
irrational, child-like hope and trust that his wish will be fulfilled.
This attitude makes him very vulnerable and subject to extreme
suffering when disappointed. Nevertheless, he continues to place
his trust and hope in people and worldly matters as a sign of his
profound supernatural trust in God.1

The cure's estrangement from the world can also be seen in his
difficulty in coping with everyday matters. Simple housekeeping,
the provision of food and drink, the up-keep of his house and
clothes are a source of constant confusion in his life. This can be
seen in the incident when he is offered wine, thinking that it is a
kind present, and being dumb-founded when he is presented with
a bill at the end of the month. His first visit to the castle gives
another vivid example of his helplessness with mundane matters.
The invitation to the castle throws him into a panic. All of a
sudden, he becomes aware that his good cassock is covered with
big stains and if he wears his everyday cassock he is afraid
" d''avoir Pair d'afficher ma pauvrete". He is also worried that he
won't be able to eat, due to his illness, and will therefore draw

lrThe relation between the first and second Commandment is here reflected.
One cannot love God without also loving man; and love for man leads to God
since God is Love.
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unnecessary attention to himself. The note after the dinner ("Nous
avons ensemble bien ri de ma soutane."(JCC 1059)) indicates that
the people at the dinner party have tried to overcome the
embarrassing state of his cassock by joking about it.

His illness is another factor which separates the cure from others.
At various occasions his infirmity reveals a certain helplessness.
His sudden sickness during one of his visits to the chateau is one
embarrassing example of how the cure loses control over his body.
Another scene illustrating his helplessness, is when Seraphita
Dumouchel finds him unconscious on the side of the road.

Although his illness is quite innocent, he is not unaware of how it
affects the perception others have of him: "Un homme qui a mal
au coeur est toujours si ridicule "(JCC 1110). Several times his
delirious state gives the impression that he is drunk. This
confusion is the reaction of uncompassionate surroundings. The
cure like nobody else in the parish relies on compassion.

Because of his ridiculously helpless appearance and naive
approach to people he manages to gain access to the most secret
thoughts of some members of his parish. At the crucial moment,
in the dialogue between the countess and the priest, when the
countess is losing patience, his ridiculous looks ease the tension
and allow the conversation to continue: "Elle perdait visiblement
patience, et j'attendais qu'elle me signifiat mon conge. Elle aurait
surement souhaite me renvoyer, mais chaque fois qu'elle jetait les
yeux sur mon triste visage (je le voyais dans la glace, et le reflet
vert des pelouses le faisait paraitre encore plus ridicule, plus
livide), elle avait un imperceptible mouvement du menton, elle
semblait retrouver la force et la volonte de me convaincre, d'avoir
le dernier mot." (JCC 1148) Due to his weakness, openly shown to
the world, the cure is very often not taken seriously. Although in
many cases this may be a handicap in his daily work as a priest,
as a fool for Christ he becomes very human and therefore very
approachable.

Summing up, ridicule promotes in both Ouine and the cure a certain
estrangement from the world. Similar to the other sanctifiers,
ridicule can be a vehicle for either vice or virtue. The effect of
ridicule in Ouine shows caricature-like distortions of his character.
The changes in him are portrayed as an estrangement from human
nature. More and more, Ouine's human features are reduced from an
animal-like monstre to nothingness. While ridicule gradually
distorts Ouine's humaneness, the same symptom increases saintliness
in the cure d'Ambricourt. Unlike Ouine's ridicule which reflects his
foul interior and is therefore part of him, ridicule in the cure is not
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inherent in him. It is the on-looker who applies his worldy standard
to the cure, smiling at his naivety. In ridicule the cure's readiness to
make himself vulnerable to the world is revealed. Through this
exhibited vulnerability, he allows himself, like Christ did, to be
judged by the world, and defies the world by not attributing much
importance to this judgement.

3.4. injustice

The existence of injustice like desespoir, ridicule, maladie and
mort is the result of Original Sin. injustice though is
distinguished from the other possible sanctifiers in that it includes
all the others. Any kind of suffering, caused by somebody else or
by no apparent reason, seems in a purely secular sense unfair,
injustice, like desespoir, may be best defined by its positive. Just
as desespoir points to espoir, injustice arises from justice, which
indicates that the existence of hope and justice is a precondition
for the existence of desespoir and injustice. The sense of hope
and justice, as Godly gifts, are inherent in Man, although the
secular surrounding may only promote desespoir and injustice. 1
It is again the individual's reaction to injustice in his community
that will be the focus of interest.

In the Journal injustice occurs mainly in the shape of poverty.
Continuously, the reader is confronted with disturbing aspects of
poverty in the world. Different characters of the Journal are
concerned with the existence of the Poor. Le docteur Delbende,
the cure de Torcy and the cure d'Ambricourt react in very
different ways to poverty. In Monsieur Ouine the crime
committed against le petit valet Malicorne forms the centre of
injustice. From this murder injustice expands with centrifugal
force through the village of Fenouille. Individual members of the
parish do not fight injustice, and it reigns by the collective silence
of the community.

3.4.1. the parish of Fenouille

The crime committed in Monsieur Ouine is the distillate for the
well established mal. The crime itself, as well as the inefficient
investigations, are visible signs of a community turned evil.

1 Joseph Pieper describes in his book, das Viergespann, the connection
between the four human virtues. Iustitia is the first among them as it is
inherent in the human being. ("Das Viergespann: prudentia, iustitia,
fortitudo, temperantia" (Miinchen: Kosel Verlag, 1964), pp. 68-67.)
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injustice has taken possession of Fenouille, as nobody is opposing
it. Malepine and Ouine only pretend to be helpful in the clearing
up of the crime. In reality, neither of them is interested in the
truth itself. Malepine fascinated by the investigations, treats the
matter as if it was a game, having no concern for the people with
which he is dealing. Ouine's interest in the murder case is even
more dubious. Until the end, it stays unclear in how far he is
involved in the crime.

The involvement of Jambe-de-Laine, Eugene and the rest of the
community is equally inconspicuous. Although many members of
the community may not actually be involved, their knowledge,
suspicion, or apathetic attitude toward the truth make them also
guilty. Bernanos illustrates the collective guilt of Fenouille in the
vivid image in which the individual members of the parish are
turned into wolves surrounding the little, white coffin of the dead
boy:

"Le chceur est plein d'hommes debout, immobiles, ou qui
s'ebrouent par instants tous a la fois, ainsi que les betes
d'un troupeau. Seul, absolument seul, parmi ces ombres,
plus isole par la double rangee de cierges que par un
abime, le minuscule cercueil drape de blanc. [...] C'est vrai
qu'ils sont venus d'un meme mouvement se serrer autour
du petit cadavre comme un troupeau cerne par les loups."
(O 1482f)

Bernanos emphasises the idea of the whole village being
collectively guilty of this crime. Here, the individual does not
matter as such, since he refuses to step out of the anonymity of
the village. Whether there is forensic research taking place,
whether the individual members of the parish consciously decided
to prohibit it and thereby take part in the crime committed, or
whether no such conscious decision has been made, is not clear.
The reader is only presented with an anonymous mass of people,
all turning a blind eye to a crime committed in their community.
Allowing injustice to dwell in a community without even the
pretence of wanting to single out the black sheep from the
community, shows that the village as a whole has turned evil.1

1 The crime initiates cathartical changes in Arsene, the mayor of Fenouille;
he will be discussed in the section 3. 5. maladie-mort.
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3.4.2.the parish Ambricourt

In the Journal a very different image of injustice is shown.
Certain members of the parish Ambricourt transgress rules, like
the sexual betrayal of the count and Mademoiselle Louise,
Chantal's hatred against her parents, Dufrety's breaking of his
vows, etc. These acts of injustice never reach the dimension of
collective surrender to injustice. Much more than individual acts
of injustice that reveal a culprit and a victim, the existence of
injustice itself, without a culprit, in the shape of poverty or
illness causes concern in the Journal.

The Poor, according to Bernanos, being "Theritier du Christ" (JCC
1103) are automatically close to God. Struggling daily for mere
existence, deprived of comfort, their life is branded by hardship
and therefore continuous, real sacrifice. Hence, the Poor or the
mistreated are, through their intended or unintended imitation of
Christ, sanctified. The Poor, like Christ, is only ever victim without
a monstrous side.

Bernanos' concern for the Poor can only be understood in
connection with the Church. His criticism is not directed against
the existence of the Poor, but at the Church distancing herself
from the Poor to form an alliance with the richer part of society.
We have already looked at this aspect in connection with le doyen
de Blangermont and la famille Pamyre. Now the same problem
will be approached from a different angle: the leading lexical field
is not one of indifference and hypocrisy, but injustice. In the
figures of Monsieur le cure de Torcy, le docteur Delbende and le
cure d'Ambricourt the betrayal of the Poor is recognised and
denounced. In these three characters three different reactions to

injustice are revealed.

It is not easy to specifically identify a common denominator
between the three characters. Perhaps, all three have a distinct
sense of justice and compassion, which leads them, each in his own
way, to react to, if not actively oppose, injustice. Although every
single person is very different, there is one unidentified, common
trait, which is intimated by Delbende:

Torcy, vous et moi, nous sommes de la meme race, une
drole de race.

- Quelle race?
- Celle qui tient debout." (JCC 1092)
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3.4.3. the cure de Torcy

The cure de Torcy's unveiling of his past as a passionate defender
of the Poor introduces us to a world of rebellion against injustice.
His immediate reaction to injustice is anger("Mais I'injustice et le
malheur, tiens, ga m'allume le sang") . He has experienced pity, a
feeling he likens to a wild animal, "La pitie, vois - tu, c'est une
bete. Une bete a la quelle on pent beaucoup demander, mais pas
tout. Le meilleur chien peut devenir enrage. Elle est puissante,
vorace. [...] Une des plus fortes passions de I'homme, voila ce

qu'elle est."(JCC 1075f) He still sees anger against poverty, at the
time of the narrative, as his biggest temptation. By recognizing
Luther as his bloodbrother, le cure de Torcy also realises the great
danger of allowing his Flemish hot-headedness to get the best of
him. As a youth having gone through these sorts of ennuis, as he
calls them, the cure de Torcy is now able to understand the deeper
meaning of the existence of poverty.

He sees in poverty the bride of Christ: "C'est a eux [les pauvres]
que le bon Dieu nous envoie d'abord, et pour annoncer quoi? la
pauvrete. lis devaient attendre autre chose! lis attendaient la fin
de leur misere, et voila Dieu qui prend la pauvrete par la main et
qui leur dit: Reconnaissez votre Reine, jurez - lui hommage et
fidelite." (JCC 1078) The plight of the Poor defies the luxury and
comfort of the Rich. As long as the Poor exists they are the bad
conscience of the Rich and therefore stay a constant reminder of
Christ. Through his suffering and constant sacrifice, in material
terms, the Poor lives close to God. His sacrifice is complete since
they has nothing else to give than their own life.

By recognizing in injustice the bride of Christ, the cure de Torcy
has understood the full meaning of it. injustice has worked as a
sanctifier, as it required that he had to overcome his rebellious
temper, in order to accept injustice as part of Redemption.

3.4.4. docteur Delbende

A criticism expressed by Torcy and echoed very loudly by le
docteur Delbende is that in the betrayal of the Poor by the Rich,
layman or cleric, Christ is betrayed and sold again:

"II y aura toujours des pauvres parmi vous, ce n'est pas
une parole de demaguoge, tu penses! Mais c'est la Parole,
et nous I'avons regue. Tant pis pour les riches qui feignent
de croire qu'elle justifie leur egoi'sme. Tant pis pour nous
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qui servons aussi d'otages aux Puissants, chaque fois que
I'armee des miserabies revient battre les murs de la Cite.
C'est la Parole la plus triste de I'Evangile, la plus chargee
de tristesse. Et d'abord, elle est adressee a Judas." (J C C
1078)

It is precisely this desertion of the Poor of which le docteur
Delbende accuses the Church. His deeply rooted disappointment in
the Church presupposes the real belief in an attainable, better
world. Despising the mediocres, Delbende himself is fully
absorbed by the fight against injustice. At the end of his life,
exhausted and desperate, he points the finger at the Church for
abandoning the Poor and only delivering them dirty and
miserable, into the hands of the doctors: "Je ne vous pardonne pas,
puisque vous en avez la garde, de nous les livrer si sales.
Comprenez-vous? Apres 20 siecles de christianisme, tonnerre de
Dieu, il ne devrait plus y avoir de honte d'etre pauvre. Ou bien,
vous Vavez trahi votre Christ. "(JCC 1095)1

The cure, long after his conversation with Delbende, still disturbed
by his strong accusation against the Church, sees the impossibility
of elevating the Poor without losing their sanctifying humility:
"Comment rendrait-elle [I'Eglise] au Pauvre, heritier legitime de
Dieu, un royaume qui n'est pas de ce monde? "(JCC 1103)

Delbende's quixotic fight against injustice is tragic, driving him to
suicide. Although Delbende shows a lot of human greatness and
compassion for the poor and sick, he fails to recognise that the
misery he sees, is a way to win back the lost union with God.
After a life-long struggle, the sanctifying effect of injustice is not
recognised by the doctor.

3.4.5. the cure d'Ambricourt

injustice is not a major concern in the cure, maybe because he
can so easily understand its purpose as a means of approaching
God. Being poor himself, the cure is not surprised or angered by
the existence of injustice. He knows that it is the effect of
Original Sin. At the end of his life, he comes to the conclusion that
the best way to react to injustice is to assume it. "Meme sur la
Croix, accomplissant dans Vangoisse la perfection de sa Sainte
Humanite, Notre-Seigneur ne s'affirme pas victime de Vinjustice:

'This scene reminds one of the encounter between le cure de Fenouille and
le docteur Malepine in Monsieur Ouine. Their discussion revolves around
who is in charge of the suffering.
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Non sciunt quod facient."(JCC 1254f) True Justice cannot be
expected in this world as it will always be imperfect, human
justice. Therefore, injustice has again worked as a sanctifier in
the cure d'Ambricourt.

3.5. maladie - mort

maladie implies physical or mental suffering and both represent
the initiation of mort. Both possible sanctifiers are inseparably
connected. maladie and mort always appear in Bernanos' novels
together, and are related to the other possible sanctifiers by their
possible spiritual influence on the individual.

The important distinction that needs to be made in this part is one
of physical and spiritual illness and death. Bernanos plays with
the idea that physical illness and death either mirrors spiritual
decline or, on the contrary, points to spiritual life. In other words,
the reader is shown in vivid images how maladie and mort are
either used as sanctifiers or reflect the interior pitiful state of a
character.

The mayor of Fenouille, Arsene and Ouine will be used as
examples to demonstrate the reflection between external, visible
illness and internal, spiritual decay.1 Whereas the suffering of
Guillaume and the cure d'Ambricourt will reveal maladie and
mort as sanctifiers where illness and death work in them as

reminders of a transcendental existence, and lead to a self-
sacrificing attitude.

Hence, in the following section first, maladie as the preliminary
symptom of mort will be looked at in these four characters; and
secondly, the connection between the physical appearance of
illness and death to the inner world of the spirit of the individual
will be discussed.

The immediate reaction to illness is to consult a doctor, which in
Bernanos' two novels is the attempt to treat the mere physical
effects, even though the illness may not be physical. The patient
approaching a doctor usually falls into a cruel trap of scientific
experiments. The doctor's focus is limited solely to the physical
aspect, disregarding the spiritual side of the human being. Not
surprisingly, Bernanos' doctor figures are frequently portrayed as

1 Characters like Dufrety, Laville and Anthelme fall into the same category.
They will, however, not be discussed here as the link between their illness
with their spiritual decay can only be intimated.
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either cold and cruel, as in Malepine, or desperate scientists, as in
Delbende and Laville (Lavigne), often lacking compassion for the
patient. The three doctors presented in the Journal and Monsieur
Ouine, are examples of failed doctors, as they do not recognise the
spiritual meaning of suffering.1

3.5.1.Arsene, the mayor of Fenouille

The mayor of Fenouille is a particularly revealing example of a
helpless patient in the hands of a ruthless doctor. Malepine's
misconception of the constitution of the human being makes him
judge Arsene's illness on purely visible, scientific grounds. He
sees Arsene as a simple malade, although his illness needs not so
much medical as spiritual attention. It is Arsene's awareness of
his own sinfulness which is driving him into madness. The visible
display of madness is secondary to an interior spiritual cause; the
sexual excesses of his youth, all of a sudden, return to him with
the horrible certainty that he is a coupable (JCC 1398):

"...effroyable damnation des imbeciles! Lui qu'aucune
femme n'a jamais vu palir se decouvre maintenant a
l'egard de ce nez difforme, impur, inexplicable, une
espece de pudeur comique. Vaine defense! L'idee
sournoise s'est enfancee au plus epais de sa cervelle et
toutes les pinces du beau docteur a la barbe blonde ne
I'en delogeraient plus."

The visible pathological signs like "il se frotte avec frenesie comme
si, declare Malvina, il en voulait a sa vieille peau" or his obsessive
wish to confess his sins openly, are caused by Arsene's sudden
awareness of guilt:

"Nul ne se doute que le degout, sinon le remords, des
plaisirs helas! desormais sans retour a pris chez le
bonhomme vicieux, tout environne du pressentiment de
la mort, la forme de ce delire cocasse."

Tiens, Malvina, s'est-il eerie un soir, je ne suis au fond
qu'un cochon! "(JCC 1394f)

1 The daily, overwhelming suffering with which Delbende is confronted
generates in him a feeling of despair which finally results in his suicide.
Laville and Malepine are both taken by libido sciendi. Science for them
represents the only accepted source of information. Not only is their
approach to the patient compassionless, very often it is not scientific, as
their own frustration and scientific curiosity blinds them to the patient's
particular problem.
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Arsene's sudden awareness of his sinfulness is occasioned by the
death of the innocent boy, Malicorne. As the mayor of Fenouille,
he is closely involved in the investigations. The murder case

brings back to him another death, that of a young girl committing
suicide upon finding out that she is pregnant. Arsene being
responsible for the pregnancy, realises the ugliness of his rotten
past and concludes "J'aime autant me detruire, dit-il. "(O 1401)

These deaths are not the only cause of his change in personality.
The thought of his own approaching death is promoting the
urgency to regain a lost child-like purity.

"Mais j'etais fait pour etre autre chose que je suis,
comprends-tu? - je ne sais quoi ... tiens! une truite dans
I'eau du moulin, quelque chose de frais, de pur." (O 1437)

maladie and mort are in Arsene closely connected. mort, in the
death of the boy Malicorne, prompts an interior conflict in Arsene,
which results in the awareness of his guilt. Approaching his own
death, the battle with his guilt becomes more and more urgent,
mort, as the thought of his own death, has no sanctifying effect on
Arsene as he rejects reconciliation with God as a possible solution,
maladie, in the shape of madness, becomes both the expression of
his guilt, and the refusal to turn to God for forgiveness. Although
in his confession to the people of Fenouille Arsene shows his
regret and searches for forgiveness, he cannot receive absolution
from a mocking crowd. Disillusioned, he gives up the hope of
finding reconciliation and flees into madness, as the only escape
from his guilt.

3.5.2. Ouine

Ouine's illness, similar to that of the mayor of Fenouille, reflects
his spiritual deterioration. His tuberculosis can be seen as a result
of his lived nihilism. Bernanos' imagery underlines this
interchangeability between physical and spiritual illness. Just like
the liquid assembled in the lungs of a tuberculosis sufferer, his
nihilistic philosophy continuously advances his spiritual
decomposition.

Both physical and spiritual death are described in vivid imagery.
The cure d'Ambricourt depicts tuberculosis as "des poumons qui
fondent peu a peu comme un morceau de sucre dans I'eau." (J CC
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1244) The images presented at Ouine's death demonstrate more

vividly a death by tuberculosis:

"On ne me remplira plus desormais, remarque le
professeur avec gravite. f"aurait ete un grand travail que
de me remplir, et ce travail n'est meme pas encore
entrepris. Vainement me suis-je ouvert, dilate, je n'etais
qu'orifice, aspiration, engloutissement, corps et ame,
beant de toutes parts."

"Je desirais, je m'enflais de desir au lieu de rassasier ma

faim, je ne m'incorporais nulle substance, ni bien ni mal,
mon ame n'est qu'une outre pleine de vent. Et voila
maintenant, jeune homme, qu'elle aspire a mon tour, je
me sens fondre et disparaitre dans cette gueule vorace,
elle ramollit jusqu'a mes os." (O 155If)

The soul is as vital to the human being as his lungs and the
acceptance of nihilism like the lungs suffocates the spiritual as
tuberculosis smothers the physical. As a result, both soul and
body perish. Metaphorical estrangement of this kind aims to call
one's attention to the inseparability of the human spirit and body.
The person, Ouine, dies in the moment when both soul and body
give up life. The way Ouine approaches his maladie and mort
merely continues a lifelong tradition of refusing to recognise a
meaningful existence. maladie and mort can have no sanctifying
effect in him as he lacks the understanding of its spiritual
meaning.

In Arsene and Ouine, it could be observed that physical illness and
death corresponds to internal spiritual decline. Turning now to
Guillaume, maladie and mort will have a different meaning. His
illness and thoughts on death do not reflect interior spiritual
decay, but on the contrary, have a sanctifying effect upon the
character.

3.5.3. Guillaume

Guillaume, l'infirme, lives, through his illness, in constant closeness
to death. His bodily deterioration continuously reminds him of his
own death and of those who have died before him:

"Vers deux ou trois heures, quand la fievre tombe, il se
fait autour de moi, en moi plutot un silence si profond -

tu ne peux pas comprendre! si profond que je me figure ...
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Mon Dieu, faut-il croire que rien - rien ne passe jamais
d'un monde dans 1'autre, jamais rien? "

L'infirme has the strange idea that the dead are somehow still
present in this world; he dreams and sometimes hears them in
"une espece de roulement sourd." Guillaume's obsession with the
dead leads him to observe the living. It is his friend Philippe that
induces him to make a connection between living and dead. His
statement "Philippe, vous avez trop longtemps tenu chez vous la
place d'un mort'fO 1387f), refers to Philippe's home. There,
Philippe, as the only male, has taken the place of his dead father,
whose name was also Philippe. The idea of Philippe as a living
representative of someone already dead, reappears two pages
ahead when Guillaume switches his monologue about the dead
suddenly to Philippe:

"Vous! Votre avidite, votre durete, votre passion de
revanche - cette rage a vous contredire, a vous renier,
comme si vous aviez fait deja de grandes choses, des
choses memorables, et qu'elles vous eussent degu ... Tenez
votre admiration pour M. Ouine, votre idee d'un heroisme
a rebours... Helas! Philippe, lorsque vous serez las des
luttes contre vous-meme, il sera trop tard, je serai mort."

Guillaume may be sensing Philippe's internal conflict, a conflict
which may lead eventually to his spiritual death. His struggle at
home and his contact with Ouine are enough to make the sensitive
Guillaume alert. Guillaume not only recognises the danger, but is
also willing to suffer for Philippe. A willingness he expresses in
the following:

"Souffrir, voyez-vous, cela s'apprend...Meme lorsque vous
vous sentez bien creux, bien, la souffrance fait la
demande et la reponse, pense pour vous. II n'a qu'a la
laisser travailler [...] Maintenant je ne cherche plus a vous

comprendre, je n'ai pas besoin: il me semble que toutes
vos peines passent par moi. " (O 1384)

With Guillaume's voluntary suffering for Philippe, he is the most
innocent character in Monsieur Ouine, and therefore resembles
most closely the cure d'Ambricourt. Although Guillaume does not
fully understand how one can possibly suffer for somebody else,
as he does not understand the idea of Christian Redemption, he
offers his physical suffering for the salvation of his friend. Hence,
maladie has worked in Guillaume as a sanctifier.
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3.5.4. the cure d'Ambricourt

The cure d'Ambricourt's "Souffrir par les times" (JCC 1054)
reveals an approach similar to Guillaume. In the very first page of
the Journal, he describes his parish as befallen by the cancer-like
ennui.1 His tremendous physical suffering for his parish
culminates in his learning of his own illness and subsequent death.
Indeed, one cannot but acknowledge a surprising connection
between the opening remark of the cure and his own ending: the
cure has willingly taken on precisely the illness of which his
parish is suffering.

Hence, maladie and mort in the cure have from the beginning
sanctifying character. Throughout his life he accepts, with
tremendous effort, his illness as part of God's plan. How difficult it
is for him to tolerate his illness and death can be seen in the scene

when his illness is revealed to him:

"Cancer...Cancer de I'estomac... Le mot surtout m'a frappe.
J'en attendais un autre. J'attendais celui de tuberculose.

Que Dieu me pardonne! Je ne songeais pas a Lui... [...]
Pourquoi ne suis-je pas parti a ce moment-la? Je Vignore.
Peut-etre n'ai-je pu reprimer un mouvement de colere,
de revolte contre cet inconnu qui venait tranquillement
de disposer de moi comme de son bien.'fJCC 1240f)

The cure's revolt against his illness shows a very human trait in
this holy figure. At first he lashes out at Laville, the doctor
informing him of his condition. Given time to think, he accepts the
reality, and directs his anger at himself, as he perceives the
tumour growing in him to be impure.

"N'importe! J'ai beau me repeter qu'il n'y a rien de change
en moi depuis des semaines, ou presque, la pensee de
rentrer chez moi avec...avec cette chose enfin, me fait
honte, m'ecceure. Je n'etais que trop tente de degout vis-
a-vis de ma propre personne, et je sais le danger d'un tel
sentiment qui finirait par m'enlever tout courage. Mon
premier devoir, au debut des epreuves qui m'attendent,
devrait etre surement de me reconcilier avec moi-

meme..."(JCC 1244)

1 "Ma paroisse est devoree par I'ennui, voila le mot. Comme d'autre paroisses!
L'ennui les devore sous nos yeux et nous n'y pouvons rien. Quelque jour
peut-etre la contagion nous gagnera, nous decouvrirons en nous ce cancer.
On peut vivre tres longtemps avec ga. "(JCC 1031)
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Initially, revolted and ashamed of this sign of impurity the cure
seems at first confirmed in his life-long practice of self-rejection.
Only slowly does he recognise that reconciliation with himself will
lead to reconciliation with God. Not only does he accept his own
suffering as part of God's plan, he also recognises at the end of his
life that his sacrifice is as beautiful as any other.

"L'espece de mefiance que j'avais de moi, de ma personne,
vient de se dissiper, je crois pour toujours. Cette lutte a

pris fin. Je ne la comprends plus. Je suis reconcilie avec
moi-meme, avec cette pauvre depouille. 11 est plus facile
que Von croit de se hair. La grace est de s'oublier. Mais si
tout orgueil etait mort en nous, la grace des graces serait
s'aimer humblement soi-meme, comme n'importe lequel
des membres souffrants de Jesus-Christ."(JCC 1257)
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4. LE REEL BERNANOSIEN
Patterns of the reception of grace in the two novels

In the previous chapter both novels were examined with regard to
the individual's reaction to possible sanctifiers. In Monsieur Ouine
the redemptive potential of solitude, desespoir, ridicule,
injustice, maladie and mort are mostly not recognised. Guillaume
is the only character in this novel who suspects supernatural
purpose behind his torments. All the others endure their
suffering sometimes even without acknowledging their pain. In
contrast, in the Journal suffering is accepted and offered to God.

This chapter deals with the following questions: Why are possible
sanctifiers recognised in one novel and not in the other? and what
is the essential difference between the two novels sharing the
same lexical substance and fictional reality?

Before these questions are answered it is best to re-examine what
exactly constitutes le reel in the novels. Le reel is the common
fictional background in both novels. Therefore, once le reel is
understood, the essential points of division between the novels
become clear.

Bernanos creates a world in his fiction in which both movements

I'elan vers I'amour and I'elan contre I'amour are present.
According to Le Touze le reel bernanosien is hidden in the tension
between these two forces:

"Dans ces deux directions le heros bernanosien se

revele aimante par I'absolu divin (ou sa caricature
demoniaque) consciemment ou a son insu. Dans la
premiere direction, Vlncarnation du Fils, dans la
seconde, sa Passion, son aneantissement et sa mort,
fondent le reel comme immanent et transcendent. Le
reel se rend sensible dans la chair et dans la matiere,
et c'est la grace de I'enfance; mais il est aussi ce qui se
derobe aux prises et se revele comme un au-dela
mysterieux d'ou I'elan de I'homme vers la mort....le
centre de gravite du reel est a la fois dans la
profondeur inaccessible de Dieu et dans la chair ou il
s'est incarne; mais la chair se revele son secret que
dans la mort, d'ou le perpetuel decentrement de
I'homme dans sa course vers I'agonie. La Douleur
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divinisee ou le cceur de VHomme-Dieu, est le coeur du
reel et le centre stylistique de I'ceuvre romanesque." 1

In so far as le reel is recognised, solitude, desespoir, ridicule,
injustice, maladie and mort become meaningful and can have a
sanctifying effect on the individual. If le reel is not recognised as
such and I'elan contre Vamour overshadows le reel, as in
Monsieur Ouine, naturally, possible sanctifiers remain
meaningless. Instead of la douleur divinisee le vide dominates
the narrative. The writer had the difficult task of showing "la
presence de ce qui n'est pas, correlativement il montrera Vabsence
de ce qui est." 2 Paradoxically, le reel in Monsieur Ouine manifests
itself by its negation.

How can le vide and le neant be represented if language itself is
raison? Could a disintegrating parish like Fenouille be
represented in diary-form? That there is a connection between
the coherent flow of the diary and the disruptive narrative of
Monsieur Ouine to their corresponding contents seems obvious.
The different structures of each novel constitute the frame

particular to each novel. Content and frame form a unity, one
determined by the other. It is therefore worth glancing at the
narrative techniques of each novel.

4.1. The role of the narrative technique

In the Journal the priest-writer guides the reader through the
invisible reel of the novel. He is able to see and interpret God's
presence or absence in his environment. Without the organizing
voice of the cure d'Ambricourt the super-natural meaning would
be lost. The countess' talk with the cure before her death,
Seraphita's self-inflicted injury on her leg, the cure's illness etc.
would remain meaningless without the cure's understanding of
the super-natural.

The diary not only functions as a guide to the reader in the parish
Ambricourt, but also leads the writer through his own inner life.
He has planned to use his diary as un prolongement de la priere
as a way of reflecting upon his own existence in the presence of
God. The cure is, nevertheless, aware of the temptation that his
diary could serve him as "un alibi [...pour] nous confirmer dans un

1 Philippe Le Touze, "Le mystere du reel dans les romans de Georges
Bernanos", p. 4.
2Philippe Le Touze, ibid., p. 166.
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dessein "(JCC 1034ff). Afraid of creating a new world, apologetic
to his own shortcomings, the cure is anxious to maintain the truth
when writing his diary.

When close to death, he recognises that the diary has helped him
free himself of his dreams and illusions. He manages to overcome
his desespoir, expressed in his feelings of inappropriateness and
lack of self-esteem, through the rigorous self-discipline ("je veux
neamoins porter contre moi ce temoignage"(SCC 1184)) involved in
writing his diary:

"II y a certainement quelque chose de maladif dans
I'attachement que je porte a ces feuilles. Elles ne m'en
ont pas moins ete d'un grand secours au moment de
I' epreuve, et elles m'apportent aujourd'hui un

temoignage tres precieux, trop humiliant pour que je
m'y complaise, assez precis pour fixer ma pensee. Elles
m'ont delivre du reve. Ce n'est pas rien."(JCC 1223)

Therefore, the diary needs to be seen as a tool which helps him to
accept himself, with all his weakness, in the presence of God. It is
only through the diary that he is lead to the final reconciliation
with God, and also with himself.

A number of astonishing factors lead to the particular shape of the
Journal : le reel is formed around the mystere chretien with a
priest as the protagonist. This priest understands and interprets
his environment as a Catholic. At the same time the cure pursues
holiness by imposing a rigorous search for his own shortcomings
upon himself. His honest concern for truth documented in the
diary, not only shows the cure's struggle with his parish, but also
bears witness to his own process of sanctification. In fact, the
diary forces the reader to focus on the cure's battle against evil.

A quick digression to the diary present in Monsieur Ouine shows
that Arsene's diary produces at first a similar effect on the writer.
As in the cure, the mayor's diary triggers a process of self-
awareness. His regrets over his past sins do not, however, lead
him to God, but drive him to madness. The awareness of his own

sinfulness, although initiated by the diary, fails to occasion
reconciliation with God. This is due to his morally degraded
environment.

In Monsieur Ouine the reader is not carefully guided by a sapient
narrator. The third person narrator does not appear as a
character of the novel, nor does he seem to be a rational being; he
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stays completely hidden. It seems as if Bernanos intended the
paradoxical situation in which an intangible narrator follows no
aim of coherency in his narration. The reader is lead to think that
le mal itself, the arbitrary force continuously present in the novel,
is the narrator and orders the script.

This idea is enhanced by the fact that every new scene introduces
a new perspective on the loosely connected action. The narrative
flow is continuously interrupted; quick changes of scenes, allusions
to withheld information, etc. are characteristic of this novel.
Different actions around Philippe's family, Devandomme's family,
the relationship Ouine-Mme de Nereis-Anthelme and the priest
are not always linked with one another. Le Touze recognises in
the disrupted flow a connection to the decaying parish described
in the novel:

"A travers ses discontinuity's, le recit entraine le village
entier dans un processus de decomposition, de
degradation, depuis la disponibilite initiate de Steeny
jusqu'a la mort de Ouine; il mene les personnages vers
la mort." 1

The arbitrary force that sweeps through the novel, the absence of
coherent and logical actions, the cold and loveless environment of
Fenouille are reflected in the fragmentary narration. The chaos in
the parish of Fenouille is implied by the absence of any order in
the narrative sequence. As a result confusion pervades the novel,
in content and in style.

Le Touze's idea that the whole narrative could also be Ouine's
dream shows the novels tendency to ambiguity:

"La forme narrative mime les caprices, les pertes,
I'obscurcissement d'une conscience onirique desaxee
qui ne vit plus qu'au niveau de I'instinct et de la
sensation, qui ne peut plus relier les donnees de son
experience: d'ou le morcellement du recit, sa non
coherence objective, ses nombreuses ellipses, lancunes
et ambiguites." 2

The attempt to express le vide, le neant as the opposite to Love
and Reason can be seen in the phantasmagorical tenor as well as

1 Philippe Le Touze, "Le mystere du reel dans les romans de Georges
Bernanos", p. 34.
2Philippe Le Touze, ibid, p. 170.
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the incoherent narrative flow of the novel. Just as the Journal

approaches L'Amour in the cure's lived douleur divinisee, the
general disintegration in Monsieur Ouine represents the move
toward le vide.

Apart from the different narrative techniques applied in the two
novels another aspect needs to be considered, one that has been
already discussed by a number of authors. The spirit of childhood
plays a key-role in Bernanos' fiction and will help illuminate the
contrast between the two novels.

4.2. The child as a guide to the child-likeness of God

Soeur Raymond-Marie's essay on the significance of childhood and
children1 helps one to understand the saving role the child has in
Bernanos' work. "L'enfant force I'adulte a prendre sa veritable
mesure." 2 The child challenges those who have left and betrayed
their own childhood. Childhood in the bernanosian context equals
innocence, and the willingness to expose this innocence to the
world. It is therefore not the age that defines the child, but the
courage with which this childhood spirit is exhibited in an
environment, hostile to the child.

The child in his innocence aims toward God; the world opposed to
this aim is the adult's world, a world that has lost the spirit of
childhood. It is the naive, child-like behaviour of the cure which
provokes criticism; it is Arsene's genuine trust that his public
confession will liberate him from the burden of his sin which
makes him look ridiculous in the eyes of his community; and it is
Chantal and Philippe's passionate rebellion against their cold home
which defies the adults' behaviour.

In rebelling against the corruption of the adult's world, the child is
very vulnerable and always victim of the adult's world. The cure,
the teenagers, Arsene, and finally le petit valet Malicorne, all
suffer from a world where a child-like spirit is lacking.

The child can only assume this position of "conscience of the
world", because, in his innocence he hopes, and trusts blindly in
the goodness of his surroundings. This original trust of the child is
what constitutes his closeness to God. The cure d'Ambricourt

1 Soeur Raymond-Marie, s.s.a. : L'enfant presence de choc. Etudes
bernanosiennes, 5-6. Autour de Monsieur Ouine. la revue des Lettres
Modernes. Nos. 108 -110, 1966.
2Soeur Raymond-Marie, s.s.a. , ibid, p. 97.
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explains the connection between the child and Salvation with the
idea that the child, as opposed to the adult, has some sort of
interior life, and therefore, senses the existence of a loving God.

"II est rare qu'un enfant n'ait pas eu, ne fut-ce qu'a I'etat
embryonnaire - une espece de vie interieure, au sens
chretien du mot. Un jour ou Vautre, I'elan de sa jeune vie
a ete plus fort, I'esprit d'heroi'sme a remue au fond de son
cceur innocent. Pas beaucoup, peut-etre, juste assez
cependant pour que le petit etre ait vaguement entrevu,
parfois obscurement accepte, le risque immense du salut,
qui fait tout le divin de 1'existence humaine.j...] Mais
naturellement il a reagi en enfant, et I'homme mur ne

gardera de telle minute decisive, solonnelle, que le
souvenir d'un drame enfantin, d'une apparente
espieglerie dont le veritable sens lui echappera, et dont il
parlera jusqu'a la fin avec ce sourire attendri, trop
luisant, presque lubrique, des vieux." (JCC 1115f)

The child is heroic in his hope and trust. His view is not distorted
by any rules or conventions; his approach to God is simple and
innocent. Becoming an adult means, in the bernanosian context,
betrayal of one's own childhood.

On a more metaphysical level, the child may become the Christ-
child, as happens in the cure's vision before his break-down near
Seraphita Dumouchel's house. As the young girl finds him in
delirious state, she takes care of him. For him this encounter is
turned into a supernatural experience, in which Seraphita's hands
turn into the hands of the Christ-child, offering guidance through
his suffering:

"C'etait une main d'enfant, d'enfant pauvre, deja usee par
le travail, les lessives. Comment exprimer cela? Je ne
voulais pas que ce fut un reve, et pourtant je me souviens
d'avoir ferme les yeux. Je craignais, en levant les
paupieres, d'apercevoir le visage devant lequel tout
genou flechit. Je I'ai vu. C'etait aussi un visage d'enfant, ou
de tres jeune fille, sans aucun eclat." (JCC 1197)

The presence of the child in the Journal, seen in the cure's
innocence and also presence in his vision indicates I'elan vers
1'amour. Only in a world in which le mystere chretien is
recognised as le reel can the child be identified with Christ. It is
the spirit of childhood in the cure that makes the priest grow in
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likeness to Christ. His innocence and naivety are the pledge to his
closeness to God.

In Monsieur Ouine innocence only occurs in the murdered valet
Malicorne. The murder itself seems to stand for the oppression of
innocence altogether. In a world in which the mystery of
Redemption is rejected, the meaning of the spirit of childhood is
lost. The visible sign of this loss is a slaughtered innocent little
boy.

The answer to the question asked at the beginning of this chapter
is that the essential difference between the two novels is found in
the acceptance or rejection of le reel. The acceptance of ills, like
solitude, desespoir, ridicule, injustice, maladie and mort, and the
recognition of their super-natural meaning preconditions the
recognition of a Christian world. Although suffering may be
accepted in both novels, their super-natural meaning is not
recognised in Monsieur Ouine. In the same way, the spirit of
childhood is present in both novels. Philippe's, Arsene's and
Guillaume's courageous demands for truth end in uncertainty,
because le mystere chretien is not recognised. The Journal, on the
other hand, shows characters like the cure, the countess and
Seraphita Dumouchel whose radical demands for truth reveal their
spirit of childhood. Through the cure's faith, his recognition of le
reel, the countess has approached and Seraphita may find God.
The narrative techniques of the two novels mirror the recognition
of le reel or its rejection. In the Journal, the recognition of a reel
chretien, as well as the acceptance of suffering, the keeping of a
diary and the spirit of childhood allow the individual to grow
closer to God. If le reel is not recognised, as in Monsieur Ouine,
these means of approaching God are not used.
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5. CONCLUSION

The greatest mystery of Bernanos' work is that the two novels,
representing the world of grace and of disgrace, share the same
reel. The fictional reality of Journal d'un Cure de Campagne and
Monsieur Ouine is embedded in Christianity. As an invisible force
le mal manipulates the characters of his fiction. The visible
background of these novels is a parish in rural France in the first
half of the twentieth century. The presence of le mal and the
setting of the novels are given as evidence of le reel.

In these novels the contrast between grace and disgrace can be
systematically followed by examining first the social institutions
represented in the novels and then certain characters in
connection with relevant lexical fields. The global examination of
the institutions in which the Journal showed a society in the
process of decay while Monsieur Ouine showed the completed
process of disintegration of the same society, proved to be too
general to provide an answer. Only the linkage between certain
characters and the different themes of disintegration (solitude,
desespoir, ridicule, injustice, maladie and mort) established a
connection which allowed greater insight into the network of le
mal. It highlighted the fact that these themes only work as
symptoms of disintegration if they are linked with an individual
co-operating in destruction, and that co-operation with le mal
occurs whenever it is not actively fought against. This approach
provided an answer to the question of why similar lexis can lead
to two completely treatments. We continued the analysis by
asking, 'Why does one novel show the recognition and acceptance
of possible sanctifiers and the other their rejection?' With both
the examination of the narrative techniques and the presence or
absence of innocence (represented in the spirit of childhood in
each novel), the final answer is that the Journal represents a
world of grace, and Monsieur Ouine , a world of disgrace. In the
Journal, La paroisse morte is brought to life by grace.

Throughout the analysis pursued in this thesis it is precisely the
grace perceived by the cure that constitutes the essential points of
division between the novels. This grace is visible in three aspects:
the acceptance of suffering, the diary as a tool in the process of
self-awareness, and the presence of a child-like spirit.
Interestingly, these three also constitute the only possible
weapons in the fight against le mal.

The acceptance of suffering is closely connected to the lexis. The
possible sanctifiers, solitude, desespoir, ridicule, injustice,
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maladie and mort, challenge the individual to confront and accept
suffering as part of a divine plan. In the Journal the cure

recognises and assumes his suffering as a sacrifice to God. In
Monsieur Ouine only Guillaume shows signs of accepting suffering
without understanding its supernatural meaning. Even though he
accepts the burden of his physical disability and feels Philippe's
despair as if it were his own, Guillaume does not understand the
meaning of suffering in its Christian context. His thought that
there must be some link between the living and the dead brings
him closer to the invisible reel of the novel. His intuition stays
unconfirmed, since nobody, not even the priest, proclaims the
Christian Faith.

The reaction to le reel in Monsieur Ouine is denial and ignorance
towards le mystere chretien. The almost complete absence of the
Christian message also implies the absence of the virtues fides,
spes, caritas, justitia, prudentia, temperantia and fortitudo. This
is not only conveyed in the content, but also in its construction. In
particular, the lack of Reason is reflected in the disrupted
narrative flow. The world of disgrace, of neant and vide, in
which an arbitrary force reigns, cannot be represented by a linear,
coherent account. Fragmentarily, actions are lined up, seemingly
without purpose, if not to show that there is no purpose. Arsene's
diary represents one attempt to acknowledge the existence of le
mal; although his diary helps him to recognise his sinfulness, he
does not assume responsibility, but flees into madness.

The narrative flow of the Journal gives a very coherent account of
the cure's life. As priest, protagonist and narrator the cure
understands and interprets le reel. His interpretation of le reel
corresponds to the fictional reality implied in the text. His
ambition to please God is reflected in his life, and his diary gives
evidence of this struggle. The diary, similar to the one of Arsene,
has also a cathartic role. It is used as "un instrument de discipline
et de rigueur spirituelle" 1. The cure, at first reluctant to keep a
diary, knowing the danger of confirming his dreams instead of
using it as tool in the process of self-awareness, is later very
attached to his diary. Within him the need to examine himself in
the presence of God seems to have grown.

Only someone who has kept the spirit of childhood is able to
undertake this unsparing search for truth within himself. The
person that trusts, hopes and looks for truth like a child is bound

'Hans Aaraas, 'A propos de Journal d'un cure de campagne: essai sur
l'ecrivain et le pretre', p. 25.
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to find God. In the Journal, certainly the cure, but also the
countess, Seraphita Dumouchel have the spirit of childhood. The
child-like spirit is not entirely absent in Monsieur Ouine. Arsene,
Guillaume and Philippe have not lost their spirit of childhood.
Although partly present in Monsieur Ouine, it stays suppressed.
Again, it is the overpowering evil which dominates this novel,
systematically killing every expression of innocence. It is around
this lack of innocence, personified in the murdered sheep boy, that
the action revolves. As in Bernanos' fiction, the child stands for
Christ himself it is Christ himself that is murdered.

With Journal d'un Cure de Campagne and Monsieur Ouine
Bernanos has created two ways of confronting the radical Christian
truth of Redemption. In one novel this truth is recognised, in the
other it is rejected. In this way, Monsieur Ouine gives so perfectly
the negative image of Journal d'un Cure de Campagne that it gives
evidence of the coherence of the Catholic Faith. The fact that
Bernanos creates a world of grace and a world of disgrace in the
exact same local setting shows that at the heart of his realism is
not the physical reality of place and time, but the invisible God.
By producing a fictional reality in which le mystere chretien
stands as objective entity, Bernanos bases his realism on the
relationship of the individual to God. Only in this exchange does
God become tangible to the reader. In Bernanos' vision of the
human condition the individual's struggle with his passions and
environment is not entirely human. In the fight against le mal
the individual is powerless as long as he does not receive the
grace to understand le reel. This knowledge will not only lead him
to the acceptance of his own destiny, but son acceptation joyeuse
(JCC 1239).
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